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ABSTRACT

Behaviour was analysed at a number of levels in two series of concurrent-

schedule experiments. In the first, six or seven concurrent-schedule components, each

of which could have a diftbrent reinlbrcer ratio in it, were arranged in each session.

In the canonical arrangement these components were separated by l0-s blackouts.

Across conditions, the reintbrcer ratios arranged in components were varied. The

overall rate of reinforcement was constant throughout, and each condition was in

etfect for 50 sessions. The second series of experiments used a conventional

switching-key concurrent-schedule procedure in which a single reinfbrcer (or

reinforcer-magnitude) ratio was in etl'ect for 65 sessions.

Experiment I showed that behaviour adjusted very quickly to the rapidly

changing contingencies. Sensitivity to reinlbrcement reached higher levels when the

range of reintbrcer ratios arranged was greater. More detailed analyses suggested that

the variables controlling behaviour operated at a number of levels. First, each

individual reintbrcer had an effect on subsequent behaviour. Second, successive

reinforcers obtained at the same alternative ("confirmations") had cumulative elfects

that were evident when behaviour was examined as a function of time since

reinforcement (i.e., the change in behaviour after the third successive contirrnation at

the left alternative was greater than that after the second). Third, when these

sequences of confirmations occurred more fiequently, their behavioural etfects were

again increased. Finally. "discontirmations" (a reinforcer obtained from the other

alternative tbllowing a sequence of confirmations) had comparatively very large

etfects, and returned prefbrence to levels controlled by the molar or sessional

reinforcer ratio.



Experiment 2 showed that the local ellbcts of reinfbrcers evident in

Experiment I were also present in steady-state data. Effects of individual reinforcers

on behaviour were evident, as were longer-term etfects of aggregations of reintbrcers.

Pretbrences were again more extreme in response to sequences of confirmations when

those sequences occurred more fiequently. Similarly, discontirmations had

comparatively very large effects, ard returned behaviour to levels controlled by the

molar reinfbrcer ratio. Moreover. these local effects of reinforcers were similar when

either the reinforcer-ffequency ratio or the reinfbrcer-magnitude ratios were varied.

The present data question the commonly held assumption that behaviour is

controlled by large aggregations of reintorcers. Control was evident at a number of

levels, and attempts to model concurrent-schedule data are likely to require processes

operating at multiple levels. The present data also suggest that the frequency with

which sequences of confirming reinfbrcers occured was central, and longer-tenn

processes might be updated with the delivery of a discon-tirmation. Moreover,

diflerent concurrent-schedule ilrangements might result in these frequencies differing

substantially with the same reinforcer ratio arranged. An increased fbcus on detailed

data collection using relatively standard manipulations of reinforcer frequency,

magnitude, and other independent variables that are known to affect choice, is

recommended.
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Chapter I

Psychologists have researched the distribution of behaviour between response

altematives extensively. As Herrnstein (1970) explained, "even in a simple

environment like a single-response operant-conditioning chamber, the occurrence of

the response is interwoven with other, albeit unknown, responses, the relative

frequencies of which must conform to the same general laws that are at work

whenever there are multiple altematives" (p.264). That is, all behaviour is choice

behaviour. Herein lies the rationale for the extensive tbcus on choice behaviour and

the variables that control it. Concurrent schedules have provided a means by which

two (or more) response alternatives can be arranged explicitly, and behaviour emitted

at each recorded. Concurrent schedule research has resulted in many predictive and

descriptive attempts to model the effects of reinfbrcement.

I.l Concurrent-scheduleprocedures

A concurrent schedule involves two or more response altematives associated

with two or more schedules of reinforcement that are available simultaneously. Two

variations of this procedure are commonly used, the two-key procedure and the

Findley (1958), or switching-key, procedure. Various response manipulanda can be

arranged. For simplicity, generic arrangements designed for pigeons using response

keys will be discussed here. Research has shown no dif'ferences in performance

across the two concurrent-schedule procedtres (see Davison & McCarthy, 1988).

The two-key procedure involves two (or more) response keys being made

available to the subject simultaneously. Responses on each of these are reinfbrced

according to specific schedules. The subject is fiee to respond to either key, and



change over at any stage. Responses to each key, and thus its associated schedule, are

recorded. When time allocation is measured, the time allocated to a schedule is

usually the time between the first response to the key associated with that schedule.

and the lirst response to the other key.

The switching-key procedure also involves two response keys being made

available to the subject, the switching key, and the main key. A response to the

switching key changes the discriminative stimulus and associated schedule shown on

the main key. Thus, all reinforcers are obtained fbllowing responses emitted to the

main key. Again, the responses to each discriminative stimulus arranged on the main

key and its associated schedule are recorded. Time allocation is usually measured

from switching-key response to switching-key response.

In both procedures, a changeover delay (COD, Herrnstein, l96t) has often

been used. In the two-key procedure, a COD prevents a response on one alternative

from producing an arranged reinforcer when it follows a response on the other

altemative by less than a specified amount of time. In the switching-key procedure,

the COD prevents a main-key response tiom producing an arranged reinforcer when it

follows a switching-key response by less than a specified amount of time. The use of

CODs is an attempt to prevent concurrent superstitions, that is, reinforcers obtained at

one alternative maintaining responding at the other alternative (Catania 1963; Catania

& Cutts, 1963).

Two different methods of scheduling reinlbrcers have been commonly used

with interval schedules. First, reinforcers can be independently scheduled (e.g.,

Herrnstein, l96l ). This simply means that when a reintbrcer is arranged for a

response to one alternative of a concurrent schedule, the availability of a reinforcer tbr

the other response(s) is unaffected. Thus, when one schedule uuranges a reintbrcer,



the other schedule(s) continue timing. It is therefbre possible fbr reinfbrcers to be

arranged simultaneously on more than one of the response altematives. When a given

reinforcer is collected, the schedule involved resumes timing.

In contrast, when reinforcers are dependently scheduled (Stubbs & Pliskoff,

1969), a reinfbrcer arranged on one alternative stops the other alternative(s) timing

until the arranged reinforcer has been collected- Once this has happened, both the

schedule on which the reinforcer was arranged and the other schedule(s) resume

timing. Dependent scheduling prevents the reintbrcement of exclusive responding to

one alternative, and ensures that the obtained reinforcer ratio closely approximates the

arranged reinforcer ratio.

The last forty years have produced a large number of experimental

examinations of concurrent-schedule performance. Davison and McCarthy (1988)

provide an extensive review ofconcurrent schedule research using a variety of

schedule combinations. Most research, however, has focused on the use of concurrent

variable-interval (Vf VI schedules, as is the case with the present thesis. In a VI

schedule a response is reinforced when a variable arnount of time has elapsed since

the last reinforcer. The schedule is usually denoted by the mean of these intervals.

The great majority of research on concurent-schedule performance has

examined steady-state behaviour. This has usually involved an independent variable

(most often the reinforcer ratio) being held constant until a pre-defined stability

criterion has been met. Various criteria have been used, with the underlying theme

being that there be no systematic variation in behaviour from session to session. This

normally requires somewhere between l5 to 30 sessions of training, and the last few

sessions of stable data are analysed (Davison & McCarthy, 1988).



1.2 Quantilication - The generalized matching law

Herrnstein (1961) reported a two-key concurrent schedule experiment in

which responses were reinforced according to a series of difTerent concurrent VI VI

schedules. and the overall rate of reinfbrcement was constant at 1.5 reintbrcers per

minute. In most conditions he arranged a 1.5-s COD. He noted that the relative

frequency of reinforcement equalled the relative frequency of responses on the two

alternatives. This matching function is given as:

B,R
= /r r\

B, + B, n, * R, ' (l'l)

where Br and Bzare the numbers of responses emitted at Alternatives I and 2

respectively. Similarly, R1 and rR2 ire the numbers of reinforcers obtained at

Alternatives I and 2. The number of responses emitted at each alternative can be

substituted by the amount of time spent responding at each altemative (Baum &

Rachlin, 1969). A number of subsequent studies conformed to this relationship (e.g.,

Catani4 1963; Reynolds, 1963).

However, Baum (1974) noted several studies where departures from matching

were reported, either systematic (Hollard & Davison,797l; Staddoru 1968; Trevett,

Davison, & Williams,1972\ or non-systematic (Baum & Rachlin, 1969; Baum,1973).

For example, Hollard and Davison studied the behaviour of pigeons on concwrent VI

VI schedules when food was the reinlbrcer on one response alternative and

ectostriatal brain stimulation (EBS) was the reinforcer on the other. When the

logarithms (hereafter logs) of the response ratios were plotted as a function of the logs

of the obtained reinforcer ratios a linear relation was evident. However, the slope of

the best fitting straight line through these data was not 1.0 as strict matching would

require, but less than I tbr each subject (mean 0.77). Baum used the term



"undermatching" to describe this type of result. Moreover, the y-intercepts of these

lines was not 0 (as strict matching would require). but consistently positive (mean

0.65), indicating a strong prefbrence tbr fbod over EBS. Baum termed this type of

deviation fiom strict matching "bias"-

Baum (1974) suggested that a modifled version of the matching law, the

generalized matching law (GML), could better describe the majority of concurrent

schedule research. The GML, in its logarithmic form, is given by:

,*(+) -"'"*(+) *roe", (t.2)

where the parameter a is sensitivity to reinforcement (Lobb & Davison, 1975) and

measures the degree to which the response ratio changes with variations in the

reinforcer ratio. Log c is inherent bias, and measures any constant proportional

preference for one alternative over the other. As with Equation 1.1, time allocation

can be substituted for response allocation. In arithmetic terms, the GML is given by:

4 ( n,')"
ct-l

82 \Rrl 7
(1.3)

Strict matching demands that the value of sensitivity to reinforcement be 1.0.

That is, the behaviour ratio must have unit sensitivity to the reinlbrcer ratio when the

latter is varied. Undermatching describes the result where the behaviour ratio has less

than unit sensitivity (a < 1.0) to the reintbrcer ratio. That is, the behaviour ratio is

consistently less extreme than the reinforcer ratio that produced it. Overmatching (a

>1.0) is a somewhat less tiequent result (Taylor & Davison, 1983), in which the

behaviour ratio has a sreater than unit sensitiviw to the reinfbrcer ratio.

In concurrent ]"fr"aut"s. sensitivity ,o ,"rr"r."ment is typically less than 1.0

(Baum, 1979;Taylor & Davison, 1983) tbr both time and response allocation. In



general, time allocation measures of sensitivity to reinlbrcement are slightly higher

than those obtained using response allocation data. Thus, undermatching is the

standard result when concurrent VI VI schedules have been used.

Baum (1974) retained the theoretical position that strict matching was the

empirical standard, and that deviations tiom that were most likely due to procedural

factors. His argument centred on the notion that scientific research would involve

factors that reduce the amount of systematic variation in data. Thus, observed values

of a dependent variable would co-vary less with an independent variable than would

be predicted, and in matching this would lead to undermatching. He outlined three

factors: CODs, deprivation, and poor discrimination between alternatives. Other

researchers have identified other factors that afl'ect sensitivity to reinforcement to

varying degrees. Among others, these include: Asymmetrical pausing at the two

alternatives, overall rate of reintbrcement, and amount of training.

I. 2. I Changeover rlelays

Baum (1974) suggested that in the absence of a COD, or when CODs were too

short, preference tended to undermatch reinforcer ratios. He argued this point largely

on the basis of data reported by Shull and Pliskoff (1967). They arranged concunent

VI 60-s VI 180-s schedules with the COD increasing from 0 to 20 s and then

decreasing to 0 s again. As the COD was increased, sensitivity to reinforcement also

increased. However, when the COD was decreased there was no corresponding

decrease in sensitivity to reinforcement (see Davison & McCarthy, 1988). Baum's

argument would suggest that sensitivity should also decrease as a COD is decreased.

More recently, Temple, Scown, and Foster (1995) reported little change in sensitivity

to reintbrcement with CODs of 2.4" 7.5. and l5 s.



1.2.2 Deprivcttion

Baum (1974) also suggested deprivation level affects the value of sensitivity

to reinfbrcement. He cited multiple VI VI schedule research reported by Herrnstein

and Loveland (1974), which showed that sensitivity to reintbrcement increased as

deprivation leveis were increased. However, subsequent research (McSweeney,

1975) showed that deprivation does not affect concurrent VI VI schedule

performance.

1.2.3 Poor discrimination between ctlternatives

Baum (1974) argued that poor discrimination between the two alternatives

(i.e., left key versus right key in a two-key procedure, or the two colours of a

switching-key procedure) of concurrent schedules might produce undermatching. His

argument was made on the basis of a suggestion by Lander and Irwin (1968) that

sensitivity to reinforcement be allowed to be less than 1.0 to account for behavioural

contrast in multiple schedules. Miller, Saunders, and Bourland (1980) reported

research that could be interpreted as supporting Baum's position. They signalled the

two alternatives of a switching-key concurrent schedule with line orientations and

reported that sensitivity to reinforcement dropped as the line orientations became

more similar. An alternative interpretation of this result is presented below. In more

standard €urangements, Charman and Davison (1983) showed that pigeons could

perfectly discriminate red and green keylight stimuli, even in multiple VI VI

schedules where the discrimination would be expected to be more difficult.

Moreover, as Davison and McCarthy (1988) point out. behavioural detection research

has shown that left versus right keys are also highly discriminable to pigeons.



It remains that another tailure of discrimination is also possible. A sensitivity

to reintbrcement value of 1.0 requires that a subject pertbctly discriminate the

reintbrcer rates available fiom the two alternatives. Davison and McCarthy (1988)

point out that this seems unlikely, although at the time it had not been directly

assessed (see also Davison, 1990; Wearden, 1980).

1.2.4 Asymmetrical pausing

Baum (1979) argued that a tendency to pause longer after responses at one of

the alternatives affects time-allocation measures of sensitivity to reinforcement (time

allocation is generally measured fiom changeover to changeover. see also Taylor &

Davison, 19S3). Clearly. asymmetrical pausing adds time to the altemative favoured

for pausing. If this alternative is a particular response key or stimulus, a bias results.

If, however, the alternative favoured is that providing the higher or lower rate of

reinforcement time allocation estimates would be affected. Specifically, if more

pausing occurs at the higher reinforcer-rate, time allocation would be overestimated,

and sensitivity to reinforcement would increase. [n contrast, more pausing at the

lower reinforcer-rate alternative would result in time allocation being underestimated,

and sensitivity to reinforcement decreasing.

Baum (1979) argued that the latter was more frequently the case, although no

empirical evidence was provided. One obvious problem with this position is that time

allocation measures of sensitivity to reinfbrcement are typically higher than those

obtained tiom response allocation (Taylor & Davison, 1983). Additionally, Baum

and Rachlin ( 1969) had earlier argued for time allocation as the more fundamental

measure of behaviour (but see Davison, l99l). However, Aldiss and Davison (1985)

showed that when a time allocation measure is used that is relatively uncontaminated



by time spent emitting behaviours other than key pecking, time allocation measures of

sensitivity to reinfbrcement were lowered to levels similar to response allocation

measures of sensitivitv to reinforcement.

1.2.5 Overall rate oJ'reinforcement

Alsop and Elliffe (1988) systematically investigated the effects of overall rate

of reinforcement on arithmetic concurrent VI VI schedule performance. They

arranged 31 conditions, consisting of six sets of conditions where the overall rate of

reinforcement was constant and the ratio of reinforcers varied from l:8 to 8: l. Across

the sets of conditions the overall rate of reinforcement was varied fiom 0.22 to 10

reinforcers per minute. Performance was described well by the GML. However,

Alsop and Elliffe showed clearly that sensitivity to reinfbrcement increased with

overall reinforcer rate. Elliffe and Alsop (1996) later replicated this study using

exponential, rather than arithmetic, concurrent VI VI schedules. They found that

sensitivity to reinforcement changed non-monotonically as a function of the overall

rate of reinlbrcement. As overall reinforcer rate was increased, sensitivity to

reinforcement increased to a marimum at 2 arranged reinforcers per minute, and

decreased thereafter. Thus, the relationship between overall rate of reinforcement and

sensitivity to reintbrcement is dependent on the type of schedules used. However, the

reasons for the difTerences are not vet clear.

1.2.6 Amount oJ'training

Todorov, Castro, Hanna Bittencourt de Sa, and Barreto (1983) exposed

pigeons to concurrent VI VI schedules in nine experimental conditions. They fitted

the GML after the tirst five. six. seven, eight, and nine conditions, respectively. They



fbund that sensitivity to reinfbrcement, fbr both response- and time-allocation

measures, tended to decrease with the number of experimental conditions, and

increase with the number of sessions per condition. They also reviewed the

concurrent-schedule literature and confirmed these general effects.

Davison and Jones ( 1995) arranged a series of concurrent schedule conditions

in which the reinforcer ratios of up to 160: I were arranged. Their results are

discussed in the context of the contingency-discriminability model (Davison &

Jenkins, 1985) below. No significant tends were evident in values of sensitivity to

reinforcement as a function of increasing number of conditions. However, when the

GML was fitted to their central data only (data where the log reinforcer ratio was

between -l and 1), sensitivity to reinforcement increased for each individual subject

when compared to sensitivity to reinforcement when all data were used. Therefore,

Davison and Jones suggested that Todorov et al.'s result was not in fact due to an

increasing number of experimental conditions, but due to the fact that the most

extreme reinforcer ratio conditions were arranged later in training by Todorov et al.

L2.7 Summary

The GML describes well the vast majority of concurrent VI VI schedule

research where relative fiequency of reinforcement has been varied. However, if the

model is to be considered predictive, it can be only in the sense that behaviow

allocation should be controlled by the relative rates of reinforcement- The finding that

overall reinforcer rates aftbct sensitivity to reinforcement (Alsop & Elliffe, 1988;

EllifTe & Alsop, 1996) clearly violates this prediction. The GML provides no

mechanism via which the observed regularities, specifically undermatching, can be

achieved. Moreover, the research discussed above has. in general, failed to support
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Baum's position that strict matching is the norm. Thus, the GML is best considered a

descriptive tool (Alsop & Elliftb, 1988).

1.3 Quantification - The contingency disuiminability moclel

Davison and Jenkins (1985) offered a second quantitative model of

concurrent-schedule performance (see also Vaughan & Herrnstein, 1987). Miller et

al. (1980) used a switching-key concrilrent-schedule procedure in which the

alternatives were signalled by ditferent line orientations on the main key. They used

three groups of pigeons. Across groups the orientations of the lines signalling the

altematives on the main key differed by 0, 15, or 45 degrees. They showed that

sensitivity to reinfbrcement increased as the physical disparity between the stimuli

signalling the alternatives increased. On the basis of this result, Davison and Jenkins

proposed the contingency-discriminability model. This model assumes that changing

the physical disparity between discriminative stimuli affects how well animals can

accurately discriminate between the ditferent response-reinforcer contingencies. The

contingency-discriminability model is given by:

(1.4)

where d,isameasure of contingency discriminability, the discriminability between

response-reinforcer relations. The value of d. can vary between l, which indicates no

discrimination, and infinity, which indicates perfect discrimination. [t can be seen

that when 4 is intinite, the model predicts strict matching. Davison and Jenkins

showed that the model described Miller et al.'s data well, and yielded interpretable

measures of contingency discriminability.

Bt ( d,Rr+Rr)
h= '1a,4 * o1 '
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The contingency-discriminability model has one important advantage over the

GML: It provides a mechanism via which the commonly fbund result -

undermatching - can be predicted. However, it also has one limitation; when

discriminability is infinite, the model predicts strict matching biased by the value of c.

Thus, the model cannot predict overmatching. Nonetheless, it remains that in

standard concurrent VI VI schedules the two models describe the data equally well, as

overmatching is a rare tinding (Baum, 1979; Taylor & Davison, 1983). Differences

between the two models only become apparent when relatively extreme reinforcer

ratios are iuranged. This is because the contingency-discriminability model suggests

that the relation between log response ratios and log reinforcer ratios is ogival, rather

than linear as suggested by the GML. Specifically, at extreme log reinforcer ratios the

contingency-discriminability model suggests that log response ratios will be less

extreme than does the GML.

Davison and Jones (1995) examined this prediction using a switching-key

concurrent-schedule procedure in which the two altematives were signalled by

different intensities of light. Reinforcer ratios of up to 160:l were arranged. They

showed that the contingency-discriminability model fitted their data marginally better

than the GML. However, Baum, Schwendiman, and Bell (1999) reported a similar

experiment using a two-key concurrent-schedule procedure. They suggested that

Davison and Jones' results might have been found in part because of the unusually

confusable stimuli used. Baum et al. showed that their data were described

marginally better by the GML.

It remains that both models describe the majority of concurent-schedule data

well. However, one further point of difference between the two models concerns

behaviour when the reinforcer rate on one alternative is extinction. The GML, quite
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clearly, predicts exclusive responding. However, assuming ^Rz is zero, the

contingency-discriminabi lity model becomes :

(t.s)

Thus, as long as c/, is not infinite, the contingency-discriminability model predicts the

maintenance of responding on the alternative associated with extinction.

Furthermore, this responding would be independent of the reinforcer rate on the

alternative being reinfbrced. Davison and Jones (1998) arranged five conditions in

which one or the other alternative of a concurrent schedule was always extinction, and

the reinforcer rate on the second alternative was varied. They confimred both

predictions: Responding was never consistently exclusive; and the log response ratio

emitted was consistent irrespective of the reinforcer rate on the reinforced alternative.

1.3.1. Summary

The contingency-discriminability model, like the GML, describes well the vast

majority of concurrent-schedule research in which the relative frequency of

reinforcement has been varied. The model has a major advantage in that it proposes a

conceptually clear mechanism to predict undermatching. However, the relatively rare

finding of ovennatching cannot be predicted. The research is not clear on whether the

contingency-discriminability model describes concurrent-schedule performance better

than the GML. At extreme reinlbrcer ratios the ogival fi.rnction predicted by the

contingency-discriminability model was conlirmed in one study (Davison & Jones,

1995) using a slightly unusual stimulus arrangement, and not by another (Baum et al.,

1999) using more conventional stimuli. Whereas the maintenance of responding

under extinction predicted by the contingency-discriminability model, and not by the

GML, was cont-rrmed by Davison and Jones (1998).

B, (d-R)
h='tf,j =cd"
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1.4. Overall Summary

Steady-state concurrent-schedule performance has been quantified

successfully using both the GML and the contingency-discriminability model. The

tbrmer provides an excellent descriptive tool, while the latter also describes

concurrent VI VI schedule perfomrance well while providing a conceptually clear

mechanism through which the standard results can be predicted. It remains, however,

that research has not yet been unequivocal in supporting either model.

The GML has undoubtedlv been the more influential model in terms of how

concurent-schedule performance has been viewed, and is stated at a molar level - a

level at which responses and reinforcers are aggregated over large periods of time

without regard for any lower level regularity. Thus, the GML implies that behaviour

is controlled by large aggregations of reinforcers. Indeed, this is the level at which

regularity has been observed, and the GML is a statement of the quantitative relations

observed at this level of analysis. As Dreyfus (1991) noted, this implicit assumption

about the level at which the variables contolling concrurent-schedule perfo,rmanee

operate has been reflected in the manner in which data are collected and analysed.
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Chapter II

As outlined in Chapter l. steady-state concurrent-schedule perfbrmance has

been the tbcus of a great deal of research. The GML (Equations I .2 and I .3, Baum,

I974) has been used successfully to quantity the relationship between the logs of the

behaviour ratios and the logs of the reinforcer ratios obtained using concurrent VI VI

schedules. This relationship is generally accepted as being a linear one (but see

Davison & Jenkins, 1985; Davison & Jones, 1995). With steady-state behaviour

quantitied in this way, some researchers began to investigate aspects of environmental

variability that might affect the acquisition and distribution of behaviour in concurrent

schedules-

2.I Between-session chctnges in reinJbrcer ratios

Davison and Hunter (1979) examined the control exerted over curent

preference by the reinforcer ratios in effect in previous sessions. They trained pigeons

on concurrent VI VI schedules in which the reinforcer ratio was progressively

increased across seven conditions (from Ext:VI 60-s to VI 60-s:Ext) and then

decreased again. They also arranged a set of conditions in which the reinforcer ratios

were varied in an irregular order. Each reinforcer ratio was in effect for six sessions.

Davison and Hunter analysed performance in terms of the GML in the first, third, and

sixth sessions following a change in the reinforcer ratio. They showed that the

previous reinforcer ratio had a large effect on pretbrence in the first session following

a change. There remained a measurable etfect three sessions after a change, but this

effect had disappeared six sessions after a change. Sensitivity to the current reinforcer

ratio reached close to its asymptotic level (about 0.80) after about six sessions
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tbllowing a change in the reinlbrcer ratio. Thus, Davison and Hunter were able to

demonstrate that orderly and quantifiable changes in behaviour occurred during

transitions between steady states.

Hunter and Davison ( 1985) arranged two experimental conditions, a

concurrent VI 60-s VI 240-s schedule and a concurrent VI240-s VI 60-s schedule.

Which of these two arrangements was in etTect in each session was determined by a

single 31-step pseudorandom binary sequence, and this sequence was repeated during

the study. A pseudorandom binary sequence has no sequential dependencies, and thus

cannot be predicted by the subject. Hunter and Davison used systems theory to

identifu the relation between log response ratios in the current session and log

reinforcer ratios in previous sessions. The session-to-session response ratios resulting

from the pseudorandom variations in reinforcer ratios each session were well

predicted by impulse-response functions that Hunter and Davison identified for each

subject. A second-order dynamic model containing two parameters was fitted, and

the results implied that the effects of a change in log reinforcer ratios should be

almost complete within five sessions.

Davison and McCarthy (1988) presented an alternative analysis of Hunter and

Davison's (1985) data in terms of the GML. They used linear regressions to fit the

current session's log response ratios against the current session's log obtained

reinforcer ratio, giving a value of sensitivity to reinforcement atLag 0. Residuals

were then calculated and regressed against the previous session's (Lag l) log obtained

reinforcer ratio. This was repeated up to Lag 10. Values of sensitivity to

reinforcement were significantly positive up to Lag 3. This result is consistent with

that reported by Davison and Hunter (1979), specifically that pertbrmance three

sessions following a change in the reinforcer ratio was still affected by the previous
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reinlbrcer ratio. Davison and McCarthy noted that the sum of the mean sensitivity to

reintbrcement values up to Lag 3 was 0.62. When the lag was increased to 10, this

value increased to 0.70. Thus, Davison and McCarthy suggested that even longer

lasting effects of previous conditions than those shown by Davison and Hunter (1979)

might be present.

Schofield and Davison (1997) replicated and extended Hunter and Davison's

(1985) research. They used the same 31-step pseudorandom binary sequence, and

varied the size of the reinforcer ratios available on the concurrent schedules. Across

three conditions the reinforcer ratios arranged were, 4: I and l:4,8:1 and l:8, and 2:1

and 1:2. Schofield and Davison found no evidence that the size of the reinforcer

ratios affected either sensitivity to reinforcement, either overall or in the current

session. However, they did find that after a number of exposures to the

pseudorandom binary sequence, control by the previous session's reinforcer ratios

(lag greater than 0) was not evident. Control had become localised to the extent that

only the curent session's reinforcer ratio was affecting preference.

2.2 Single within-session changes in reinforcer ratios

Mazur and his colleagues (Bailey &Ma2x,1990; Mazur, 1992;1995;1996;

19971' Mazur & Ratti, t99l) have reported a series of experiments examining the

development of preference for one alternative over another in various choice

situations. Their generic procedure consists of several sessions of training with a

particular reinforcer ratio prior to a transition session, during which at an

unpredictable time a single step change in the reinforcer ratio occurs, and t-rnally,

approximately four post-transition sessions.
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Bailey and Mazur (1990) and Mazur and Ratti (1991) used variable ratio (VR)

schedules to measure the acquisition of prel'erence for an alternative providing a

higher rate of reintbrcement in discrete-trials and hee-operant procedures

respectively. Both studies documented large-scale changes in pretbrence within a

single session. Moreover, both studies showed that asymptotic preference for the

higher reintbrcer-rate alternative was reached more quickly when the ratio of the

reinforcement probabilities was larger. Mazur and Ratti, tbr example, arranged

schedules with a .06 dilference in the probability of reinforcement, but found

asymptotic pretbrence was reached more quickly when the ratios were .07 and .01,

than when they were .16 and .10.

In his Experiment 2,Mann (1992) investigated the development of a

preference for one alternative over the other using VI schedules. He used the generic

procedure described above, and each condition began with equal concrurent VI VI

schedules. During the transition session, the proportion of reinforcers ilranged on

one of the alternatives changed to .60, .75, or.90- Mazur showed that the rate of

approach to asymptotic preference was similar across all conditions, and like

Schofield and Davison (1997) concluded that the size of a change in reinfbrcer ratios

did not affect rate of behavioural adjustment.

Mazur (1995) used a variation of the same procedure. However, prior to the

transition session the concurrent VI V[ schedules were unequal - the proportion of

reinforcers assigned to one key was .10, .25, or.40, and during the transition session

these changed to .90, .75 and .60, respectively. Mazur documented large changes in

pref'erence in the transition session. When the proportion of responses emitted on the

richer of the two alternatives was examined, the largest effect seemed to occur when

the change in reinlbrcer proportions was largest (i.e., .10 to .90). However, Mazur
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also examined the transition data as a percentage of asymptotic pertbrmance. When

this was done, the approach to asymptotic pretbrence was slightly, but significantly.

faster when the change in reinlbrcement proportions was smaller.

Mazur (1995) also reported what he termed a "spontaneous recovery" etfect.

He found that, in sessions following a transition, response proportions reverted

towards the pre-transition levels. This effect was evident across all conditions, and

increased with an increasing change in reinforcer proportions. This replicated, and

extended to a different procedure, the finding that reinforcers obtained in previous

sessions affected performance in the current session (Davison & Hunter, 1979; Hunter

& Davison, 1985; Schofield & Davison,1997).

In another similar experiment, Mazur (1996) replicated and extended the

spontaneous recovery finding. He showed that it often occurred in the second and

third session following a transition, analogous to findings by Davison and Hunter

(L979) and Hunter and Davison (1985) that control by a previous reintbrcer ratio was

still evident three or four sessions following a change. Mazur also showed that the

spontaneous recovery was not simply a regression towards indifference; both more

and less extreme preferences were observed after a transition depending on the

reinforcer proportion in effect prior to the transition. Finally, Mazur included some

conditions where a "rest period" of three days was included prior to a transition

session. Less spontaneous recovery was evident when a rest period was included,

suggesting that the influence of prior sessions on cunent performance diminished

with the passage of time.

Mazur (1997) investigated the effects of both the rate of reinforcement and the

ffequency of environmental change on behaviour. He used a variation of the

procedure described above. Conditions began with a baseline phase of variable length
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during which the concurrent VI VI schedules were equal. A transition phase, three

sessions in length, tbllowed in which the percentage of reintbrcement for one key was

higher (70% or 90o/o) than tbr the other. The rate of reinfbrcement was also varied

across three levels (single overall VI 15-s, VI 60-s, or VI 180-s). Each of the six

possible combinations of the two independent variables was repeated fbur times in a

counterbalanced order. The spontaneous recovery finding was replicated, and

behaviour adjusted more quickly to a change in the reinforcement percentages when

the reinforcer rate was higher.

In his ExperimentZ,Mazar (1997) varied the fiequency of environmental

change. Reinforcement percentages were changed about every eight sessions in

Phases I and 3, and every one or two sessions in Phase 2. The size of the change in

the reinforcement percentages was varied across conditions. In all cases Mazur found

that acquisition was more rapid when the reinforcement contingencies changed more

quickly (Phase 2). In discussing the results from his two experiments, Mazur

concluded "the delivery of an individual reinforcer czul change a subject's choice

responses to a greater or lesser extent, depending on the overall context in which the

reinforcer occurs" (p. 125).

2.3 Multtple within-session changes in reinforcer ratios

Dreyfus (1991) investigated the effects on time allocation of local changes in

the reintbrcer rates arranged on concurrent schedules. He arranged concurrent

schedules that t'eatured regular unsignaled changes in relative rates of reinforcement.

Across conditions he varied the number and fiequency of these shifts, and the overall

rate of reinfbrcement. Specifically, in his Experiment 1, Dreyfus a:ranged

components either 10 or 30 min in duration, and sessions either two or four
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components in duration. In Experiment 2. Dreyfus arranged tbur components per

session either l0 or 30 min in duration, and the overall rate of reintbrcement was

varied over three levels. Relative time allocation followed changes in relative

reinforcer rates more closely when components were longer, and when the overall rate

of reinlbrcement was higher. The latter is consistent with the steady-state finding that

sensitivity to reinforcement changed with overall rate of reinforcement (Alsop &

Elliftb, 1988; Elliffe & Alsop, 1996).

Dreyfus' (1991) finding that behaviour came under the control of local

changes in relative reinforcer rates was clouded by the fact that these changes

occurred at regular times within sessions. It was, therefore, possible that behaviour

had come under the control of elapsed session time. This is countered somewhat by

the effect of overall rate of reinlbrcement. Moreover, as Dreyfirs suggested, the most

likely way for behaviour to come under the control of elapsed session time was

through sensitivity to the local changes in reinforcer rates.

Belke and Heyman (1994) introduced a procedure in which subjects were

exposed to seven different reinforcer ratios in a single session. They were examining

the effects of extraneous reinforcers and Hermstein's (1970) equation. The

procedure, however, provides a means of examining preference under conditions that

change very rapidly. Davison and Baum (2000) used this procedure to examine the

effects of frequency of environmental change and overall reinforcer rate on choice

behaviow.

Davison and Baum (2000) used a two-key concurrent-schedule procedure.

Sessions consisted of seven components, each with a different reinlbrcer ratio (27:1,

9:1,3:1, 1: l, I :3, 1:9, or l:27) separated by l0-s blackouts. The reinfbrcer ratios were

arranged in a random order in each session, and each occurred only once in a session.
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Each condition lasted 50 sessions, and data trom the last 35 sessions were analysed.

In their Part l, the overall rate of reinibrcement was held constant, and the h'equency

of environmental change manipulated by varying component length fiom fbur to

twelve reinfbrcers. tn Part 2, the overall rate of reinforcement was varied with

components either four or twelve reintbrcers in length.

Davison and Baum (2000) examined their data at a number of levels and

reported several interesting results. Behaviour adjusted rapidly within components as

successive reinforcers were obtained. Davison and Baum calculated a value of

sensitivity to reinforcement at each successive reinforcer delivery within a

component, and found that these reached moderate levels (0.5 to 0.6) after about

seven or eight reinforcer deliveries. Control by the previous-component reinforcer

ratio carried over into the present component, and was evident even after five or six

reinforcer deliveries in the present component. No etfect of component length was

evident on behaviour. However, behavioural adjustment was faster, and sensitivity to

reinforcement reached higher levels when the overall rate of reinforcement was

higher. The latter result replicated that of Dreyfus (1991) in a less predictable

environment, and again is consistent with steady-state findings (Alsop & Ellifle,

1988: Elliffe & Alsop, 1996).

At a more local, reinforcer-by-reinforcer, level, Davison and Baum (2000)

showed that individual reinforcers had striking regular effects on behaviour. They

examined specific sequences of reinforcers obtained within components and showed

that reinforcers obtained flom the same alternative as the previous reinforcer

(confrrning reinforcer) had diminishing effects on behaviour. In contrast, a reinforcer

obtained from the opposite alternative to the previous reinforcer (disconfirming

reintbrcer/disconfirrnation) had comparatively very large effects on preference.
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Davison and Baum proposed a local accumulator-based model to account for their

results. This model will be discussed below.

Davison and Baum (2002) used the Belke and Heyman (1994) procedure to

investigate the effects of varying the blackout duration between components, and

arranging periods of unsignaled extinction instead of blackouts between components.

They noted that in the Davison and Baum (2000) study, the l0-s blackouts between

components, despite being highly discriminable events, failed to eliminate the etTects

of reinfbrcers obtained in the previous component. [n their tirst experiment they

varied the duration of the blackout between components from I s to 120 s.

Components were either four or ten reinforcers in length. Davison and Baum showed

that the amount of carryover from, or control exerted by, the previous-component

reinlbrcer ratio decreased as the blackout duration increased. This result parallels that

reported by Mazur (1996), that the passage of time influenced control exerted by a

previous reinforcer ratio. They also showed that each reinforcer produced a large

immediate shift in preference, but that preference decreased during inter-reinforcer

intervals (IRIs). They speculated that the preference change evident between

components might follow the same function as the preference change between

reintbrcers.

To investigate this more closely, Davison and Baum (2002) arranged a further

tbur conditions. Components were either fbur or ten reinforcers in length. In two

conditions they arranged 60-s blackouts between components, and in the other two

60-s periods of unsignaled extinction were aranged instead of blackouts. Pret-erence

during the extinction period f-ell towards indilference. Moreover, the preference

emitted tbllowing extinction periods was much the same as that emitted following

blackouts between components. Davison and Baum always arranged the same
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synrmetrical distribution of reinfbrcer ratios (i.e., 1 :27 to 27:l). Thus. they were

unable to distinguish whether this movement of preference during the unsignaled

extinction was really a movement towards indifference, or a movement towards, or

controlled by, the molar reinforcer ratio (l: l). Mazur's (1996) report that the

spontaneous recovery effects he observed were evident towards both more and less

extreme reinfbrcer ratios suggests that perhaps the latter could have been the case. It

remains, however, that Mazur's and Davison and Baum's procedures were very

different, and some caution must be exercised when comparisons are drawn between

them.

2.4 Local models of perJbrmance

As outlined in Chapter 1, the greatest successes at quantifoing the effects of

reinforcers on behaviour have been realised at molar levels of analyses (Baum, 1979;

Davison & Jenkins, 1985; Davison & McCarthy, 1988; Wearden & Burgess, 1982).

The matching relation is compatible with numerous dynamic choice processes, and

thus numerous possibilities have been suggested. The pupose of the present thesis is

not to present an exhaustive summary and review of the numerous more local models

of choice behaviour. In light of the research discussed above some of the models

derived from, or relevant to, this research will be discussed. Particularly in changing

environments, the time frame over which reinforcers are integrated to control curent

behaviour, and the variables that affect this integration, are of both empirical and

theoretical importance.

In a discussion of foraging behaviour in changing environments, Dow and Lea

(1987) suggested that a forager's estimates of reinfbrcer frequency must be a function

of their past history. Moreover, these estimates must be changeable, but not too
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changeable. in response to local changes in reinfbrcer fiequency. That is. even tn

high reinfbrcer tiequency conditions there will be occasional periods of non-

reinforcement. A drastic change in reinfbrcer estimates, and thus behaviour" under

such conditions would be inappropriate. Similarly, the opposite scenario would apply

in a low reinlbrcer tiequency environment. Any model that integrates past events

must, in some way, make a compromise between these two requirements.

Dow and Lea (1987) suggest one way of effecting such a compromise is by

means of a simple o'memory window". In its simplest form, this means an animal

remembers perfectly all events dwing the last x time units, and totally tbrgets any

events prior to this time (also termed a moving average, Killeen, l98l). A second

approach is exemplified by the exponentially weighted moving average model

(EWMA, Killeen. l98l). Using this approach, a forager's estimate of reinforcer

frequency is based on both current and previous events. A weighting of 6 is given to

previous events, and a weighting of l-b is given to current events. Dow and Lea

termed such models as the variations of the o'common model". They also noted that

there remain many ambiguities regarding how the estimates of reinfbrcer frequency

produced by these models should be arrived at. Nonetheless, a general hypothesis

lslnains; In a stable environment, a wide memory window (large x) or heavy

weighting to previous events (high b) should be used, and in frequently changing

conditions a narrow memory window (small r) or heavy weighting to current events

(low b) should be used.

Principally to test this basic hypothesis, Dow and Lea (1987) a:ranged a

switching-key concurrent-schedule procedure in which the schedule types changed

unpredictably from session to session. In their Experiment l, they varied both the

probability of reinforcement and the structure of the schedule associated with each
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alternative. Reinfbrcers could be delivered with a fixed probability per response, or a

decreasing probability with each successive reinlbrcer (depleting patch). Following a

changeover, the probability of reinforcement at the alternatives could remain at its

depleted levels, or be retumed to its original level- In Experiment 2, they held the

probability of reinfbrcement at one alternative constant fbr a fixed number of

reinforcers, after which it immediately fell to zero. The probability of reinforcement

at the second altemative depleted with successive reinforcer deliveries. Dow and Lea

concluded that their results supported the general hypothesis stated above. Perhaps

the most crucial finding concerned behaviour in refreshing patches. Such conditions

require that previous estimates of reinfbrcer foequency be disregarded, thus implying a

low weighting to previous events (high D). Dow and Lea reported that changeover

responses were less frequent in refreshing patches than in non-refreshing patches,

implying that previous events were being disregarded more in those conditions. Thus,

support was provided for the notion that an animal's memory window might vary in

response to environmental contingencies. This notion is also consistent with the

research discussed above which suggested that control over responding became more

local in nature as environments changed more quickly (Davison & Baum,2000;

Davison & Hunter, 1979: Hunter & Davison, 1985; Schofield & Davison,1997).

Davis, Staddon, Machado, and Palmer (1993) took a slightly different

approach with their development of the cumulative-effects model. The model is non-

local in nature - that is, information from the begiruring of an animal's experience in a

given situation is retained. It also incorporates a winner-take-all response nrle; that is,

the behaviour with the highest strength will be the one emitted. Davis et al. also

incorporated diminishing returns of both response and reinforcers into their model.

Diminishing returns with respect to behaviour is a general principle of learning,
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however Davis et al. suggested that diminishing returns with respect to reinforcers

were at least as important. The notion here is that the more reinfbrcers that have been

obtained in a given context, the smaller the etTect of each one.

Davis et al. (1993) incorporated these ideas into the cumulative-effects model

based on a response-by-response process as follows. Each choice is represented by a

strength variable (I/). Simply, the response with the highest Zvalue will be the one

to occur. Zvalues are relative reinforcer frequencies in which the reinforcer

numerator and response denominator are cumulated from the beginning of the

experiment. The cumulative-effects model can be written for each alternative as:

B(0):nd0)>0 (2.1)

where Ri(t) is the number of reinforcers for response f from the beginning of the

experiment until iteration r. Similarly, B{t) is the number of times the response i has

occurred. ^Ri(0) and B;(0) are constants that represent initial conditions, a number of

responses and reinforcers representing the cumulative effects of an animal's previous

experience.

Davis et al. (1993) showed that the cumulative-effects model accounted better

for several features of experimental data than did two versions (on local and one non-

local) of the common model. They suggest that the cumulative-effects model has a

greater applicability than any other operant behaviour model of which they were

aware. They do, however, note, some limitations. These included: As a

deterministic model, it makes some wrong predictions at a molecular level; the

absence of a discrimination threshold - i.e., the highest I/wins irrespective of the

magnitude of the differences; and, that the values of .R and ^B can rise without any

limit. They argued that many of these could be remedied with ad-hoc alterations to

r,(,+')=[#;J+#;}) ,
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the model. but such changes would add nothing to the understanding of basic leaming

processes, thus the limitations were better to be acknowledged until a greater

understanding of the deterministic process was attained.

Mazur and colleagues (Bailey & Mazur, 1990: Mazur,1992; Mazur & Ratti,

l99l) showed that a variety of models including Myerson's kinetic model (Myerson

& Hale, 1988; Myerson & Miezin, 1980), Staddon's ratio invariance model (Staddon,

1988; Staddon & Horner, 1989), and the linear operator model (Bush & Mosteller,

1955 - a precursor to the common model) could not account fbr their results.

However, Mazur showed that a simple mathematical model could. This model states

that each response alternative (i) has a separate strength (ZJ. This response strengh

increases each time the response is reinforced, and decreases each time the response is

not reinforced. Vi could vary from 0 to l, and would increase each time a response is

reinforced as follows:

LV, : r(t - V,) , (2.2)

where LViis the change in strength of V;, anrd r is a reinforcement parameter that can

change from 0 to l. After each non-reinforced response, response strength decreases

as follows:

LV, = n(- V,) ,

where n is a non-reinforcement pararneter that can range from 0 to l.

Unlike the cumulative-effects model that uses a winner-take-all response rule,

Mazur's (1992) model incorporated a matching rule to translate the independent

response strengths into the probability that one will occur:

(2.3)

pr=#,
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This model did a reasonable job of predicting performance given basic

manipulations in Mazur's generic procedure. However, the model, and indeed the

cumulative-effects model, could not predict the spontaneous recovery effects that

Mazur (1995; 1996) later showed. The reason tbr this is simple - these models do not

treat the begiruring of a session, or more generally the passage of time, in any special

way. It is merely assumed that behaviour at the start of a new session (i.e., after a

considerable delay) will resume where it left offat the end of the previous session.

Mazur (1995) reasoned that this was an untenable position, and that behaviour at the

start of a new session should be a result of a weighted average of the events of

previous sessions. Thus, Mazur ran a series of computer simulations based on

Equations 2.2 to 2.4. However, at the start of a session he set the values of Vt and Vz

not at their values from the end of the prior session, but at a weighted average of their

values from the previous five sessions (the most recent session received the gteatest

weight). Given this manipulation, the magnitude and time course of the spontaneous

recoveries evident in the actual data were closely approximated by the computer

simulations.

Mazur (1997) reported that the rate at which behaviour adapted to a change in

reinforcement contingencies varied with the overall rate of reinforcement. These

changes in the rate of transition were smaller than the changes in the overall rate of

reinforcement, which again was problematic for models such as the kinetic model

(Myerson & Hale, 1988; Myerson & Miezin, 1980) which, although predicting an

etfect of rate of reintbrcement, predicts that rate of transition would be strictly

proportional to the overall rate of reinforcement. However, this result was also

inconsistent with the approach taken in Equations2.2 to 2.4, which predicts little or

no eflect of rate of reintbrcement on the rate of transition.
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A tinal model to be considered here was proposed by Davison and Baum

(2000). Their model is a local one considering behaviour change as a function of

reinfbrcement and non-reinfbrcement based on the contingency-discriminability

model proposed by Davison and Jenkins ( 1985, Equation 1.4). In that model, the

discriminability of response-reinfbrcer relations (d.) determines the effects of obtained

reinfbrcers on behaviour. Davison and Baum's model is also closely related to the

cumulative-et'fects model (Davis et al., 1993) as the effects of reinlbrcers at each

alternative are accumulated, via the response-reintbrcer discrimination process. The

passage of time itself is suggested both to decrease the accumulations, and to mix the

reinfbrcer accumulations to the two alternatives.

The Davison and Baum (2000) model proposes three processes. [n the first,

reinfbrcers are allocated to the two response-related accumulations according to

Equations 2.5 and 2-6. For the lth reinforcer delivery, at either alternative (.R1.; or R.):

R',.,= X'r.,-, * pdRt., *(l - pu)R,.,, (2.s)

and

R',.i = R',.i-r 4 pdR,.i * (1 - po)R,. , (2.6)

where either Rr.i : 1 and R".1: 0, or vice versa dependent on the altemative at which

the reinforcer was obtained. R' is the reinforcer accumulation prior to (subscript, - l)

and after (subscript i) reinforcer i. The contingency (response-reinforcer)

discriminability parameter Qta) determines the probability with which the just-

obtained reinfbrcer will be allocated to the just-emitted response or to the alternative

response, and can vary from .5 (indiscriminable contingencies) to I (pertbctly

discriminable contingencies). If. when a reinforcer is obtained, p; equals l, then the

reinfbrcer will always be allocated to the response that it fbllowed. If, however. p7

equals .5. then obtained reintbrcers are allocated randomly to the two alternative
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responses. Davison and Baum assumed that pd would be I (in reality it was probably

slightly less than I ) in their two-key concurrent-schedule procedure. Thus, the

accumulation process described in Equations 2.5 and 2.6 means that as successive

reinfbrcers were obtained, pref'erence would become more and more extreme. At

steady-state levels the model would predict strict matching (ifpa : l), or

undermatching (whenp,l < l). As with the cumulative-eff-ects model. no upper limits

were specified for the accumulations.

However. Davison and Baum (2000) specified nrro further mechanisms that

served to limit the reinlbrcer accumulations, and to fit their data better. They noted

that as preference changed quickly in response to individual reinforcers at the

beginning of a componento events in the more distant past must have less effect on

current preference. If reinforcer accumulations rose indefinitely, behaviour would

become completely insensitive to changes in the reinforcer ratio. Davison and Baum

suggested that with the passage of time, reintbrcers would be lost from each

accumulation at a particular rate. Thus, the accumulations would stay reasonably low,

and allow the fast changes in preference evident in their data. Davison and Baum also

noted that, during the blackouts they arranged between components, preference

regressed towards indifference. The reinforcer-loss process described above could

not account for this. A third process, in which the reinforcer accumulations became

less differential with the passage of time, was therefore added. These two processes

work in combination with the process shown in Equations 2.5 and 2.6, x follows:

R',., : ptp"R't.,-r * (l - po) p"R',.r-r, (2.7\

R' ,., = psp" R' ,.,-r * (l - pr) p" R' ,.,-, .

and

3l
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The parameters are as shown in Equations 2.5 and 2.6. Equations 2.7 and 2.8 a.re to

be applied at the end of every (arbitrary) fixed time unit. The size of this time unit

determines the values of the parameters pt au,td pu. At the end of each time unit, both

within components and during the blackout between components, some reinforcers

are lost trom the accumulations [(l-p") R'4y-1 and (l-p,) R'^rr]. Equations 2.7 and2.8,

conversely. show the proportion of reinfbrcers that are not lost, the parameterpe,

therefore, is best interpreted as a discriminability pararneter between those reinforcers

arranged in the experimental setting and extraneous reinforcers (Herrnstein, 1970),

and was termed arranged-extraneous discriminability by Davison and Baum. Thus, if

p"is I all reinforcers are retained in the accumulations, and if it is .5 half of the

reinforcers in the accumulations are retained at each time unit. The parameter pu

accumulation discriminability, determines the reinforcers that are reallocated between

the two accumulations at each time unit. Ifp6 is I no reallocation occurs, whereas if

it is .5 the accumulations would equalise after a single time unit.

The model predicted the major features of Davison and Baum's (2000) data.

Importantly, it also predicted higher sensitivities with a higher overall rate of

reinforcement. This would occur simply because there would be less reallocation of

reinforcers via pt between reinforcer deliveries. The model also predicted less

carryovor between components as the blackout between components was increased, a

prediction subsequently confirmed by Davison and Baum (2002).

Davison and Baum's (2000) model accounts, between components at least, for

the etTects of the passage of time in a more parsimonious fashion than the approach

used by Mazur (1995), and also predicts the effects of rate of reinfbrcement that were

problematic tbr Mazur (1997). The model also remedies the problem of the

development of infrnitely large accumulations evident with the cumulative-etI'ects
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model. Unlike Mazur. Davison and Baum did not examine their data session-by-

session so no conunent was made on changes that might occur between sessions. The

same processes would be unlikely to apply between sessions, although this might not

be detectable in Davison and Baum's procedure where accumulations would be

consistently low. In steady-state concurrent schedules it would be unlikely that

accumulations would decrease and equalise at same relatively high rates in the

approximately 23 hours between sessions, as evidenced by Davison and Hunter's

(1979) finding control by a previous session's reinforcer ratio three or four sessions

after the reinforcer ratio had chaneed.

2.5 Summary

The research investigating behaviour in conditions that vary in terms of

environmental stability has shown collectively, as might be expected, that reinforcer

ratios arranged previously (both in previous sessions, and previously in the same

session) affect current behaviour. However, the degree of this control by previous

reinforcer ratios is affected by the frequency of environmental change. Across

studies, Davison and Hunter (1979) changed the reintbrcer ratio in effect every six

sessions and control was evident three or four sessions after a change. Schofield and

Davison (1997) arranged changes every session, and with extended training fbund that

control was evident only by the present session's reintbrcer ratio. Finally, Davison

and Baum (2000) arranged seven different reinforcer ratios within a single session,

and found control by the previous-component reintbrcer ratio five or six reinforcers

into the present component. To summarise, control became more localised as the

environments changed more fiequently. Davison and Baum (2000) identified an

apparent ceiling to this etl'ect. When they manipulated the fiequency of



environmental change by changing the number of reinfbrcers per component in their

procedure, no efl'ect of the fiequency of environmental change was evident.

Davison and Baum (2002) and Mazur (1996) independently showed that the

passage of time afTects control by a previous reinforcer ratio. Mazur introduced a

three-session "rest period" between sessions in a version of his generic procedure and

found that the spontaneous recovery etTects he had observed were still present, but

greatly reduced. Davison and Baum showed that the control exerted by a previous-

component reinforcer ratio decreased as the blackout arranged between components

was increased. However, given the large ditTerences in time frames between these

two procedures, it is doubthrl that they arise from the same process. Importantly,

Mazur showed that the spontaneous recovery effects he observed were not simply a

regression towards indifference. He showed that spontaneous recovery could be

observed towards both more and less extreme preferences, dependent on the

reintbrcer ratio in effect previously. Davison and Baum observed a regression

towards indifference in their procedure when they arranged unsignaled extinction.

However, as they acknowledged, this also would have been predicted if this

movement in preference was controlled by the molar reinforcer ratio in their

procedure.

The overall rate of reinforcement also has a clear effect on behaviour in these

conditions. Steady-state concurrent-schedule research has shown that sensitivity to

reinforcement changes with the overall rate of reinforcement (Alsop & Elliffe, 1988;

Elliffe & Alsop, 1996). Similar results have been reported in the research outlined

above: Davison and Baum (2000), Dreyfus (1991), and Mazur (1997) have shown, in

a variety of procedures, that behaviour changes more quickly when the overall rate of

reinfbrcement is higher.
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Numerous models of event integration have been proposed to account fbr

these and other data. None. it seems, can at this stage account tbr all the data in the

literature. The brief review here suggests that the accumulation approach.

exemplitied in the cumulative-efl-ects model (Davis et al., 1993) and more recently

Davison and Baum's (2000) model, holds the greatest promise.
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Chapter III

3.I Experiment lct

Davison and Baum (2000) adapted a procedure introduced by Belke and

Heyman (1994) to study behaviour under conditions in which the environment

changed very rapidly. They arranged seven difFerent reinlbrcer ratios (27:1,9:1, 3:1,

l:1, l:3, l:9,and l:27)inasinglesession. Thesecomponentswerepresentedina

random order, and separated by l0-s blackouts. In Part l, Davison and Baum varied

the speed of environmental change by altering the number of reinforcers presented per

component between fbur and twelve across a series of conditions. In Part 2, they

varied the overall reinforcer rate with components either four or twelve reinforcers in

length.

Using sensitivity to reinforcement as a function of successive reinforcer

deliveries as a measure of the rate of behaviour change within a component, Davison

and Baum (2000) found no elfect of component lenglh. However, the speed at which

behaviour changed within components was very rapid, with sensitivity to

reinforcement reaching moderately high levels (about 0.60) after just six to eight

reinforcer deliveries in a component. This rate of behavioural change was faster when

the overall rate of reinforcement was higher, as reported in previous research

examining behaviour in variable conditions (Dreyfus, l99l; Mazur, 1997), and

analogous to steady-state findings (Alsop & Elliffe, 1988; Elliffe & Alsop, 1996).

Davison and Baum also reported that individual reinforcers, and sequences of

reinforcers, had regular effbcts on behaviour. Specifically, successive reinforcers

obtained flom the same alternative had decreasing efTects on behaviow, while

reinfbrcers obtained from the other alternative had comparatively large efTects on

behaviour.
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The present experiment used the same basic procedure as Davison and Baum

(2000), but the range of within-session reintbrcer ratios was explicitly manipulated.

Throughout the present experiment both the overall rate of reinfbrcement (2.22 per

min), and the number of reinibrcers per component (10), were held constant. Across

conditions, the range of reinfbrcer ratios available was varied fiom a condition in

which the reinforcer ratio was always l, to one in which they were varied from

concurrent YI27-s extinction to concurrent extinction VI 27-s. Some of the tbllowing

data and analyses have been presented elsewhere (Landon, 1999; Landon & Davison,

2001).

3.2 Method

Subjects

The subjects were six homing pigeons numbered 6l to 66. All subjects apart

from Bird 64 were maintained at 85% + l5 g of their free-feeding body weights. Bird

64 could not be maintained at this level of deprivation with the number of reinforcers

ananged in each session, and was theretbre maintained at90Yo + l5 g of its free-

tbeding body weight. The subjects were maintained at their designated body weights

by post-session t'eedings of mixed grain. Water and grit were freely available to all

subjects at all times.

Apparatus

Each bird was housed in a cage 380 mm high. 380 mm wide. and 380 mm

deep. The back, left, and right walls of each cage were constructed of sheet metal,

while the top, floor, and t-ront wall of the cage consisted of metal bars. Each cage

contained two wooden perches mounted 50 mm from the chamber tloor. One was

mounted 95 mm hom. and parallel to, the tiont wall, and the second mounted 95 mm



fiom, and parallel to. the right wall. Illumination was provided by the ambient room

lighting, and there was no sound attenuation.

The right wall of each cage contained three translucent response keys, 20 mm

in diameter, centred 100 mm apart. and 200 mm above the perches. The centre key

was always dark and inoperative. The two side keys could be transilluminated yellow

and, when lit, operated by pecks exceeding a force of about 0.10 N. A hopper

containing wheat was located behind a 50 mm by 50 mm aperture situated 145 mm

below the centre key. During reinlbrcer delivery, the hopper was raised and

illuminated for 2.5 s and the keylights extinguished. From the home cages, other

pigeons working on other experiments were visible and audible, but no personnel

entered the room while the experiments were running. The experimental room was lit

from I am to 4 pm, and sessions began at 1:30 am. The subjects were run

successively, and all experimental events were arranged on an IBM@-PC compatible

computer running MED-PC@ software, situated remote from the experimental cages.

The computer also recorded the time at which every event occurred within the

experimental sessions.

Procedure

A two-key concurrent-schedule procedure was used, and sessions began with

both side keys lit yellow. Once ten reinforcers had been obtained, both key lights

were extinguished, and a lO-s blackout ensued. At the conclusion of the blackout, the

next component began with the side keys again lit yellow. Each session consisted of

seven such components. Sessions were conducted daily, and ended in blackout

following the completion of the seven components, or after 45 min had elapsed,

whichever occurred tirst.
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Immediately prior to the beginning of each component. the computer selected

the next component randomly without replacement from a list (see Table 3.1). Thus,

subjects were exposed to seven different pairs of concurrent VI schedules during each

session. Reinfbrcers were scheduled according to a single exponentialYT2T-s

schedule (p = .0371s). Once a reinfbrcer was arranged, it was allocated to one of the

alternatives according to the probability selected, as shown in Table 3.1. Reinlbrcers

were dependently scheduled (Stubbs & Pliskoff, 1969): Once a reinforcer was

arranged on one alternative, no further reinforcers could be arranged until it had been

obtained. A 2-s changeover delay (Herrnstein, 196l) prevented responses from

producing an arranged reinforcer on a given alternative until 2 s had elapsed since the

first reponse on that alternative fbllowing a response on the other alternative. Once a

reinforcer was ilranged on an altemative, and if the changeover delay had completed

timing, the next effective response to that alternative was reinforced.

The subjects had experience on a foraging procedure similar to that reported

by Jones and Davison (1996). Thus, neither magazine nor key-pecking training was

necessary. However, some preliminary training on the experimental procedure was

carried out. This training was used to reduce gradually the probability of

reinforcement per second to the experimental value of .037, and to introduce the

changeover delay. During preliminary training, the probability of a reinforcer being

allocated to either key was always .50.
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Table 3.1

$equence ofolryeriurental conditions and relativerreinforBer probability (shown,as

prrobability of reinf,orce.rnent on the left al'temative) for each of the severr components

in each condition in Experiment la The overall probability of reinforeenent per

second was constant at.037 throughorrt.

probabilityp G) (L:R)

3

4

5

6

v

I

2

3

4

.0357

.t000

.2s00

.5000:

.7500

.9000

.9531

.tlll

.2000

3333

.5CI00

.ffi67

.80CI0

.88E9

"0602

.13,79

.2851

t.27

l:9

1:3

1:1

3:1

9:1

27:l

t:8

l:4

L2

I:1

2:l

4:I

8:1

l:15.63

l:635

l:2.5

5

6

7

I

2

3

4
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probabilifyp G) (L:R)

2

3

4

.5000

.7743

.8621

.9398

.2268

s0n

.,4000

.5000

.6000

.6923

.itT14

o357

.1000

2s00

.5000

.7s00

.9000

;9631

,4000

.4328

.4ffi3

.5000

.5,t77

1:l

2.5:1

635:l

15.63:l

l:3.38

l;2.25

1:1.5

l:l

1.5:l

225:I

338:1

l:21

l:9

l:3

l:l

3:l

9:1

21:l

l:1.5

l:1.31

l:1.1,1

l:l

1.14:l

6

5

6

7

t

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

2

3

7

4

5
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Condition Component Relative reinfbrcer

probability p (L)

Reinibrcer ratio

(L:R)

.5672

.6000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

0

.1000

.2500

.5000

.7500

.9000

t

I.3 l:l

1.5: I

1:l

l:l

l:l

l:l

1:l

l:1

l:1

Ext:1

l:9

l:3

1:l

3:3

9:l

l:Ext

The sequence of experimental conditions, relative reinforcer probabilities, and

the arranged reinforcer ratios in each component are shown in Table 3.1. Across

conditions, the range over which the seven reinforcer ratios were varied was

manipulated. Experiment la consisted of Conditions I to 8, and Condition 16. In

Conditions I and 6, the reintbrcer ratios were varied from l:27 to 27:1, the same

ftmge used by Davison and Baum (2000). Condition 2 was discarded due to a

16
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3.3

programming error. The remaining conditions presented varying ranges of reintbrcer

ratios, trom the least extreme, Condition 8, where the reinlbrcer ratio was always I : l,

to Condition 16 where they varied fiom Ext: I to I :Ext. No stability criterion was in

effect. However. given the brief within-session exposures to each reinlbrcer ratio,

fifty sessions were conducted for each condition to ensure sufficient data were

collected to be comparable to five sessions of steady-state data as is commonly used

in steady-state research (Davison & Baum, 2000). The data obtained from the last 35

sessions of each condition were used in the analvses.

Results

The data used in the following analyses consisted of the time of every

experimental event, and are therefore too extensive to include in an Appendix.

Davison and Baum (2000) established that in a procedure very similar to the present

one, behaviour changed within components with successive reinfbrcer deliveries.

Moreover, the degree of the change in behaviour was directly related to the reinforcer

ratio in effect in that component. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the changes in individual-

subject and group response allocation as a function of successive reinforcer deliveries

for Conditions 5 (3.38:1 to l:3.38) and 6 (27:l to l:27). In components in which

reinforcer ratios other than l: I were arranged, preference moved towards the

alternative providing the higher rate of reinforcement. This movement in preference

was directly related to the reinibrcer ratio in etTect in that component. As established

earlier (Landon and Davison, 2001), the group data that is the data summed across

individual subjects, provide a reasonably accurate representation of the major effects

evident in the data obtained ffom the individual subjects. This is important, as many

of the subsequent analyses will present only group data.
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3.3.1 Multiple lineur regrel;sion unulyses

Davison and Baum (2000) showed that multiple linear regressions based on a

GML approach could be used to assess the linear contribution of the reinlbrcer ratio in

the current component (current-component sensitivity), and the reinfbrcer ratio in the

previous component (previous-component sensitivity) on performance prior to each

successive reintbrcer delivery in the crrrent component (see also Davison & Hunter,

1979). The equation lbr this analysis is:

+ logc, (3.1)

where the subscripts / and r refer to the left and right altematives. p Md c refbr to the

previous and current components, and r refbrs to the reinforcer number in a

component. In each condition the numbers of responses emitted at each of the wo

alternatives were summed separately tbr each component, fbr the periods betbre the

tirst reinforcer in a component, between the first and second reinforcers in a

component, and so on. Equation 3.1 was tit to these data. For Condition 16, the

equation was fit to five data points as the most extreme reinfbrcer ratios arranged

(Ext: I and l:Ext) were inlinite. Data tiom Condition 8 were omitted from these

analyses as no variation was arranged in the component reinforcer ratios.

Figure 3.3 shows sensitivity to the current- and previous-component reinforcer

ratios plotted as a function of successive reinforcer deliveries in a component. At the

start of a component, sensitivity to the previous-component reinforcer ratio was above

zero (range 0.15 to 0.37), and f'ell towards zero with successive reinforcer deliveries.

This was true for the each of the individual subjects, with one exception: Bird 66 in

Condition 7 had an initial sensitiviw of -0.08. After tbur reinlbrcer deliveries in the

current component, sensitivity t" ,h" previous-component reinfbrcer ratio was still

'"'(*) 
=e,n'"{*) *e,n

'"{*)
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above zero (range 0.08 to 0-22\, and this pattern persisted even after six reinforcer

deliveries (range 0.04 to 0.15). Examination of the individual subjects showed the

data obtained from Condition 7 were more variable, as was evident in the group data

from this condition. Nevertheless, of the 30 sensitivity values calculated up to and

after the fourth reintbrcer delivery in a component in Condition 7, only seven were

less than 0. For the remaining conditions, after the fowth reinforcer delivery in a

component, 33 of the 36 sensitivity values calculated were gteater than 0 (range -0.08

to 0.31).

Figure 3-3 also shows that sensitivity to the ctnrent-component reinforcer ratio

started close to zero (range 0 to -0.02), and increased to a mean value of 0.46 (range

0.32 to 0.79) after nine reinforcer deliveries in a component. Similar ef,lects were

evident in the individual data: Initial sensitivity values were close to zero (range -

0.14 to 0.15), with more variable data again evident in Condition 7. Thereafter,

sensitivity generally increased with successive reinforcers. As described by Davison

and Baum (2000), the difference between final sensitivity to the current reinforcer

ratio and the starting sensitivity to the previous-component reinforcer ratio shows the

effect of the between-component blackout.
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Figure 3.3. Sensitivity to reinforcement values from multiple linear regressions

between log response ratios and arranged log reinforcer ratios @quation 3.1) in the
previous and current components tbr each successive reinforcer delivery. Each panel

represents data ttom a different condition in Experiment la. Response numbers were
summed across all six subjects.
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In addition to the increase in current-component sensitivity and the

corresponding decrease in previous-component sensitivity, Figure 3.3 shows an etfect

of the range of reintbrcer ratios on current-component sensitivity. That is, as the

range of reintbrcer ratios was increased across conditions, current-component

sensitivity also increased. To investigate these effects more closely, two-way

repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to examine the effects of the sequential

position of the reinfbrcer in the component, and the range of reinforcer ratios on

current-component sensitivity values obtained for the individual subjects. Sensitivity

values obtained prior to any reinforcers being obtained in a component were omitted

from these analyses, and separate ANOVAs were conducted using Conditions 3,4,5,

7, either Condition I or 6, and Condition 16. When Condition 6 was used in the

analysis, significant effects were evident tbr both the range of reinforcer ratios (F+:oo

:8.03,p <.05), and the sequential position of the reinforcer (Ft.zoo= 4.35,p <.05).

Both effects were also evident when the analysis was repeated with Condition I in

place of Condition 6 (Fc"zoo: 3.03, p < .05, and Fz.zoo:3.115, p < .05, respectively).

Similar analyses to those reported above were carried out on the values

obtained for sensitivity to the previous-component reinforcer ratio. Due to the nature

of carryover, these ANOVAs included the sensitivity values obtained prior to the first

reinforcer delivery in a component. Using Condition 6, no effect of the range of

reinforcer ratios was evident (Fq,ns: 0.40, p > .05). However, as is clear in Figure

3.3, there was an effect of the sequential position of the reinforcer (Fuzzs: 10-04,p <

.05). These effects were replicated when Condition I was used in place of Condition

6 (Fqps: 0.01 , p> .05, and Fs.zzs :9.08, p < .05, respectively). Thus, sensitivity to

the previous-component reinforcer ratio decreased with successive reinlbrcers in the
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current component. However, there was no etf'ect of the range of reintbrcer ratios on

the amount of control exerted by the previous-component reintbrcer ratio.

3.3.2 Reinlbrcer-hy-reinfbrcer analyses

The effects of individual reinlbrcers on behaviour were examined using a

more local analysis. The data were aggregated across subjects into log response ratios

emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals following every possible sequence of up to eight

reinforcers in each condition. Specifically, before the first reinforcer in a component

a particular average response ratio was emitted, and a log response ratio could be

calculated. Following the first reinforcer and before the second, two log response

ratios were available (one following a left-altemative reinforcer, and one following a

right-alternative reinforcer), and two log response ratios could be calculated.

Following the second reinforcer in a component, there were ibur response ratios

available, one tbr each of the possible two-reinforcer sequences, and so on throughout

a component.

Landon and Davison (2001, their Figure 5) showed regular effects on

behaviour of all possible sequences of the first four reinforcers in a component. They

showed that the effect of a given reinforcer was dependent on the context in which it

was obtained: Preference moved more in conditions in which a greater range of

reinforcer ratios was arranged; and, within conditions, a reintbrcer had a greater effect

on behaviour when it was obtained from the alternative opposite to that which the

preceding reinforcer was obtained (a disconlirmation).

To examine behaviour following various sequences of reinfbrcers deeper into

components, Figure 3.4 shows only a portion of the tree structures from Conditions 8,

5. 3. 4, 6. and 16. The log response ratios emitted in inter-reintbrcer intervals
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tbllowing sequences of successive left-alternative (or right-altemative) reinfbrcers are

shown. as are the log response ratios emitted after a disconfirmation at each sequential

position. Each of the 72 disconfinnations shown in Figure 3-4 moved preference

towards the altemative fiom which it was obtained. Nonparametric tests for trend

(Ferguson, 1966) were used to assess any hends in the effects of disconfirmations and

confirmations with successive reinforcer deliveries in a component. The means of the

changes in log response ratios following disconfimrations and confirmations were

calculated at each sequential position. The change in preference resulting from a

disconfirmation increased as a function of the sequential position of the reinforcer in a

component (lf : 8 conditions, fr: 7 reinforcers, z:4.05,p < .05). A similar trend

test showed that the eftbcts of confirming reinforcers had the opposite effect: That is,

their effects decreased as a function of the sequential position of the reinforcer in a

component (N: 8 conditions, k= 7 reinforcers, z:3.14,p < .05).
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Figure 3.4. Log response ratios emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals following
successive same-alternative reintbrcers (solid lines) in Conditions 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 16

in Experiment la. The broken lines join "disconfirmations" where a reinforcer was

obtained ffom the other alternative following sequences of same-alternative
reinforcers.

The finding reported by Davison and Baum (2000) that disconfirmations have

comparatively large eff'ects on pret'erence was replicated here. Figure 3.4 also shows

that across conditions pret'erence fbllowing a disconfirmation was similar irrespective
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of the range of reinfbrcer ratios arranged in a condition. Specifically, preference

fbllowing the first two or three discont-rrmations "crossed over" so that the alternative

at which the disconfirmation was obtained was pret'erred. Following subsequent

disconfirmations, pref'erence reverted to levels that approximated inditTerence. This

indiftbrence was biased towards the right alternative given the behaviour of all

subjects was biased to some degree to the right alternative (see Landon & Davison.

2001). Thus, the trends in the effects of disconlirmations were due to preference

being at more extreme levels prior to a disconfirmation deeper in a component when

the range of reinforcer ratios was greater, rather than preferences being different

following the disconfirmations.

Given these regularities, it is of some interest to examine preference with

various sequences of reinfbrcers obtained following a disconfirmation. Thus,

sequences of three successive left- or right-alternative reinforcers were isolated and

compared. The first were sequences of three successive left- or right-alternative

reintbrcers at the start of a component, the next were the same sequences following

left-right (LR) or right-left (RL) sequences. These s.rme sequences were examined

following LLR, RRL, LLLR, RRRL, LLLLR, and RRRRL sequences. These

sequences were examined both when the three successive reinforcers were obtained

from the same alternative as the discontirmation, and fiom the opposite alternative as

the disconfirmation.
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Figure 3.5. Log response ratios emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals following
sequences of three successive sirme-altemative reintbrcers in Conditions 3, 6, and 8.

The three successive reinforcers occrrred at the beginning of a component, or
fbllowing "disconhrmationso" which were the second, third, fourth. or tifth reinforcer
in a component following a sequence of successive reinfbrcers obtained on the other
altemative (left panels) or the same alternative (right panels).

Figure 3.5 shows the results of these analyses tbr Conditions 3, 6, and 8.

These conditions are representative of perfbrmance in other conditions. and provide
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comparisons across varying distributions of reintbrcer ratios. The left panels show

the eflects on behaviour of three successive reinforcers obtained trom the alternative

opposite to that at which the disconfirmation starting the sequence was obtained.

Whereas the right panels show three successive reinforcers obtained at the same

alternative as the disconfirmation. To facilitate comparison, all sequences have been

plotted from 0 to 3 on the x-axis, and the symbols denote the position in a component

from which the sequences were obtained.

Figure 3.5 shows the preference reversals caused by disconfirmations obtained

early in components. This crossing over was most noticeable (0 on the x-axis)

following the first disconlirmation (open triangles), followed by the second

disconfirmation (open squares). Thereafter, preference following a disconfirmation

was similar to that observed at the beginning of a component (filled circles). Figure

3.5 also shows that the log response ratios emitted with each successive reinforcer

following a discontirmation, and those emitted at the beginning of a component, were

largely superimposable within each condition. The next reinlbrcer, regardless of

which alternative this reinforcer was obtained at, immediately negated the crossover

effect following an early disconfirmation. The log response ratios emitted after

subsequent same-altemative reinforcers were similar to those emitted when that same

sequence of reinforcers was obtained at the beginning of a component.

3.3.3 Behaviour in inter-reinJbrcer intervals

An even more local analysis was used to examine the changes in pref'erence

during inter-reinfbrcer intervals fbllowing each successive reinforcer delivery in a

component. The responses emitted following the first reinfbrcer in a component were

collated across all subjects into 2-s time bins tbllowing left- and right-alternative
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reintbrcers separately. Then, two sets of log response ratio emitted in each successive

2-s time bin could be calculated: One when the lirst reinfbrcer was obtained at the left

alternative; and one when the first reintbrcer was obtained at the right alternative.

This process could then be repeated tbr every possible sequence of the tirst nine

reinfbrcer deliveries in a component (components ended after ten reintbrcer

deliveries).

The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s bins following sequences of

successive left- or right-alternative reinlbrcers that varied in length were then isolated

and compared. Figures 3.6 to 3.9 show these log response ratios for Conditions 16, 4,

3, and 7, respectively. It should be noted that in some conditions long sequences of

successive reinforcers obtained from the same alternative were very rare. Thus, the

variability evident in the data obtained following such long sequences in Condition 7

(Figure 3.9) can be athibuted to their infrequent occurrence. The data missing at the

leftmost end of the panels are where the response ratio emitted was exclusive to one

altemative, and it was therefbre impossible to calculate a log response ratio. Two

major effects are evident in Figures 3.6 to 3.9: First, across conditions the change in

preference resulting from a given reinforcer increased as the range of reinforcer ratios

was increased; second, within conditions, the preference remained at more extreme

levels fbr longer as successive reinforcers were obtained from the same alternative.

This finding was evident even when the range of reinforcer ratios arranged was very

narrow. For example, if Condition 7 (1.5:l to l:1.5, Figure 3.9) is considered,

pref'erence tbllowing the first reinfbrcer in a component has returned to a stable level

by about 6 s after the reinforcer. After the second reinfbrcer (first confirmation) this

did not occur until 8 to 10 s. and after the second and third contirmations this did not

occur until about l2-s atter the reintbrcer. These etlbcts become clearer as the range
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Figure 3.6. The log response ratios emined in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition l6 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
began at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.7. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 4 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that began

at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.8. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 3 following sequences of successive same-altemative reinforcers that began

at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.9. The log response ratios emitted in successive2-s time bins in
Condition 7 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that began
at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.10. The differences between the log response ratios emitted tbllowing
successive left- and right-alternative confirming reinforcers, plotted as a function of
the sequential position of the reinlbrcer in a component for the first, second, fourth,
eighth, and sixteenth 2-s bin following a reintbrcer delivery in Conditions 16, 6.4,3,
5, and 7-
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The ditferences between the log response ratios emitted tbllowing left and

right reinfbrcers were calculated and are plotted in Figure 3. l0 tbr the first, second,

fburth, eighth and sixteenth 2-s bins fbllowing a reinforcer delivery as a function of

the sequential position of the reinforcer in a component for Conditions 1.6,6,4,3, 5,

and 7. Again, a number of data points are missing due to preference being exclusive

following a reinfbrcer at one or both alternatives. The increasing differences between

the log response ratios emitted tbllowing successive reinforcers show the increasing

effects of successive reinforcers within each condition. In addition, the decreasing

effects of reinforcers with time since reinforcement are apparent, as with each time

bin plotted these differences became smaller. Finally, the changes in the duration of

the effects of reinforcement across conditions were evident, most obviously in the

later time bins. In Condition 16 (l:Ext to Ext: l), the data are strictly ordered - the

differences between the log response ratios emitted after a left or right reinforcer

became smaller as bin number increased. In Conditions 6 (27:l to l:27),4 (15.63:l to

I :15.63) and 3 (8: I to l:8), the perfbrmance in the eighth and sixteenth 2-s bin was

very similar. Finally in Conditions 5 (3.58:l to l:3.58) andT (1.5:l to l:1.5),

performance in the fourth, eighth, and sixteenth bins was very similar.
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Figure 3.11, The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 16 following sequences of successive same-altemative reinforcers that
ended with a single oodisconfinnation", and began at the start of a component.
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CONDITION 4 (15.63:1 TO 1 :1 5.63)
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Figure 3.12. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 4 tbllowing sequences of successive same-altemative reinforcers that ended

with a single "disconfirmation", and began at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.13. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 3 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that ended

with a single "disconfirmation", and began at the start of a component.
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Figrue 3.14. The log response ratios emined in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 7 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that ended
with a single "disconlirmation", and began at the start of a component.
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ratios emitted after disconfirmations were relatively consistent throughout a

component. Moreover, they were small, both in terms of their initial magnitudes and

their durations, when compared to those shown in Figures 3.6 to 3.9. To clariff these

etf'ects, Figure 3.15 plots the difl'erences between the log response ratios emitted after

a discontirmation that tbllowed sequences of same alternative reinforcers that varied

in their length in Conditions 16, 6,4,3,5, and 7. Figure 3.15 shows that the

differences between the log response ratios emitted following a disconfirmation

decreased as the preceding sequenre of contirming reinfbrcers increased. The same

general patterns observed with confirmations were also evident here. The decreasing

efflects of reinforcers with time since reintbrcement were apparent, as were the

changes in the duration of the effects of reinforcement across conditions.

3.3.4 Reinfbrcer sequences and respon^se rates

Given the focus on sequences of reinfbrcers obtained at the same alternative,

and those sequences followed by disconfirmations, it is of some interest to examine

how often those sequences occurred. Figure 3.16 shows the proportions of all

sequences that were of the specific types under consideration (i.e., the proportion of

all six-reinforcer sequences that were of the type shown, the proportion of all five-

reinlbrcer sequences that were of the type shown, and so on). In Conditions 7 (1.5:l

to 1 :1.5) and 8 (all I : I ), all sequences occurred approximately equally often. In

Conditions3 (8:l to l:8),4(15.63:1 to l:15.63),6(27:ltol:27).and l6(VI:Extto

Ext:VI), however, sequences of successive reinforcers obtained at either alternative

were substantially more trequent. In Condition 16 (VI:Ext to Ext:V[), for example, in

approximately half of all components the first six reinforcers were obtained at one
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alternative. tn Condition 3 (8:1 to l:8) approximately half of the components began

with three reinforcers being obtained at the same alternative.

Figures 3.17 to 3.20 show the mean number of responses emitted in each 2-s

bin following a reinfbrcer delivery for each of the first six reinforcers obtained in a

component where those reinforcers were either a sequence of reinf,orcers obtained at

the same alternative, or a sequence of reinforcers obtained at the same alternative

followed by a disconfirmation, for Conditions 16,4, 3, and 7 respectively. The

number of responses emitted in each 2-s bin was reasonably constant both across

conditions and with successive reinforcers in each condition. In general however, the

response rate following a right reinforcer was higher than that following a left

reinforcer irrespective of whether that reinforcer was obtained at the same alternative

as the preceding reinforcer, or was a disconfirmation. This effect was particularly

noticeable in the first three or four 2-s bins following a reinforcer delivery, and

exaggerated when the left reinforcer was also a disconfinnation.
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462
SUCCESSIVE REINFORCERS

Figure 3.15. The differences between the log response ratios emitted after
"disconfirmations" which followed a sequences of successive left- or right-alternative
contirming reinforcers, plotted as a function of the sequential position of the
reintbrcer in a component for the first, second, fourttr, eightlu and sixteenth 2-s bin
following a reinforcer delivery in Conditions 16, 6,4,3,5, and 7.
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Figure 3.17. The mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s bin
following sequences one to six reinforcers in length that were successive
confirmations or successive confirmations tbllowed by a single disconfirmation in
Condition 16.
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Figure 3.18. The mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s bin
following sequences one to six reinforcers in length that were successive
conlirmations or successive confirmations tbllowed by a single disconfirrration in
Condition 4.
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Figure 3.19. The mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s bin
following sequences one to six reinforcers in length that were successive

confrnnations or successive confirmations followed by a single disconfinnation in
Condition 3.
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Figure 3.20. The mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s bin
following sequences one to six reinforcers in length that were successive

confimrations or successive confirmations followed by a single disconfirrration in
Condition 7.
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3.1 Discussion

The present experiment was designed to examine the etl'ects of the range of

within-session changes in the reinfbrcer ratio available from two response alternatives

on behaviour. Various analyses were used (some of which have also been reported in

Landon & Davison, 2001) to examine these ef1-ects at molar and more local levels of

analysis.

Within components, log response ratios adjusted rapidly as successive

reinfbrcers were delivered and the degree of this shift was directly related to the

reinforcer ratio in efTect in that component (Davison & Baum, 2000; Landon &

Davison, 2001). Multiple linear regression analyses showed the contributions of

previous-component and current-component reinlbrcer ratios to behaviour prior to

each reinforcer delivery in a component. These analyses showed a clear effect of the

range of reintbrcer ratios arranged on sensitivity to the current-component reinforcer

ratios, but no such effect on control by the previous-component reinforcer ratio.

More local, reinforcer-by-reinforcer, analyses showed regularities in the

effects of individual reinforcers: Each reinforcer moved the subsequently emitted

preference towards the alternative fuom which it was obtained. Across conditions, the

effects of individual reinforcers increased as a function of the ftmge of reinforcer

ratios arranged. Within conditions, it was particularly noticeable that, compared to

confi.rrning reinforcers, disconfirmations had large et'fects on preference. Moreover,

at this level of analysis, the eft'ects of disconfirmations on preference increased

throughout components, whereas the etfects of confirmations decreased. These

results have been discussed extensively elsewhere (Landon & Davison, 2001).

The analyses of behaviour during inter-reinfbrcer intervals have not yet been

reported elsewhere, and provide some indications as to how the reinforcer-by-
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reinibrcer results might arise. Figures 3.6 to 3.15 showed the changes in pref'erence

during inter-reintbrcer intervals following sequences of confirming reinlbrcers

(Figures 3.6 to 3.9), and sequences of confirmations followed by a discontirmation

(Figures 3.11 to 3.14). These analyses showed the changes in pret'erence tbllowing

contirming reinlbrcers increased, in terms of their duration, throughout a component,

while disconfirmations had smaller more brief effects on behaviour.

These results seem, at first, to contradict directly those seen in the reintbrcer-

by-reinforcer analyses (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). Figure 3.15 showed that

disconfirmations had brief effects on behaviou, s differences in the log response

ratios emitted after left or right disconfirming reinforcers were present in only the frst

two 2-s bins after the reinforcer delivery. These differences also became smaller as

the preceding sequence of confirming reinforcers increased. This latter ef[ect was

most likely due to preference prior to the reinforcer delivery being more extreme

when the preceding sequence of confirming reinforcers was longer. Across

conditions, few differences between the effects of disconfirmations were evident.

Thus, when the data were aggregated at a reinforcer-by-reinforcer level,

disconfirmations moved preference to similar levels across conditions. However, the

effects of disconfirmations were large when preferences prior to the reinforcer

delivery were considered, and this perspective was provided by the reinforcer-by-

reinforcer analyses.

Preferences emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals following confirming

reintbrcers (Figures 3.6 to 3.9) were more extreme than preferences following

discontirmations (Figures 3.11 to 3.14), and this extreme pretbrence was maintained

for longer as the sequences of confirming reinforcers increased in length, and as the

range of reintbrcer ratios in etfect was increased (Figure 3.10). Given that response
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rates were reasonably constant (Figures 3.17 to 3.20). these tindings explain why

sequences of confirming reintbrcers shown in the tree structures had apparently small

effects, and these eflbcts changed across conditions. Within conditions, the transient

movements in prefbrence became slightly longer with each successive reinfbrcer

delivery. Across conditions, preferences were more extreme in response to the same

sequences! thus the tree structure spread wider, although the same basic structure was

maintained.

As Landon and Davison (2001) reported, the behaviour of the present subjects

was biased, in all cases, to the right alternative. This was evident here in the tree

structures and behaviour during inter-reinfbrcer intervals. The analyses of response

rates during inter-reinforcer intervals (Figures 3.17 to 3.20) provide some insight into

how the biases arose. In all cases, in the first three to six 2-s bins following a

reinJbrcer delivery the response rate following a right reinforcer was substantially

higher than that following a left reinforcer. These differences were a little smaller,

but remained present with increasing time since a reinlbrcer delivery. Indeed,

Kriigeloh (2001) has shown in a similar procedure that biases were substantially larger

soon after a reinforcer deliverv.

To summarise, Landon and Davison (2001) presented the present results as

being due to a context effect. That is, individual reinforcers had reliable directional

and quantitative efTects on behaviour. The directional effects could be predicted

solely from which alternative the reinfbrcer was obtained- The quantitative effects

were also dependent on more molar factors, specifically the range of reinforcer ratios

arranged, the number of reintbrcers already obtained in that component. and the

alternatives from which they were obtained. The present analyses change this

interpretation little. except that the analysis of behaviour in inter-reintbrcer intervals
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suggests that sequences of confirming reintbrcers were important. as their eff'ects on

behaviour seemed to increase as the sequences increased in length, and as their

occurrence became more fiequent across conditions. Moreover, the high proportion

of sequences of these types was the main difference across conditions. In contrast,

disconfirmations had reasonably similar effects within and across conditions. The

changes evident within conditions in the tree struchres were dependent on prefbrence

levels prior to the reinforcer delivery, ratler than any changing absolute etfect of

disconfirmations during a component.

-3.-5 Experiment lb

The context effects reported in Experiment la require further empirical

investigation. Experiment lb makes a procedural distinction between the range of

variation in the reinforcer ratios (manipulated in Experiment 1a), and what can be

termed the variation in the reinforcer ratios themselves. This was done by holding the

most extreme component reinforcer ratios constant and varying the reinforcer ratios

arranged in the other components.

Experiment la showed what appeared to be an effect of the range of within-

session reinforcer ratio changes. At this stage the mechanism underlying this effect is

unclear. If the most extreme reinforcer ratios are held constant (27:l or l:27), and the

other component reinfbrcer ratios varied, it may be possible to delineate the effects of

the range of variation and the variation itself. If a condition arranged six components

(three each of either 27:l or l:27), it would have the same range of variation as

Condition 6 in Experiment la (27:1,9:1,3:1, l:1, l:3, l:9, and l:27). The latter,

however, contains more variation in the reinlbrcer ratios themselves. Additionally,

the fbrmer iurangement would result in an increased tiequency of longer sequences of
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successive confirrning reinforcers. The analyses presented above suggest that these

sequences may have been important in producing the context effect reported in

Experiment la.

In Experiment lb the range of reinforcer ratios was held constant at27:l to

l:27, and the reinforcer ratios in less extreme components were varied across seven

conditions. Conditions 9 and 15 arranged the least variation in reintbrcer ratios, and

also the greatest frequency of long sequences of confirming reinforcers. Six

components were arranged in these conditions, with the reinforcer ratios either 27:l or

I:27 withequal frequency. The variation was gradually increased to Condition 12,

which was a replication of Conditions I and 6 from Experiment la.

3.6 Method

Subjects and Apparatus

The subjects and apparatus used in Experiment lb were identical to those used

in Experiment la.

Procedure

The same basic procedure as used in Experiment la was used again.

Conditions 9, 10, 14, and 15 consisted of only six components per session. Therefore,

in those four conditions sessions ended following either the completion of the six

components, or after 45 min had elapsed, whichever occurred first.
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Table 3.2

Sequence of experimerurrl conditions and relative reinforcerprobability (shownas

probability of reinforc,e.r.nent on the left altemative) for each of the courponents in

each corditior in Expedment lb. Tho ove.rall probability of reinforcement per second

was courstant at .03X throughout.

probability p (L) (L;R)

I

2

9

3

4

,4357

.a357

.0357

.9643

.9643

.9643

.0357

.0357

.2500

.7500

.9643

,9@?

.a357

.4357

.2500

.5000

.7500

l:27

t;27

l:27

27:l

27:l

27:l

l:27

1:27

1:3

3:l

2'.1:l

27:l

l:27

l:27

1:3

l:l

2:l

l0

5

6

I

2

3

4

5

6

I

2

a
J

4

5

l1
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probabilit-yp G)

77:l

27:I

1:2:l

l:9

1:3

l:1

,3:1

9:1

27zl

"1,:27

l:2:I

l:3

l:1

,2:L

27:l

27:l

L:27

L:77

l:3

3:l

27':1,

27:l

l:Zl

.9&3

. 643

.Agits7'

.1000

.2500

.5000

.7'500

.9000

.9631

,a351

.035.7

.2500

.50,00

.750,0

.9643

.9&3

.0357

.0t57

.2504

.7500

.9643

,9643

.0357

lz

l3'

t4
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Condition Component Relativereintbrcer Reinfbrcerratio

probability p (L) (L:R)

2

a
J

4

6

.0357

.0357

.9643

_9643

.9643

I:27

I:27

27:l

27:I

27:l

The sequence of experimental conditions is shown in Table 3.2. lnConditions

9 and 15, the reinforcerratios arranged in the six components were either 27;l or

l:27. In Conditions l0 and 14, the reinforcer ratios were27:L,27:1,3:I,l:3,l:27,

and l:27. In Conditions I I and 13, seven components were ruranged; the same six

arranged in Conditions 10 and 14, with the addition of a I : I reinforcer ratio

component. Finally, Condition 12 was a replication of Conditions I and 6 from

Experiment la, as such seven components were arranged with reinforcer ratios of

2'l:1,9:1,3:1, l:1, l:3, 1:9, andl:27. Once again no stability criterion was used.

Fifty sessions were conducted for each condition" and data obtained from the last 35

sessions of each condition were used in the analyses.
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3.7 Rcsults

3.7-I Reh{oreer'Sequences

Figure 3.21 shows the proBortione ofspeeific seqirences of reitrforcers that

oeeurred inCorrditions to 15. tn Conditions 9 and !5 (27 l or l:27),themajority of

components (.79 and.8l respectively) began with a sequence of six successive

reinforcers obtaiined af the sanns alt€nrative. As the less exhene coElpnen-ts were

added across conditions, the;propo io.ns of sequenoes that rrrcre exclrrsively

confrm ioug dnoBped, bw they still occur.-red mueh more ftequently than any others

(.43 in Conclition 12@7:l to 1:27)).
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Figure 3.2 I . The proportions of all sequences one to six reinforcers in length that
consisted exclusively of successive reinfbrcers at one alternative, or successive
reinforcers at one alternative followed by a single "disconfirmation" in Experiment
lb.
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3.7.2 Multiple linear regression analyses

As with Experiment la. in each condition the numbers of responses emitted at

each alternative were summed separately tbr each component in the periods befbre

each successive reinforcer delivery. Equation 3.1 was then fit to the data. Figure 3.22

shows sensitivity to the current- and previous-component reinforcer ratio plotted as a

function of successive reinfbrcer deliveries in a component. In each condition,

sensitivity to the previous-component reinforcer ratio started above zero (range,0.25

to 0.29), this was also the case for each individual subject (range, 0.17 to 0.47). These

values then fell towards zero with successive reinforcer deliveries. After four

reinforcer deliveries, sensitivity to the previous-component reinfbrcer ratio was above

zero. in all cases for the group data (range, 0.05 to 0.15), and in 34 of 42 cases for the

individual subjects (range, -0.17 to 0.31).

Sensitivity to the current-component reinforcer ratio was close to zero (range -

0.02 to 0.01) prior to any reinforcers being obtained in a component. As sensitivity to

the previous-component reinforcer ratio fell, sensitivity to the current-component

reinforcer ratio increased with successive reinforcer deliveries. After nine reinforcer

deliveries in a component the mean sensitivity to the current-component reinforcer

ratio was 0.58 (range, 0.53 to 0.65). As is the case throughout, the individual data

showed the same general efFects. Prior to any reinforcer deliveries in a component,

individual values of sensitivity to the current-component reintbrcer ratio were close to

zero (range, -0.15 to 0.14), and increased with successive reinlbrcer deliveries. While

the major f'eatures of the data were similar across the replications, it was the case that

sensitivity values obtained in the replications were generally larger than those

obtained in the orieinal conditions.
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Figure 3.22 shows evidence of an etfect of the variation arranged in the

reinfbrcer ratios on sensitivity to the current-component reinlbrcer ratio. That is, as

this variation was increased across Conditions 9, 10. I I, and 12, sensitivity to the

current-component reinlbrcer ratio appeared to decrease. This apparent effect was

similar across Conditions 15, 14, 13, and t2. With respect to sensitivity to the

previous-component reinforcer ratio, this appears to have fallen faster with successive

reinforcer deliveries when less variation was arranged in the reinforcer ratios (i.e.,

more quickly in Condition 15, than 14, 13, and 12). This effect was more apparent in

the replicated set of conditions (Conditions 12 to 15) than in the original set

(Conditions 9 to 12).

To confirm these etTects using the data obtained from the individual subjects,

two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs were used as in Experiment la. These

analyses were conducted separately for Conditions 9 to 12 and then Conditions 12 to

15, for both sensitivities to the current- and previous-component reinforcer ratios. For

sensitivity to the current-component reinforcer ratio, values obtained prior to any

reinforcers being obtained in a component were omitted. When Conditions 9 to LZ

were used, significant effects were evident tbr both the variation amanged in

reintbrcer ratios (Fztn = 3 .96, p < .05), and the sequential position of the reinforcer

(Ftt+t: 11.13, p < .05). Both efTects were also evident when the analysis wils

repeated with Conditions 12 to l5 (.Fz.r+3 :9.33, p < .05, and Fz.ra: : L2-25, p < .05,

respectively). Sensitivity to the previous-component reinlbrcer ratio fell with

successive reinfbrcerdeliveries in both Conditions 9to 12 (.Fs.tor :27.49,p <.05)

and Conditions 12 to l5 (Fs.re t:25.91,p < .05) as is clear in Figure 3.22. However,

the eft'ect of reintbrcer ratio variation on sensitivity to the previous-component
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reintbrcer ratio was signiticant for Conditions l2 to l5 (,&.rr,1 : 5.48, p < .05), but not

Conditions 9 to 12 (Fz.n:7.28,p > .05).

3. 7. 3 Reinforcer-by-reinforcer analyn'e.s

The reinfbrcer-by-reinforcer analyses reported in Experiment la were repeated

using the present data. The log response ratios emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals

lbllowing every possible sequence of reintbrcers were calculated. Landon and

Davison's (2001) Figure I I shows these analyses fbr every possible sequence of the

first four reinforcers in a component. They showed again that each reinforcer moved

preference towards the alternative at which it was obtained.

Figure 3.23 shows only part of the tree structures. As with Figwe 3.4, log

response ratios following sequences of successive reinforcers obtained at either

alternative are shown, along with log response ratios following a disconfirmation at

each sequential position. Again it is apparent that disconfirmations had very large

effects on preference, and these effects increased with component reinforcer number.

In contrast, successive confirming reinforcers had diminishing elfects on preference.

Nonparametric tests for trend (Ferguson, 1966) confirmed these effects: The change

in preference tbllowing disconfirmations increased with the sequential position of the

reinforcer (N = 7 conditions, t: 6 reinforcers: z : 5.40,p < .05); while confrrming

reintbrcers had diminishing elfects (l/: 7 conditions, ft: 7 reinforcers: z : 4-54, p <

.05).
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Figure 3.23 shows some clear ditTerences between the present data and those

shown in Figure 3.4. In Conditions 9 and 15, discontirmations resulted in reversals in

preference regardless of their sequential position in a component. In contrast, in

Figure 3.4 such reversals occurred reliably only when the disconfirmation was the

second, third or fburth reinfbrcer in a component. In Conditions 10 and 14, these

crossovers occurred when the disconfirmation was the fifth or sixth reintbrcer in a

component, whereas Conditions ll,12, and l3 showed the same patterns as

conditions from Experiment la.

3.7.4 Behaviour in inter-reinJbrcer intervals

Figures 3.24 to 3.27 show the log leff/right response ratios emitted in

successive 2-s time bins following sequences of successive reinforcers obtained at the

same alternative for Conditions 9, 10, I l, and 12, respectively. In some cases, soon

after a reinforcer delivery, data points have been omitted as responding was exclusive

to the alternative at which a reinforcer was just obtained. These figures show that,

within conditions, with successive reinforcers obtained at the same alternative, the

resulting changes in preference became both more extreme and longer in duration.

Furthermore, following every sequence of reinforcers shown in each condition, even

as long as 40 s after a reinforcer delivery, preference favoured the alternative at which

a reinforcer was most recentlv obtained.
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Figure 3.28 shows the diflerences between the log response ratios emitted

fbllowing sequences of reinforcers obtained at the same alternative fbr the first.

second, fourth. eighth, and sixteenth 2-s bin following a reintbrcer delivery. The

generally increasing differences at each time bin within each condition show that each

successive reinlbrcer had an increasing effect. Across conditions, few effects are

apparent. The magnitudes of the differences in log response ratios were similar ilcross

conditions. As was evident in Figures 3.24 to 3.27 , even in the sixteenth 2-s bin

tbllowing a reinforcer delivery, the log response ratios following left and right

reinforcers differed.

Figures 3.29 to 3.32 show the log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s

bins following a sequence of successive left- or right-altemative reinforcers that

ended with a single disconfirmation in Conditions 9, 10, 11, and 12, respectively.

Again, some data points have been omitted due to preference being exclusive to the

alternative at which a reinforcer was just obtained. These tigures show that there

were no consistent changes in the log response ratios emitted after disconfirmations

throughout a component. Moreover, they were smaller than the effects shown in

Figures 3 .24 to 3 .27 , both in terms of their initial magnitudes and their durations. To

clarif these effects, Figure 3.33 plots the differences between the log response ratios

emitted after a disconfirmation that fbllowed sequences of same altemative

reinforcers that varied in their length in Conditions 9 to 15. Figure 3.33 shows that

the differences between the log response ratios emitted following a disconfirmation

decreased as the preceding sequence of conf-rming reinforcers increased. The

diffierences evident in the tburth. eighth, and sixteenth 2-s bins were very similar.

Across conditions there were no discernable chanses in these differences.
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Figure 3.30. The log response ratios emiued in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition l0 following sequences of successive same-altemative reinforcers that
ended with a single "disconfirmation", and began at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.31. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition l1 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
ended with a single "disconlirmation", and began at the start of a component.
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in a component tbr the first, second, fburth, eighth, and sixteenth 2-s bin following a
reintbrcer deliverv in Conditions 9 to 15.
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3.7.5 Response Rates

Figures 3.34 to 3.37 show the mean number of responses emitted in each 2-s

bin tbllowing a reinforcer delivery for Conditions 9, 10, I l, and 12, respectively.

These response rates are shown tbr specitic sequences of the each of the frst six

reinforcers obtained in a component: Either a sequence of reinforcers obtained at the

same alternative; or, a sequence of reinforcers obtained at the same altemative

followed by a discontirmation. More variability was evident in response rates

following the less frequently occurring sequences that ended with disconfirmations.

In general, it was again the case that the response rate emitted following a right

reinforcer was higher than that emitted following a left reinforcer irrespective of

whether that reinforcer was obtained at the same alternative as the preceding

reinforoer, or was a disconfirrration. Figures 3.35 to 3.37 show that in Conditions l0

to t2, the response rates emitted following a left-alternative disconfirrnation were

consistently low in the hrst one or two bins following a reinforcer delivery. However,

this was not the case in Condition 9 (Figure 3.34), where no large decreases in

response rate following a left-alternative reinforcer were evident-
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Figure 3.35. The mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s bin
following sequences one to six reinforcers in length that were successive
confirmations or successive confirmations tbllowed by a single disconfi.rmation in
Condition 10.
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Figure 3.36. The mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s bin
following sequences one to six reinforcers in length that were successive
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Figure 3.37. The mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s bin
following sequences one to six reinforcers in length that were successive
confirmations or successive confirmations followed by a single disconfirmation in
Condition 12.
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curent-component reinfbrcer ratio rapidly increased with successive reintbrcer

deliveries. At the same time there was a rapid decrease in the control exerted by the

previous-component reinfbrcer ratio.

The group data shown in Figure 3.22 suggested. and two-way repeated

measures ANOVAs using data from the individual subjects supported. that there was

an etlect of the within-session variation arranged in the reinlbrcer ratios. Sensitivity

to the current-component reinforcer ratio increased more quickly when less variation

was €uranged in the reinforcer ratios (i.e., Conditions 9 and l5). In contrast, the

results with respect to sensitivity to the previous-component reinlbrcer ratio were less

clear. In the replicated set of conditions (Conditions 12 to 15), control by the

previous-component reinforcer ratio decreased more quickly when there was less

variation in the reinforcer ratios (i.e., Condition l5). Although there was some

evidence for this effect in Figure 3.22 for Conditions g to 12, the ANOVAs failed to

support this.

Landon and Davison (2001) used repeated non-parametric tests for trend to

,$sess these effects, and found mixed results. They suggested there might be an effect

of variation in the reinforcer ratios, but no definitive conclusions could be made. The

present analyses provide a little more evidence for such an effect, but again the

evidence is equivocal. The suggested effect is one where control was more local in

conditions where little variation was arranged in the within-session changes in

reinforcer ratios.

Converging evidence tbr such an elfect was provided by the reinforcer-by-

reinlbrcer analyses (Figure 3.23). Specifically, disconlirmations had much larger

efTects on pret'erence in the fbllowing inter-reinfbrcer interval in Conditions 9 and 15

(both27:lorl.,27),andtoalesserextentConditionsl0andl4(both27:1.27:1,3:1.
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l:3.I:27. and l:27). The arrangements in Conditions 9 and 15 meant that there was a

high fiequency of long sequences of successive reinforcers obtained at the same

alternative (Figure 3.2I). Despite this, a single reinforcer from the opposite

alternative reversed preference in the next inter-reinforcer interval regardless of its

sequential position in a component. In Conditions l0 and 14 these pret'erence

reversals occurred up to the fifth or sixth reinfbrcer in a component, whereas in the

remaining conditions, and those in Experiment la, they ceased by the third or fburth

reinforcer in a component. These results, like those from the multiple linear

regressions, suggest that control was more local in conditions where less variation

was arranged in the reinforcer ratios, or, as shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.21, where

sequences of successive reinforcers obtained at the same alternative were more

frequent.

The reasons for the preference reversals following disconfirmations in the tree

diagrams (Figure 3.23) were not obvious in the analyses of behaviour during inter-

reinforcer intervals (Figures 3-29 to 3-32). The latter figures showed that preferences

were similar following disconfirmations in successive 2-s bins in Conditions 9 to 15.

However, the analyses of response rates in these same bins did show a difference

between Condition 9 (27:l or l:27), and Conditions l0 (27:1,27:1,3:l,l:3, 1:27, and

l :27), 1 1 (27 :1, 27 :7, 3 :1,, 1 : 1, l :3, 1 :27, and I :27) and 1 2 (27 :l to l :27). In

Conditions 10 to 14, the response rates tbllowing a left-alternative disconfirmation

were substantially lower soon after a reinforcer delivery than those emitted fbllowing

the other two-reinibrcer sequences. [t is worth reiterating at this stage that the

behaviour of all subjects was biased towards the right alternative. If Figure 3.23 is re-

examined, it can be seen that, in general, a right-alternative disconfirmation moved

pretbrence further towards the right alternative than a left-alternative reinforcer did
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towards the left alternative. This applies with the exception of Conditions 9 and 15.

where the movements were similar in magnitude. Disconfirmations at the left

altemative in Conditions 9 and 15 resulted in a log response ratio in the next inter-

reinfbrcer interval that was close to 0 (mean : -0.04), whereas in other conditions this

log response ratio was closer to -0.2 (mean : -0.18). The suggestion is that left-

alternative disconfirmations resulted in smaller changes in pretbrence in Conditions

10 to 14 because the response rate emitted when preference was most extreme (i.e.,

just after a reinforcer delivery) was low. In contrast, in Conditions 9 and 15, the

extreme preference just after a reinforcer was coupled with a higher response rate.

Thus, more extreme preferences were recorded in the next inter-reinlbrcer interval,

and preference reversals were seen in Figure 3.23.

Across all conditions, the most frequently occurring sequences of reinforcers

were those consisting of successive confirming reinforcers at either alternative. When

behaviour was examined at a reinfbrcer-by-reinforcer level, these sequences of

reinlbrcers resulted in more extreme preferences when their occurrence was more

Aequent (i.e., Conditions 9 and 15). At a more local level of analysis, this effect was

seen in more extreme and longer transient movements in pret'erence following a

reintbrcer delivery. In contrast, at a reinforcer-by-reinforcer level, disconfirmations

had very large effects on pref'erence, but with the exceptions of Conditions 9 and l5

as discussed above, were very similar in their absolute effects across conditions. As

discussed in Experiment la, the large efTects of discontirmations appear to be due to

the extremity of preference prior to their occurrence, as their effects are almost

identical when viewed at a more local level. This firrther suggests that the important

t'eature of the present experimental arrangement might be the fiequency with which

specific sequences of reintbrcers occur.
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3.9 Experiment Ic

Experiments la and lb showed that when reinlbrcer ratios were changed very

rapidly in a single session, clear etl'ects of individual reinfbrcers were evident.

However, there was evidence in both experiments that control was not solely local in

nanre. In Experiment la, control became more local as the range of reinlbrcer ratios

was increased. Whereas, in Experiment lb, control became more local as the

variation in the reinforcer ratios was decreased and their range held constant. It

remained, however, that the range of reinfbrcer ratios was relatively extreme (27:l to

l:27). In both experiments, control became more local as the proportion of sequences

arranging successive confi rming reinforcers was increased.

The relevance of these results to more standard concurrent-schedule

preparations remains questionable. One reason for this is the speed at which the

reinfbrcer ratios changed in Experiments la and lb. This issue remains open,

although it should be noted that Condition 8 (all 1:l) of Experiment la was equivalent

to a standard concurrent-schedule procedure with equal reinforcer ratios and a l0-s

blackout after every tenth reinforcer. This finding suggests that the local effects of

reinforcers may also be present in steady-state concurrent-schedule performance.

One fbature that Conditions I to 16 had in common was that, in each case? a

symmetrical distribution of reinforcer ratios was uuranged. It is not clear at this stage

what impact an asymmetrical distribution of reinforcer ratios would have on the local

effects of reinfbrcers. Moreover, with the exception of when the reinibrcer ratio is

l:1, standard steady-state concurrent schedules consist ofunequal reinforcer ratios, or

in the present context, asymmetrical distributions of reinforcers.
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Experiment 1c explored the ef1-ects of various asymmetrical distributions of

reinfbrcers using the same basic procedure as in Experiments la and lb. Using the

same logarithmic spacing as previously, the range of reinfbrcer ratios was 9:1 to l:81

in Condition 17, and 8l : I to I :9 in Condition I 8. The latter was replicated in

Conditions l9 and 20 with short (l-s) and long (120-s) blackouts between

components. Thus, the range of reinfbrcer ratios was the same as in Conditions 1, 6,

artd 12, but the distribution was asymmetrical, and the reinlbrcer ratios became more

extreme. Conditions 2l and 22 arranged reinforcer ratios of 27:l to 1.27 with unequal

reinforcer magnitude ratios. Conditions 23 and24 arranged a symmetrical (in log

terms) range of variation (l:27 to I:2.37 and27:l to2.37:I) distributed around l:8

and 8:1, respectively. Finally, Conditions 25 to 28 arranged the same reinforcer ratios

in all components (1:8, 8: I, l:4, and 4: I respectively). Thus, asymmetrical

distributions were arranged with no variation in the reinforcer ratio, and the procedure

became essentially equivalent to steady-state concurrent schedules.

3.10 Method

Subjects and Apparatus

The subjects and apparatus were identical to those used in Experiments la and

1b.

Procedure

The subjects were trained on the same basic procedure as used in Experiment

la, and the sequence of experimental conditions is shown in Table 3.3. The

procedure was altered for Conditions 19 to22in the following ways. In Conditions

19 and 20. the blackout between components was varied. In Condition 19, the

blackout was I s. and in Condition 20 it was 120 s. The long blackouts arranged in
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Condition 20 necessitated a change in session lenglh for that condition. Thus. tbr

Condition 20, sessions ended after the completion of the seven components (70

reinforcers), or after 60 min had elapsed, whichever occurred first.

In Conditions 2l and 22the magnitude of reinfbrcement was made unequal, a

3:1 (L/R) ratio was arranged in Condition 2l , and a I :3 ratio in Condition 22. This

was zuranged as tbllows: For these conditions, reintbrcers consisted of a specified

number of successive I .2-s hopper presentations. These presentations were separated

by 0.5-s blackouts. Thus, in Condition2l, a left-alternative reinforcer consisted of six

successive 1.2-s hopper presentations, and a right-alternative reinforcer consisted of

two successive 1.2-s hopper presentations. These were reversed in Condition 22.

In Conditions 17 and l8 the range of reinforcer ratios was held constant (9: I to 81: I

and 8l : I to 1 :9, respectively). Conditions 19 and 20 used the same range of

reinfbrcer ratios as Condition l8 (81 : I to I :9), however the blackouts between

components were I s and 120 s as described above. The range of reinforcer ratios

arranged in Conditions 2l and 22 wts constant at27:l to l:27 and the ratio of

reinforcer magnitudes was varied (3:l and l:3). For Conditions 23 and 24,the range

was held constant (27:l to 2,37:l and I:2.37 to l:27), but this distribution was

arranged around central reinforcer ratios of 1:8 and 8:1 respectively. Finally, in

Conditions 25 to 28, each of the seven components in a session arranged the same

reinforcerratio (8:1, 1:8,4:1, and 1:4 respectively).
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Table 3.3

Sequence of experimental conditions and relative reinforcer probability (shown as

probability of reinforcement on the left alternative) for each of the seven components

in each condition in Experiment la- The overall probability of reinforcement per

second was constant at .037 throughout. Unless stated otherwise (*), reinforcement

consisted of 2.5-s access to wheat. and there was a l0-s blackout between

components.

Condition Component Relative reinforcer

probability p Q)

Reinforcer ratio

(L:R)

t7 I

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

2

)

4

5

6

7

I

.0t23

.0357

.1000

.2500

.5000

.7500

.9000

.1000

.2500

.5000

.7500

.9000

.9643

.9877

.1000

l:El

l:27

l:9

l:3

l:1

3:l

9:l

1:9

l:3

l:1

3:l

9:l

27:l

81:1

l:9

l8

19
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probrbiXityp &) (LR)

* f-s blackout

2A

* I20.s btrackout

2T

* 6:2 magnitude

22

* 2:6 magnitude

.2500

,s000

.7500

.9000

.s643

"98f77

.1000

.2500

.s000

,7500

.9000

.9&3

.9877

,0357

.1000

.25ffi

.5000

.7500

.go-00

.96s1,

.0357

.I000

.2500

1:3

1:1

3:1

9:7

?ttr:L

,81: I

1:9

1:3

1:l

3:l

9:l

27;r

8l:I

t.27

l:9

l:3

1:1

3:I

9:,1

27:l

7:27

l:9

I3

lt5



probability p (L) (L:R)

,fr157

.0s?:6

:4769

?3

.5000

.7500

.9000

.9ffi3

.11t 1

.1580

2193.

29:67

.7433

.7847

.8424

.8889

;9?31

[;l

3:I

9:I

27-.1

l:27

L:16.57

L:,LZ

[:8

1;5.,3,3

l:3.56

l:2-3'l

2.37:l

3.56:l

533:1

8:1

l2t2

16.5f;l

27:l

8:1

8:1

8:1

B:l

8-:l

24

.9474

.9643

.8889

.8S89

,8889

.888

.g8,gg

L:5

lI6



probability p$") (L;R)

,8989

.llll

.il11

,llIl
.1111

.1111

"1r l l

.1l1X

.E000

,8000

.8000

.8000

.8000

.8000

.800,0

.2000

J000

.2000

2000

.2000

-2000

-2000

I

7

3

5

6

7

I

2

t

4

5

6

7

I

26

27

z:8

ll7



3.I I Result:;

3.1 1. I Multiple linear regression analy,ses

In conditions in which variation of the within-session changes in reinforcer

ratios was iuranged (i.e., Conditions 17 to 24), identical multiple linear regression

analyses to those reported fbr Experiments la and lb were carried out. As previously,

in each condition the numbers of responses emitted at each alternative were summed

separately for each component in the periods before each successive reinforcer

delivery. Equation 3.1 was then fit to the data. Figure 3.38 shows sensitivity to the

current- and previous-component reinlbrcer ratios plotted as a function of successive

reinforcer deliveries in a component.

In each condition, sensitivity to the previous-component reinforcer ratio

started above zero (mean : 0.28, range, 0.1 I to 0.52), this was also the case for each

individual subject (mean : 0.30, range, 0.003 to 0.74). These values then t'ell towards

zero with successive reinforcer deliveries. Across conditions, with the exceptions of

Condition 19,20, and24, similar levels of control by the previous-component

reinforcer ratio were evident. In Condition 19, when the blackout between

components was I s, there was increased control by the previous-component

reinforcer ratio at the start of the current component (group :0.52, individuals ranged

foom 0.37 to 0.74). In contrast, in Condition 20 when the blackout between

components wtrs 120 s, there was reduced control by the previous-component

reinforcer ratio (group : 0.15, individuals ranged from 0.09 to 0.24). These results

are consistent with those reported by Davison and Baum (2002). However, in

Condition 24 (range27:l to2.37:1, centred at 8:l), there was also reduced control by

the previous-component reinforcer ratio (group : 0.11. individuals ranged from 0.003

to 0.22).
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Figure 3.38. Sensitivity to reinforcement values from multiple linear regressions
between log response ratios and arranged log reinforcer ratios (Equation 3.1) in the
previous and current components tbr each successive reinforcer delivery. Each panel
represents data from a ditferent condition irr Experiment lc. Response numbers were
summed across all six subjects.
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Prior to any reintbrcers being obtained in a component, sensitivity to the

current-component reinfbrcer ratio was close to zero (range, -0.04 to 0.01)-

Sensitivity to the current-component reinfbrcer ratio increased with successive

reinlbrcer deliveries, and after nine reinforcer deliveries the mean sensitiviw was 0.55

(range 0.34 to 0.78). This compares with mean sensitivities of 0.46 and 0.58,

respectively, at the same point in Experiments la and lb. As previously, the

individual data showed the same general effects.

Although these data were very similar to those obtained in Experiments la and

lb, several diffbrences were evident across conditions in Figure 3.38. First, when

Conditions L7 to 20 are considered, it was evident that Conditions 17 and l8 provided

data that were very similar. As outlined above, the variation in the blackout between

components atlected the initial sensitivity to the previous-component reinforcer ratio.

With respect to sensitivity to the current-component reinforcer ratio, sensitivities

reached much higher levels when the blackout was 120 s (Condition 20). In fact,

these values were similar to those obtained in steady-state procedures (Taylor &

Davison, 1983). In Conditions 23 and 24, sensitivities to the current-component

reinforcer ratio were, in general, lower.

3. I I. 2 ReinJbrcer-by-reinforcer analyses

Figure 3.39 shows part of the tree structures derived from the reinforcer-by-

reinforcer analyses as described earlier tbr Conditions 17 (9:l to 1:81) and 18 to 20

(81:l to 1:9, with 10, l, and 120-s blackouts between components respectively).

Several similarities between Figure 3.39 and the trees seen previously (Figures 3.4

and 3.23) are evident: Successive confirming reinforcers had diminishing eftbcts on

120



prefbrence: discontirmations had comparatively very large effects on pret'erence; and,

discontjrmations early in a component resulted in reversals of pret'erence.
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Figure 3.39. Log response ratios emitted in inter-reinlbrcer intervals following
successive same-alternative reintbrcers (solid lines) in Conditions 17 to 20. The
broken lines join "disconfirmations", where a reinforcer was obtained from the other
alternative fbllowing sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers.

In addition, several clear ditferences are evident between Figure 3.39 and

Figures 3.4 and 3.23: First, pref'erence prior to any reinforcer deliveries in a

component was clearly inlluenced by the distribution of reinforcer ratios arranged - in

Condition 17, the log response ratio emitted prior to any reinlbrcers being obtained

was -0.45, whereas in Condition i8 it was -0.07. In Condition 19. in which the l-s
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blackout was arranged between components, prefbrence prior to any reinfbrcers being

obtained favoured the left alternative (0.08), as it did in Condition 20 (120-s blackout,

0.07). This latter tinding is surprising given the longer blackout and lower level of

control exerted by the previous-component reinforcer ratio. Perhaps more interesting

is that the trees were, in all cases, asymmetrical. Preferences began somewhat biased

towards the higher reinforcer-rate altemative (biased relative to where they began in

Experiments la and lb in which symmetrical distributions of reinfbrcer ratios were

arranged). Thereafter, reinforcers at the higher reinforcer-rate altemative had smaller

diminishing effects on subsequent preferences than reinforcers obtained at the other

altemative.

This asymmetry is also seen in Figures 3.40 and 3.41 where the same data are

plotted for Conditions 2l to 24, and Conditions 25 to 27 , respectively. In Conditions

21 and 22 in which unequal reinforcer magnitudes were arranged, the tree structures

as a whole were shifted towards the alternative at which the larger reinforcers were

obtained. However, as with Conditions 17 toz0,the frees were also asymmetrical.

Successive reinforcers obtained at the altemative providing larger reinforcers had

smaller effects than those obtained at the other alternative. Disconfirmations had

eflects similar to those seen previously.
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Figwe 3.40. Log response ratios emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals following
successive same-alternative reinforcers (solid lines) in Conditions 2l to 24. The
broken lines join "disconfirmations", where a reinforcer was obtained from the other
altemative following sequences of successive same-altemative reinforcers.

In Conditions 23 and 24 the range of reinforcer ratios was the same (1 :2.37 to

l:27 and27:l to2.37:l), distributed around l:8 and 8:l respectively. Figure 3.40

shows the tree structures had moved towards the higher reinforcer-rate alternative.

Successive reinforcers obtained at the right altemative in Condition 23, and the left

alternative in Condition 24. had small effects on behaviour. These small effects

suggested the possibility that there were limits to how far preference would move

towards the higher reintbrcer-rate alternative. Disconiirmations at the alternative
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providing the smaller reinforcers consistently moved pref'erence beyond the average

prefbrence emitted prior to any reinfbrcer deliveries in a component.
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Figure 3.41. Log response ratios emined in inter-reinforcer intervals following
successive same-altemative reinforcers (solid lines) in Conditions 25 to 28. The
broken lines join "discontirmations", where a reinforcer was obtained from the other
alternative following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers.

In Conditions 25 to 28, all seven components in a session ananged the sarne

reintbrcer ratio- Thus, as with Condition 8 (Figure 3.4), these conditions were

fimctionally equivalent to steady-state concurrent schedules with blackouts after every

ten reinforcer deliveries. Figure 3.41 shows that individual reinfbrcers still had large

and consistent ett'ects on preference in these conditions. The trees structures were

again asymmetrical and biased towards the higher reintbrcer-rate alternative. These

-, Il
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movements in the tree structures were ordered in the same way as the reinfbrcer

ratios- Successive reinlbrcers at the higher reinforcer-rate alternative had small

etlects on preference. In t'act, Figure 3.41 again suggests that in each condition there

may have been a limit on how tar pref'erence would move following successive

reinforcers obtained at that alternative. Disconfirmations again had comparatively

large eftbcts on pref'erence. [n Conditions 25 and 28, disconfirmations at the lower

reinforcer-rate alternative moved preference beyond the level emitted prior to a

reinfbrcer delivery in a component; in Conditions 26 and27 they moved preference to

similar levels to those emitted prior to any reinlbrcer deliveries.

Comparisons of Conditions 23 (Figure 3.40) and 26 (Figure 3.41), and

Conditions 24 (Figure 3.40) and 25 (Figure 3.41), show that these pairs of conditions

yielded almost identical results at this level of analysis. Preferences were similar at

the beginning of a component, and continued to be similar throughout a component

following various specific sequences of reinforcers. These conditions had the same

sessional reinforcer ratios (l:8 or 8:l), but differed in terms of the range of reinforcer

ratios arranged within components.

3. I 1.3 Reinforcer Sequences

Given the similarity between pertbrmance in Conditions 23 and 26, and

Conditions 24 and 25, and that Experiments la and lb suggested sequences of

successive confirming reinforcers were important, it is again useful to examine the

proportion of sequences that were of those types in Experiment lc. Figure 3.42 shows

these data tbr Conditions 17, 18,2I, and 23 to 28. Conditions 19 and 20 are not

shown as they consisted of the same distribution of reinforcer ratios as Condition 18.

Likewise. Condition 22 is not shown. as it was the same as Condition 21.
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Conditions 17 (9:1 to l:81) and l8 (81: I to l:9) resulted in a higher proportion

of sequences of contirming reinforcers at the right and left alternatives respectively.

These can be compared directly with Condition 2l (27:l to l:27), which, in terms of

the reinforcer ratios arrmged, was identical to the canonical zurangement (Conditions

I , 6, and l2). For instance, in Condition 17, 0.3 5 of all six-reinforcer sequences were

six successive right reinforcers, and .10 were six successive left reinforcers. In

Condition 21, these proportions were .21 and .22 respectively.

Conditions 23 (l:2.37 to l:27) and26 (l:8), and Conditions 24 (27:l to 2.37:l)

and 25 (8: I ) resulted in very similar proportions of sequences of confirming

reinforcers. Despite this, they differed in small, but systematic ways. Consider

Conditions 24 and 25. Both conditions resulted in high proportions of components

beginning with six successive left reinforcers (.48 and .50, respectively). This pattem

was consistent throughout, with Condition 25 (8:1) providing a slightly higher

proportion of these sequences. Other sequences occurred infiequently, and those that

occurred more frequently contained a large proportion of left reinforcers, but few

differences were evident across conditions (e.g., LLLLL& .06 in both conditions, and

RLLLLL, .08 in both conditions).

3. I I -4 Behaviour in inter-reinfbrcer intervals

Figures 3.43 to 3.50 show the log leff/right response ratios emitted in

successive 2-s time bins fbllowing sequences of successive reintbrcers obtained at the

same alternative tbr Conditions 18. 19, 20,21,22,24,25, and 2T,respectively. As

with this analysis canied out previously, in some cases responding in a time bin was

exclusive to the alternative at which a reinforcer was just obtained, and thus

occasional data points have been omitted. In most cases this occurred soon after a
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reinforcer delivery as in previous conditions. However, in a few cases this occurred

later in inter-reinlbrcer intervals. Data points have also been omitted when a

particular time bin was reached on fewer than ten occasions. The results reported

previously were replicated here. Specifically, within conditions, with successive

reinforcers obtained at the same alternative, the resulting changes in preference

became both more extreme and longer in duration.

Figures 3.43 to 3.45 (Conditions l8 to 20) can be directly compared, as they

consisted of the same component reinforcer ratios (81:l to l:9) with the blackout

between components varied (10, l, and 120 s respectively). Conditions l8 and 19

(10- and l-s blackouts) provided very similar results. When compared to the

canonical condition (Condition 12: Figure 3.27), behaviour following a reinforcer at

either alternative was more biased towards the right altemative than when a

symmetrical distribution of reinforcer ratios was arranged. Condition 20 (Figure 3.45:

120-s blackout) differed only in that behaviour was, in general, slightly more extreme

than that evident in Conditions l8 and 19.
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Figure 3,43, The tog respouse ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 18 following sequ€noes of successive same.alternative reinforcers that
began at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.45. The log response ratios emiued in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 20 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
began at the start of a component.

Figures 3.46 and 3.47 show the equivalent analyses using Conditions 21 and

22 wherc the canonical distribution of reinlbrcer ratios was arranged with 3 : 1 and I :3

reinforcer magnitude ratios respectively. Figure 3.46 (Condition 21) shows that

behaviour was more biased towards the left alternative than when the canonical
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procedure was €uranged with equal reinforcer magnitudes (Condition 12: Figure 3.27).

The transient movements in preference following a reintbrcer at t}re left altemative

(the larger reinforcers) were also longer than seen previously. Aller the f,nst left

reinforcer in a component, preference did not approach stable levels until about the

thirteenth 2-s bin after the reinforcer delivery. Both the extremity and the duration of

these movements in preference increased with successive left reinforcers. A right

reinforcer had much briefer effects on preference, both when compared to the eflects

of a left reinfbrcer in Condition 21, and a right reinforcer in Condition 12. Preference

approached a stable level by about the sixth 2-s bin following a single right reinforcer

in Figure 3.46, as opposed to the thirteenth bin for a left reinforcer, and about the

ninth or tenth bin in Condition 12 (Figure 3.27).
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Figure 3.46. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 21 following sequences of successive same-altemative reintbrcers that
began at the star-t sf a component.
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Figure 3.47. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 22 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
began at the start of a component.
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CONDITION 24 (27:1 TO 2.37:1 CENTRED AT 8:1 )

204002040
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Figue 3.48. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 24 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
began at the start of a component.
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CONDITION 25 (ALL 8:1)

LORR LL OR RR
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Figure 3.49. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 25 following sequences of successive same-alternative reintbrcers that
began at the start of a component.
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CONDITION 27(ALL 4:1)
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Figure 3.50. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 27 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
began at the start of a component.

Figures 3.48 to 3.50 show the equivalent data from Conditions 24,25,and27,

respectively. In these conditions the distributions of reinforcers were asymmetrical to

the extent that the left alternative always provided more frequent reinlbrcers. Thus,

long sequences of right reintbrcers were very infrequent (see Figure 3.42), and data
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have been omitted fiom Figures 3.48 to 3.50 when the particular time bin was not

reached on l0 occasions.

Figures 3.48 and 3.49 show that, as with the reinfbrcer-by-reinfbrcer analyses,

Conditions 24 (27:1to2.37:1, centre 8:l) and 25 (all8:l) provided almost identical

results. The transient movements in pref'erence following a reinforcer at the left

alternative were longer than those seen in previous conditions. and the stable levels of

behaviour further into the inter-reinforcer interval shifted towards the hisher

reinforcer-rate left alternative. The transient movements in preference iirr"*.a io

duration with successive confirming reinfbrcers as in prior conditions. Reinforcers at

the lower reinforcer-rate right alternative had comparatively brief effects on

preference, with preference close to its stable levels by about the fifth 2-s bin after a

reinforcer delivery. When Condition 27 (all4:1, Figure 3.50) is compared, the same

effects are evident. The only differences were that the bansient movements in

preference were slightly shorter in dwation, and the stable levels of behaviour were

slightly less extreme reflecting the less extreme reinforcer ratios arranged.

Figures 3.43 to 3.45 showed few differences in the behaviour emitted in inter-

reinforcer intervals following sequences of confirming reinforcers across Conditions

l8 to 20 (81:l to 1:9 with lO-s, 1-s, and 120-s blackouts, respectively). The

similarities were even greater when behaviour following sequences of successive

confirming reinlbrcers that ended with a single disconfirmation were examined. As

shown above (Figure 3.42), these sequences occrured much less frequently. Figure

3.51 shows the log response ratios emitted fbllowing these sequences of reinforcers

tbr Condition l8 (10-s blackout). Conditions 19 (l-s blackout) and 20 (120-s

blackout) are not showu as again they were virtr.rally identical. Immediately

following a reintbrcer delivery, there was a large transient shift in pret'erence towards
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the alternative at which the reinfbrcer was just obtained. By between the third and

fifth 2-s bin after a reinfbrcer delivery. pret'erences had reached similar levels that

were biased towards the left alternative when compared to results from the canonical

condition (Condition l2: Figure 3.32). The transient movements in prefbrence were

also larger towards the left (higher reinforcer-rate) alternative; this was due, at least in

part, to the generally lower response rates evident after a left-alternative reinibrcer.

Figures 3.52 and 3.53 show the same analyses for Conditions 2l (27:l to l:27,

3: I reinforcer magnitude ratio) and22 (27:l to l:27, l:3 reinforcer magnitude ratio).

Across the two conditions, the stable levels of responding after the transient

movements in preference had dissipated were biased towards the altemative at which

the larger reinforcers were obtained. The transient movements in preference

following a small reinforcer were similar to those seen in previous conditions: They

were brief, and preference returned quickly (approximately three to five 2-s bins) to a

level approximating indifference. However, disconfirmations obtained at the

altemative providing the larger reinforcers resulted in transient movements in

preference that were longer in duration than those following a reinforcer at the other

alternative (about eleven 2-s bins). Moreover, in Condition22, in which the larger

reinlbrcers were provided for responses to the right alternative, towards which the

behaviour of all subjects was biased, behaviour was exclusive to the right alternative

following a discontirming reinforcer at the right alternative in the first tive or six 2-s

bins following a reinforcer delivery.
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Figure 3.51. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition l8 following sequences of zuccessive same-altenrative reinforcers that
ended with a single "disconfirmation", and began at the start of a component.
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CONDITION 21 Q7:1TQ

RRRRL OR LLLLR
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Figure 3.52. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 2l following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
ended with a single'odisconlirmation"o and began at the start of a component.
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coNDlTtoN 22
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Figure 3.53. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 22 following sequences of successive sarne-altemative reinforcers that
ended with a single "disconfirmation", and began at the start of a component.
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CONDITION 23 (3.38:1
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TO 1:3.38) CENTRED AT 1:8
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Figure 3.54. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 23 following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers that
ended with a single "disconfimration", and began at the start of a component.
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CONDITION 26 (ALL 1:8)
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Figure 3.55. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 26 following sequences of successive saure-altennative reinforcers that
ended with a single "disconfirmation'0, and began at the start of a component.
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Figure 3.56. The log response ratios emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Condition 28 following sequences of successive same-altemative reinforcers that
ended with a single "disconfirmation", and began at the start of a component.

Figures 3.54 to 3.56 show the same data for Conditions 23 (l:2.37 to l:27,

centre l:8), 26 (all l:8), and 28 (all l:4). Given the reinforcer ratios arranged in these

conditions, some sequences of reinforcers did not occuro specifically sequences of

successive left reinfbrcers followed by a disconfirming right reintbrcer. Across these
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three conditions, virtually identical results were tbund. Overall. pref'erence was

biased towards the higher reintbrcer-rate right alternative. A lett-alternative

disconfirmation resulted in a very brief transient movement in preference towards the

left alternative (ust the first 2-s bin). By the second 2-s bin, pref-erence had reached

the stable levels evident later in the inter-reinibrcer interval. However, pret'erence

continued to move towards the right alternative beyond the apparent stable levels of

preference for a period, and returned to the stable levels by about the eleventh 2-s bin

after the reinlbrcer deliverv.

3.I2 Discussion

Experiment lc differed from Experiments la and lb in that a variety of

asymmetrical distributions of reinforcers were arranged. Reinforcer ratio distributions

were luranged that were centred at reinforcer ratios other than l: l, and in Conditions

21 and 22the canonical distribution of reinforcer ratios (27:l to l:27) was arranged

with unequal reinforcer magnitudes. In all these conditions, the strong local effects of

reinforcers shown previously were evident as in the previous experiments. The

manipulations made did, however, result in regular changes in performance across

conditions.

Multiple linear regression analyses showed results that were consistent with

the earlier experiments. [n Conditions 2l and 22 (Figure 3.38,27:l to l:27, with 3:l

and l:3 reinforcer magnitude ratios respectively), the results were almost identical to

those obtained earlier with the same reintbrcer ratio distribution and equal reinforcer

magnitudes (Condition 12. Figure 3.22). Similar results were also obtained in

Conditions 17 and l8 (9:l to l:81, and 8l:12 to l:9, respectively).
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In Conditions 19 and 20, the same range of reinfbrcer ratios as in Condition l8

was arranged with blackouts between components of I and 120 s. Sensitivity to the

previous-component reinfbrcer ratio increased as the blackout between components

was reduced, and sensitivity to the current-component reinfbrcer ratio reached higher

levels in Condition 20 when the blackout was very long. A more extensive

investigation of the effects of the blackout between components has been reported

elsewhere (Davison & Baum, 2002) using symmetrical distributions of reinlbrcer

ratios. They reported similar results, and the present results add some generality in

terms of the symmetry of the distributions of reinforcer ratios arranged. These

specific results are, in general, consistent with the accumulator model proposed by

Davison and Baum (2000, but see Landon and Davison, 2001, Davison and Baum,

2002, and later). The model proposes that reinforcers are lost from the accumulations

with the passage of time; thus, when the blackout is very short, events in the previous

component should have a greater effect on current performance, and likewise when

the blackout is very long, prior events will have less influence and behaviour will

change faster.

Conditions 23 (l:2.37 to 1:27, centre at l:8) and24 (27:l to 2.37:1, centre at

8:l) provided lower values of sensitivity to the current-component reinforcer ratio

than the other conditions in the present experiment. This can be attributed to the

range of reinfbrcer ratios arranged in those two conditions. Conditions 23 and24

consisted of the same range of reinforcer ratios as Condition 5 of Experiment 1a

(3.38:1 to 1:3.38). This range was then shifted so that it was centred at 1:8 (Condition

23) arrd 8:1 (Condition 24). Thus, the range of reinforcer ratios arranged in

Conditions 23 and 24 was smaller than the other conditions in Experiment lc.

Experiment la showed that the range of reinfbrcer ratios arranged had an eft-ect on the
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sensitivity values obtained. Thus. smaller values of current-component sensitivity

might have been expected in Conditions 23 and 24. Moreover, if the equivalent

analyses ibr Condition 5 are revisited (Figure 3.3), it is clear that the sensitivity values

obtained in Conditions 23 and 24 are very similar to those obtained in Condition 5.

The reinfbrcer-by-reinfbrcer analyses replicated the main effects seen

previously: Specifically, successive confirming reinforcers had diminishing eflects

on behaviour, and disconlirmations had comparatively large effects. The reasons for

this have been discussed previously. When asymmetrical distributions of reinforcer

ratios were aranged, two obvious changes occurred in the tree structwes: First, the

tree structures as a whole moved towards the higher reinforcer-rate alternative; and

second, the tree structures themselves became noticeably asymmetrical with

reinfbrcers obtained at the higher reinforcer-rate alternative having very small

diminishing efTects on subsequent behaviour. The shift in the trees suggests either an

effect of carryover, or some control by the molar reinforcer ratio. When the blackout

duration was varied, the shifts in preference were not as systematic as might be

expected if they were due entirely to carryover. Thus, the latter is the option favoured

here. As mentioned in the results, these diminishing effects suggest limits to how far

preference would move in response to specific sequences of reinfbrcers. These limits

were ordered in the same way as the central reinforcer ratios (Conditions 17 to20,23

and24) or the only reinforcer ratios arranged (Conditions 25 to 28), or, as seen in

Figure 3.42,the proportion of sequences of reinforcers that were obtained exclusively

at that alternative.

These eftbcts must arise fiom the changes seen in behaviour during inter-

reinfbrcer intervals. When the behaviour in inter-reinforcer intervals following

sequences of conlirming reintbrcers in Condition 25 (all 8:l: Figure 3.49) is
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compared with behaviour tbllowing those same sequences in the canonical procedure

(Condition 12: Figure 3.27), several ditl'erences are evident: First, the transient

changes in pret'erence tbllowing a reinlbrcer delivery are longer in duration in

Condition 25, especially early in a component (i.e., tirst three reintbrcers). For

example, fbllowing two left reinlbrcers in Condition 25 behaviour was still

approaching stable levels after sixteen 2-s bins. whereas behaviour was reasonably

stable by the seventh 2-s bin following the same sequence of reinforcers in Condition

12. Moreover. early in a component, these stable levels appeared to be more extreme

in Condition 25. This was not the case by the tifth or sixth reintbrcer in a component,

although preference remained more extreme for longer in Condition 25.

Where Figures 3.39,3.40, and 3.41 show the behavioural effects of sequences

of successive reinforcers obtained at the higher reinforcer-rate alternative, the log

response ratios would have consisted largely of behaviour from the transient

movements in preference shown in Figures 3.43 to 3.50 where preferences were

relatively extreme. As has been shown, the durations of these transient movements in

preference changed, both within Experiment lc, and across all three experiments. As

these durations increased, the log response ratios emitted in the whole inter-reinforcer

intervals would also have changed, becoming more extreme as the durations

increased. In Experiment lc, this was particularly noticeable early in a component

where, compared to when symmetrical distributions of reinforcers were ananged, the

transient movements in preference were very long in duration. Hence, when

examined at a reinfbrcer-by-reinlbrcer level, successive confirming reinforcers

appeared to have small diminishing effects. In reality, their etl'ects were large and

consistent. Behaviour early in a component began closer to the apparent limit that it

could reach in a condition. and the small ditTerences in the durations of the transient
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movements in pretbrence across conditions resulted in changes in these apparent

limits to pret-erence.

Conditions 2l (27:l to I:27,3: I reintbrcer magnitude ratio) and 21 (27:l to

I:27, l:3 reinfbrcer magnitude ratio), in which unequal reinforcer magnitudes were

arranged, produced results that were corlmensurate with the above treatment of

asymmetrical reinfbrcer-ratio distributions. The transient movements in preference

following a large reinfbrcer were longer than those seen when symmetrical reinforcer

distributions were ananged, and increased with successive reinfbrcers obtained at that

altemative. At a reinforcer-by-reintbrcer level, prefbrence began closer to

indifference than in comparable conditions with asymmetrical reinlbrcer ratio

distributions, despite performance in inter-reinfbrcer intervals being somewhat

similar. The most obvious reason for this is the symmetrical distribution of reinforcer

ratios arranged, meaning long sequences of small reinfbrcers were equally as likely as

long sequences of larger reinforcers. Whether the effects of the range of reinforcer

ratios and reinforcer magnitude are independent, or interact in some way, is a question

that must be addressed by a more thorough empirical investigation than was

undertaken here. Nevertheless, the present results suggest that asymmetrical

distributions of reinforcer ratios, and differences in reinforcer magnitudes have

similar effects.

To summarise, the local effects of individual reinforcers seen in Experiments

la and lb, and first reported by Davison and Baum (2000). were replicated. When

symmetrical distributions of reinfbrcers were arranged, asymmetrical effects of

reintbrcers were also evident. Tree structures constructed foom behaviour emitted

tbllowing each successive reinlbrcer shifted towards the higher reinforcer-rate

alternative, and became asymmetrical themselves. When just one component
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reintbrcer ratio was arranged. apparent limits to how extreme behaviour could become

were apparent across conditions. and changed as a tunction of the reinfbrcer ratio

arranged. These eft'ects were understandable when the behaviour emitted during

inter-reinfbrcer intervals was examined.

3. I 3 General Discussion

The three experiments reported here replicate and extend the results initially

reported by Davison and Baum (2000). In a variety of conditions, local effects of

individual reinforcers were evident that were similar in nature to those reported by

Davison and Baum. Data from the present experiments were analysed at a number of

different levels, and regularities were evident at each level of analysis.

Experiment 1a showed that the effects of individual reinforcers in the present

procedure were modified by the context in which they were obtained. Sensitivity

reached higher levels, carryover between components was greater, and individual

reinforcers had larger effects when the range of reinfbrcer ratios arranged was greater.

At this stage it is worthwhile revisiting the accumulator model proposed by Davison

and Baum (2000). When this model is considered in the context of the data from

Experiment la, it can predict the major fbatures of the data, but not with a single set of

parameter values. The simplest way for the model to predict the context effect found

was for the arranged-extraneous discriminability parameter (p") to vary inversely with

the range of reinforcer ratios arranged. Thus, in a condition in which a small range of

reintbrcer ratios was arranged this parameter would need to be large, so that few

reintbrcers would be lost lrom the accumulations. With the accumulations remaining

high, individual reintbrcers would have smaller etlects and sensitivities remain lower.
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Obviously it would be pretbrable tbr the model to account fbr all tindings with

a single set of parameter values. The modification described above is similar to a

long memory window in the corrunon model (Dow &Lea,1987), and makes the

Davison and Baum model, in such conditions, more similar to the cumulative-etlbcts

model (Davis et al., 1993). Although this approach seems intuitively reasonable,

there is a lack of converging evidence supporting such a modification. Moreover,

given the changes in the particular sequences of reinlbrcers seen in Experiment la, it

would be equally plausible to suggest that this discriminability parameter should be

higher in conditions where a larger range of reinforcer ratios was :uranged and

sequences of successive confirming reinforcers were very common. Given the

problems this model has, and the others outlined also have, it seems, at this stage, that

the best approach is to put aside attempts to model the data and concentrate on the

features of the data themselves.

The present experiments provide evidence at a number of different levels of

analysis of strong local effects of individual reinforcers on behaviour. Across both

experiments evidence has been provided for both local and molar control over choice

responding. The data from Experiment la suggest that molar control increased as the

range of within-session changes in reinforcer ratios wasfucreased. The data from

Experiment lb suggest that this molar control decreased as increased variation was

arranged in the within-session changes while holding the range constant. [n

Experiment lc, the movements of the tree structures, and behaviour during inter-

reinforcer intervals, towards the higher reintbrcer-rate alternative provided some

evidence of control by the molar reintbrcer ratio. These results suggest the best way

to view performance under these conditions might be in terms of dual, interacting,
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control by local and more molar contingencies (Landon & Davison, 2001; see also

Davis & Staddon. 1990).

It was also the case that across the experiments control became more local

when the tiequency of long sequences of confirming reintbrcers increased. Another

way of viewing perfbrmance in these conditions is more molar in nature. In the

conditions where control was shown to be more local. it was also the case that a

reinforcer at one altemative could have served as a discriminative stimulus for fuither

responses at that alternative being reinforced. Cruse, Vitulli, and Dertke (1966) have

shown that reinforcers of difTerent types could function as discriminative stimuli in

multiple schedules. In the literature on punishment, studies have shown that a

punishing stimulus can act as a discriminative stimulus tbr future punishment

(Dinsmoor,1952), the absence of future reinforcement (Holz & Antn,1631), and the

presence of future reinlbrcement (Holz & Az.in,l96l). The existence of similar

effects with respect to reinforcers seems plausible. While no evidence directly

supporting this type of interpretation has been presented here, it remains an altemative

worthy of future investigation.

Experiments lb and lc showed that behaviour became more extreme when the

same range of reinforcer ratios was iuranged with less variation in the component

reinfbrcer ratios (Experiment lb), and when even more extreme reinforcer ratios were

arranged in some components (Experiment 1c). When asymmetrical distributions of

reinlbrcer ratios were arranged there was a general shift in behaviour towards the

higher reinforcer-rate alternative. Analyses of the occturence of specific sequences of

reinforcers showed that as the range of reintbrcer ratios arranged varied foom always

being I : l. the most frequently occurring sequences consisted of successive

conlirming reintbrcers. Moreover, when those sequences were very frequent
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(Experiment lc). apparent limits to how fbr preference would move in response to a

given sequence appeared. These limits were ordered in the same way as the

reinforcer ratios arranged, and the relative frequency of the sequences themselves.

Across all conditions. when the data were examined at a reinlbrcer-by-

reinlbrcer level, disconfirming reinforcers had comparatively large eflbcts on

behaviour. Analyses of behaviour in inter-reintbrcer intervals showed that these

effects were similar across conditions in that they returned pref'erence to a level

apparently representative of the molar reinforcer ratio. In Experiments la and lb this

was a biased measure of indif'ference, and in Experiment lc the level depended on

which altemative was thvoured by the asymmetrical distribution of reinforcer ratios.

Thus, it seems that disconlinning reinforcers somehow re-set or deleted the effects of

previous reinfbrcers in that component. This interpretation is supported by the

analysis shown in Figure 3.5 where sequences of confirming reinforcers following a

disconfirmation moved preference to very similar levels as the same sequence

obtained at the beginning of a component (see also Killeen & Smith, 1984).

Much evidence, including the regularities discussed in the preceding

paragraphs and the effects of disconfirmations, suggests an important role of

sequences of successive confirming reinforcers. These sequences moved behaviour

towards the alternative at which the reinforcers were obtained, and a single

disconfirming reinfbrcer apparently erased their effects. Across all three experiments,

such sequences resulted in prefbrences that ditfered in terms of their extremity.

Another way to examine these preferences is in terms of how they ditl'ered as a

hinction of how fiequently the sequences of confirming reinlbrcers occured across

conditions.
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Thus. across all conditions from the three experiments. except Conditions 2l

and22 in which reintbrcer magnitude was varied. sequences of between two and six

reinforcers in length trom the beginning of a component were collated. The

proportions of these sequences that were solely successive left- or right-alternative

confirmations were then calculated (p). The log response ratios emitted in the inter-

reinforcer intervals tbllowing sequences of confirmations were then plotted as a

function of the logistic transtbrmations of these proportions (p/(l-p)), and are shown

in Figure 3.57. Figure 3.57 shows again that more extreme pret'erences occurred

following the same sequence of reinforcers when that sequence of reinlbrcers

occurred more frequently. This relationship was negatively accelerating, orderly and

similar irrespective of sequence length, range of reinforcer ratios, variation arranged

in component reinforcer ratios, and the symmetry of the reinforcer ratio distributions.

As a whole, the present experiments suggest that the variables controlling

behaviour operate at a number of levels. At one level, individual reinforcers have a

clear effect on the subsequently emitted behaviour. At another, successive confirming

reinforcers have increasing or cumulative effects; that is, the transient change in

prefbrence following the third successive left reinforcer is greater than that seen after

the second such reinlbrcer. At yet another level, when such sequences occur with

relatively greater frequency, these effects are again increased or cumulative. Finally,

disconfirmations have comparatively very large efTects and return preference quickly

to a level reflecting the molar reinfbrcer ratio arranged in that condition.
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Chapter IV

1.1 Experiment 2a

Behaviour in standard steady-state concunent schedules is described well by

the GML (Equations 1.2 and 1.3; Baum, 1974). Davison and McCarthy (1988)

reviewed choice research and showed the GML had excellent generality across a wide

range of choice situations that varied in terms of thctors such as the types of schedulss

in operation. the stimulus arrangements, and the species studied. The GML, however,

does not make any statement about the level at which the variables controlling choice

behaviour operate. It has, nonetheless, led to the commonly held assumption that

choice behaviour is controlled by relatively large aggregations of reinforcers.

More recently some researchers have focused on choice behaviour in

environments that vary in terms of their stability (see Chapter 2). Some of the most

recent studies have shown that in environments that change very rapidly (after every

ten or so reinfbrcer deliveries), individual reinforcers have reliable and predictable

effects on behaviour (e.g., Davison & Baum,2000; 2002; Landon & Davison,200l;

and Chapter 3 of the present thesis). These data were also described well using more

molar analyses based on the GML. Thus, regularities were evident at both local, and

more molar, levels of analysis.

The implications of hndings trom procedures using foequently changing

reinforcer ratios fbr more standard concurrent-schedule preparations are not yet clear.

It is possible that the local effects of reinforcers evident when contingencies change

very rapidly represent an extreme form of control brought about by rapid changes in

the contingencies. If this were the case, such local effects of reinforcers might not be

evident in steady-state concurrent VI VI pertbrmance. Instead, behavioural control

might result fiom long-tenn aggregations of reintbrcers. Alternatively. it might be
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that similar local effects of reinfbrcers are present in steady-state concurrent VI VI

pertbrmance and have not been detected because the relevant detailed data have not

been collected and analysed. If the latter is true, it is possible that steady-state

pertbrmance may arise from local etfects. or it might arise from a combination of

local efibcts and more long-term effects of aggregations of reinforcers.

To address these questions, a conventional switching-key concurrent VI VI

experiment was iuranged. Across eight conditions, the distribution of reinforcer ratios

(27:1,9:1,3:1, l:1, l:3, l:9. andl:27) arrangedwithinasinglesessionbyDavison

and Baum (2000) were replicated. Each condition was in effect for 65 sessions, and

the data from the last 50 sessions of each condition were used in the analyses. This is

well in excess of the number of sessions usually conducted in each condition of a

concurrent-schedule experiment (e.g., Hollard & Davison, I97l; Hunter & Davison,

1978; Stubbs, & Pliskoff, 1969). This ensured both that steady-state data were

collected, and that suffrcient data were collected to allow analyses at a local level.

4.2 Method

Subjects

The subjects were five homing pigeons numbered l3l,132,134, 135, and

136. Another bird, numbered 133, died during the present experiment, and no data

obtained from that subject have been included here. The subjects were maintained at

85Yo + l5 g of their free-feeding body weights by post-session f-eeding of appropriate

amounts of mixed grain. Water and grit were freely available to the subjects at all

times.
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Apparatu,s

Each bird was housed in a cage 380 mm high, 380 mm wide, and 380 mm

deep. The back. left, and right walls of each cage were constructed of sheet metal.

while the top, floor, and front wall consisted of metal bars. Each cage contained two

wooden perches, the first mounted 95 mm tiom, and parallel to, the front wall, and the

second mounted 95 mm from, and parallel to, the right wall.

The right wall of each cage contained three translucent response keys. 20 mm

in diameter, centred 100 mm apart, and 200 mm above the perches. The centre key

remained dark and inoperative throughout. The left key could be lit yellow, and the

right key could be lit either red or green. Both keys, when lit, could be operated by

pecks exceeding a fbrce of approximately 0.1 N. A hopper containing wheat was

located behind a 50-mm by 50-mm aperture situated 145 mm below the centre key.

During reintbrcer delivery, the hopper was raised to the aperture and illuminated for 4

s and the key lights were extinguished. All experimental events were arranged on an

IBM@-PC compatible computer running MED-PC@ software, in a room remote from

the experimental cages. The computer recorded the time, at 10-ms resolution, at

which every event occurred in experimental sessions.

Procedure

A standard switching-key (Findley, 1958) concurrent-schedule procedure was

used. Sessions began with the left (switching) key lit yellow, and the right (main) key

lit either red or green with equal probability. Reinlbrcers were scheduled according to

a single exponential VI 30-s schedule (p: .033/s). Once a reinforcer was arranged, it

was allocated to either the red or green alternative according to the probability for

each condition, as shown in Table 4.1. Reintbrcers were dependently scheduled

(Stubbs & Pliskotl, 1969), meaning that once a reintbrcer was ilranged fbr one
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alternative, no further reinfbrcers were arranged until that reinibrcer had been

obtained. A 2-s changeover delay (Herrnstein, 1961) prevented responses from

producing an arranged reintbrcer until 2 s had elapsed since the last switching-key

response.

Table 4.1

Sequence of experimental conditions, relative reinforcer probability (shown as

probability of reinforcement on the red alternative), and the reinforcer ratio for each

of the eiglrt conditions in Experiment 2a. The overall probability of reinforcement per

second was constant at .033 throughout.

Condition
Relative reinforcer

probabilityp(R)
Reinforcer ratio (R:G)

I

2

5

4

5

6

7

I

.5000

.9643

.2500

.9000

.1000

.7500

.0357

.2500

l:1

27:l

l:3

9:l

l:9

3:1

l:27

l:3
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The sequence of experimental conditions is shown in Table 4.1. Across

conditions, the overall rate of reinfbrcement was constant. and the red/green

reintbrcer ratio was varied between l:27 and 27: I through seven equally

logarithmically spaced levels. Condition 8 replicated Condition 3. No stability

criterion was in etlbct. However. 65 sessions were conducted fbr each condition to

ensure suff,rcient data were collected to allow analysis of panicular sequences of

reinforcers. The data tiom the last 50 sessions of each condition were used in the

analyses. Sessions were conducted daily, and ended in blackout after 80 reinforcers

had been obtained, or after 42 min had elapsed, whichever occurred first.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Generalized matching

Figure 4.1 shows the logs of the red over green response- and time-allocation

ratios plotted as a function of the logs of the red over green obtained reintbrcer ratios

for each subject. The unfilled symbols show data from Condition 8, which wtrs a

replication of Condition 3. The data from Condition 8 closely approximated those

from Condition 3.

Figure 4.1 also shows the best fitting straight lines obtained by least squares

linear regression of Equation 1.2 to the obtained data from Conditions I to 7. The

equations for the fitted lines are shown on each panel, with the percentage of variance

accounted for by the frtted lines. In all cases the lines described the data well with

high percentages of variance accounted for. The biases evident in the behaviour of all

subjects were small, and unsystematic. Sensitivity to reintbrcement ranged fiom 0.87

to l.l0 (mean : 0.97) tbr response allocation measures. With the exception of Bird

135, these slopes were all in the range commonly tbund in such procedures (Taylor &
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Davison. 1983). Time allocation sensitivities ranged fiom 1.04 to 1.29 (mean : l.l7),

and were therefbre slightly higher than. but were all within two standard deviations

of. the mean value in such procedures (Taylor & Davison, 1983). The time measures

of sensitivity to reinfbrcement were also higher than corresponding response

measures. as is commonly the case (Taylor & Davison, 1983).
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4.3.2 Current pre/brence and previous reinlbrcer.y

The contribution of recent reintbrcers to current prefbrence was examined as

follows. First, for consistency with Davison and Baum (2000) and Landon and

Davison (2001), a moving window of the eight most recently obtained reintbrcers was

used. Therefbre, 256 distinct sequences of red and green reintbrcers were in that

window. Beginning with the eighth reinforcer in a session, red and green response

numbers after each successive reinforcer were aggregated according to which of those

256 sequences in the last eight reinforcers they fbllowed, and a log red/green response

ratio calculated as a measure of current pret'erence.

Not every sequence occurred in every condition. For example, Condition 7

arranged a red/green reinforcer ratio of l:27. Sequences of eight successive red-

alternative reinforcers were therefore very unlikely, and in fact did not occur in the 50

sessions analysed for Condition 7. Also, in a number of cases, no responses were

emitted on one or other altemative after some sequences. It was not, therefbre,

possible to calculate a log response ratio for every reinforcer sequence in every

condition.

For those sequences of reinlbrcers that did occur, and for which a log response

ratio could be calculated, the contribution of each of the preceding eight reinforcers to

the current log response ratio was measrued by means of the following general linear

model:

bnr&) =-[ Bc ./

*D;l

-ril' (4.1)

ln Equation 4.1, the subscriptT denotes reinfbrcer lags in the preceding sequence of

eight reinforcers, so that Rg is the most recent reintbrcer. The coelficients bl are log

(base l0) response ratios. and represent the amount of current pret'erence attributable

t ln;=R:
loek+ I i r

f=s lRy = G:
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to the reinlbrcer atLagj. If that reinfbrcer was obtained at the red alternative, by was

added, because the log response ratio should have moved in a positive direction. In

the same way, b,1was subtracted if the reinfbrcer atLagj was obtained at the green

alternative. The coefficient Dy is termed log reinlorcer e.fJbct. It is conceptually, but

not quantitatively. analogous to sensitivity to reinforcement (a in Equation 1.2) at

each lag. The constant log & is also a log response ratio, and measures the residual

amount of current preference not attributable to any of the eight most recently

obtained reinforcers.

The best-fitting least-squares estimates of D; and log ft were obtained by fitting

Equation 4.1 to the log response ratios following each eight-reinforcer sequence using

a
Quattro Pro- v. 8's Optimizer function. This analysis was carried out separately for

each condition and for each subject- Figure 4.2 shows the results of these analyses.

The log reinlbrcer effect (07) of each of the preceding reinforcers is plotted as a

function of reinforcer lag (Lag 0 is the most recent reinforcer) for each subject and

each condition. The constant (log fr) is also shown for each subject and condition.

Figure 4.2 shows fbur major eft'ects: First, the most recently obtained

reinforcer had by far the largest effect on current behaviour; second, in each

condition, reinforcers beyond lag zero had similar effects on current behaviour; third,

reinforcers had larger effects on behaviour in conditions where the reinforcer ratio

was more extreme; fourth, the constant (log fr) was generally more extreme when the

reinforcer ratios were more extreme.
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The results in the original Condition 3 and its replication (Condition 8) shown

in Figure 4.2 werc very similar. This being the case, the data fiom Condition 3 were

used in subsequent analyses, rather than those ltom Condition 8. A two-way

repeated-measures ANOVA was used to confirm the effects of the reintbrcer ratio and

of the sequential position of the reinforcer on the log reinlbrcer ell'ect. The ANOVA

showed a significant effect of the reinforcer ratio (Fs.rr,s = 2I.69, p < .05), but no

significant effect of the sequential position of the reinforcer (Fo,ras: 1.98. p> .05).

The effect of the reinforcer ratios on log reinforcer effect was investigated

further using a Page planned comparisons test (Marascuilo & McSweeney,1977;

Page, 1963) and the mean data across conditions. This test used the means of the

ranks of log reinforcer effect at each lag weighted by quadratic orthogonal

polynomials. A significant quadratic effect was found (k:7 conditions, N: 8

reinforcers; z: -6.31, p <.05), showing that the effect of a reinforcer increased as the

arranged reinfbrcer ratio became more extreme. Figure 4.3 shows these data in two

ways: The upper panel in Figure 4.3 plots these mean data as a function of both the

arranged log reinforcer ratio and reinforcer lag; and the lower panel plots log

reinforcer elfect at Lag 0 and the mean log reinforcer ef,Fect from Lags I through 7 as

a function of the arranged log reinforcer ratio. These graphs show clearly the

increases in log reinlbrcer effect as the log reinforcer ratios became more extreme.

Moreover, the top panel shows that reinforcers beyond Lag 0 did not have any

differential effects on current behaviour.

As described above. the constant (log *) in Equation 4.1 measures the residual

current pref'erence and inherent bias once the effects of each of the eight previous

reinlbrcers have been removed. Thus. it might be best viewed as a biased measure of

the more molar ell'ect of the reintbrcer ratio in the current condition. A one-way
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ANOVA using the individual data conf-rmed that log t did in tact change as the

reintbrcer ratio changed (Fa.zr :26.87, p < .05).

The use of an eight-reintbrcer window in the above analyses shows how

previous reinJbrcers atfect current preference. However, given the large effects of

reinforcers atLag 0, and the smaller effects of reintbrcers beyond Lag 0, it remains

possible that a smaller window might suffrce. Therefbre, these analyses were

repeated with the window size varied from one to eight reinforcers in length. Values

of log reinfbrcer effect did not change in any systematic way as the window size was

varied. Figure 4.4 shows the values of log k obtained from these analyses plotted as a

fi.rnction of the window size for each subject in each condition. Nonparametric tests

for trend (Ferguson, 1966) were used to contirm that in all conditions except

Condition I (1:1) significant trends were evident with log fr becoming less extreme as

the window size was increased. Tlte z scores obtained for each condition are shown in

Figure 4.3. In addition to these trends, it is clear that the decreases in log ft were

greater in conditions in which the reinforcer ratio was more extreme. These results

support the earlier analysis suggesting that previous reinforcers did have an effect on

current preference, and that this effect was greater when the reinforcer ratio was more

extreme. Moreover, this analysis suggests that reinforcer control may have been

relatively more local in Conditions where the reinforcer ratio was more extreme.
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1. 3. 3 Rein/itrcer-by-reinlbrcer anullt"'es

A local analysis broke the data into log response ratios emitted in inter-

reinforcer intervals tbllowing every sequence of reinlbrcers obtained in a condition.

A sliding window nine reinlbrcers in length was used. Thus, before the first

reinlbrcer in a sequence, one log response ratio could be calculated. After the first

reinfbrcer, and before the second, two log response ratios were available (one

tbllowing a red reinfbrcer, and one following a green reinforcer). After two

reinfbrcers in a sequence, four log response ratios were available, one for each

possible two-reinforcer sequence, and so on.

Figure 4.5 shows the log response ratios emitted following sequences of

successive red or green reinforcers, and the effects of a single disconfirmation at each

sequential position in each condition. Data were omitted from Figure 4.5 if fewer

than 30 responses were recorded at either alternative. Substantial local effects of

individual reinfbrcers were evident in the present data. Specifically, successive

reinforcers obtained from the same alternative generally moved preference towards

the alternative from which they were obtained, irrespective of the reinforcer ratio

arranged in that condition. Disconfirmations, in contrast, had comparatively very

large effects on preference.

The tree structures shown in Figure 4.5 were clearly asymmetrical, unlike

those seen in Chapter 3 and elsewhere (Davison & Baum,2000; Landon & Davison,

2001). Successive same-alternative reinforcers obtained at the altemative providing

the lower rate of reinfbrcement had larger effects on the log response ratio in the next

inter-reintbrcer interval than those obtained at the alternative providing the higher rate

of reintbrcement. In each condition, there was an apparent limit on how tar

pret'erence moved following sequences of same alternative reinfbrcers obtained at the
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altemative providing the higher rate of reinfbrcement, and these limits were ordered

in the same way as the reintbrcer ratios. Moreover, the tree structures as a whole

were biased toward the alternative providing the higher rate of reinfbrcement.

4.3.4 Behaviour in inter-reinfbrcer intervals

An even more local analysis was used to examine behaviour during inter-

reinforcer intervals in each 
"orrdrrron. 

To do this, the data were collated across

subjects in 2-s time bins following all possible two-reinforcer sequences. Separate

log response ratios were calculated for each 2-s bin tbllowing each of the tbur

sequences of reinforcers and Figure 4.6 shows the log red/green response ratio in each

2-s bin for each sequence plotted as a function of time since reinforcement.

Figure 4.6 shows that preference in the first 2-s bin following a reinforcer

delivery was always exclusive to the alternative at which a reinforcer was just

obtained, and this was also the true in22 of 32 cases in the second 2-s bin after a

reinforcer delivery. A number of consistencies are evident across conditions. First, a

single reinforcer in each condition resulted in a large transient shift in preference

towards the altemative at which it was obtained. For example, in Condition I (equal

reinlbrcer ratios), the effects of a red or green-alternative reinforcer were

superimposable: In the first six bins after reinfbrcement, a strong preference was

evident for the just-reinlbrced alternative, and thereafter the log response ratios

remained at a stable level close to zero. In other conditions similar transient

movements in preference were also evident. Across conditions, however, preference

stabilised at levels that changed as a function of the log reinforcer ratio arranged in

that condition, and thus might be considered analogous to log k above.
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Some representation of the quadratic eft'ect of the reinfbrcer ratio on log

reintbrcer ell'ect seen in Figure 4.3 might also be expected in Figure 4.6. Indeed, a

similar eft'ect was evident in the duration of the transient movement in pretbrence. If

Condition I (1:l) is considered" pref'erence had returned to stable levels by about the

twelfth 2-s bin following a reinforcer delivery. This includes a small reversal of

preference in Bins 7 to 11 . In Condition 4 (9:1), pref'erence had not returned to its

stable level until about the sixteenth 2-s bin tbllowing a reinforcer delivery on the

higher reintbrcer-rate alternative, and in Condition? (27:l) this was not the case until

about the twenty-first 2-s bin. Thus, Figure 4.5 shows that, across conditions, the

duration of the transient movement in pref'erence increased following a reinforcer at

the higher reinforcer-rate altemative as the reinforcer ratio increased.

4.3.5 Response rates

Figure 4.7 shows the mean number of responses emitted in each successive 2-s

bin following each of the fbur sequences of reinforcers as a function of time since

reinforcement. Data were omitted when a particular time bin was reached on fewer

than five occasions. The filled circles show behaviour when the most recent

reinfbrcer was obtained at the red altemative, and the open circles show behaviour

when the most recent reinforcer was obtained at the green alternative. In all

conditions, following all the sequences shown, the response rate emitted in the first 2-

s bin was low. Response rates were, in general, similar across conditions, and it is

clear that they were unatfected by whether the most recent reinforcer was from the

same or opposite alternative to the preceding reinforcer. However, in conditions

where the reintbrcer ratio was unequal, there were differences in the response rates

emitted in the tirst fbur to six bins after a reintbrcer deliverv. In all cases. the
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response rate emitted fbllowing a reintbrcer obtained fiom the leaner alternative were

substantially lower than those emitted tbllowing a reinfbrcer at the richer alternative.

These response rates were equal by the sixth or seventh 2-s bin after a reintbrcer

delivery.
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following sequences of successive same-alternative reintbrcers. A sliding window
nine reinfbrcers in length was used throughout, and data were omitted if tbwer than 30
responses were recorded at either altemative.
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Figure 4.6 The log response ratio emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Experiment 2a fbllowing the four possible two-reintbrcer sequences. Also plotted are

retbrence lines indicating zero on each y-axis.
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4.1 Discttssion

The present results were described well by the GML (Baum. 1974), and

yielded parameters consistent with previous concurrent VI VI manipulations (Davison

& McCarthy, 1988; Taylor & Davison. 1983). The present results also showed that

the eff'ects of individual reinlbrcers evident in tiequently changing conditions

(Davison & Baum, 2000) were also evident in a steady-state procedure. Thus, the

local eflbcts of reintbrcers shown by Davison and Baum could not be attributed solely

to the rapidly changing contingencies they arranged.

The analyses of the eff'ects of preceding reinfbrcers on behaviour (Figures 4.2

and 4.3) showed that each of the previous eight reinforcers had a small but generally

positive effect on current preference. The one difference evident in the effects of

these reinforcers was that the most recently obtained reinforcer had a substantially

larger effect on pret'erence than the preceding ones. It was also the case that

reinforcers obtained in conditions where the reinforcer ratio was more extreme had

larger effects (see Figure 4.3). This was further supported when the window size was

varied (Figure 4-4)- Log k decreased as window size was increased as would be

expected if each reintbrcer were indeed having a significant effect on current

preference. Moreover, log k decreased more quickly when the reinforcer ratio was

more extreme. This might have been expected given that each reinforcer had a

greater effect on current pref'erence in these conditions.

The latter frnding suggests that control was relatively more local in conditions

with more extreme reintbrcer ratios. These findings are somewhat similar to the

efl'ect of context reported in Chapter 3 (Experiment la see also Landon and Davison,

2001). However, the effect reported by Landon and Davison was one of range of

variation. whereas in the present experiment the etl'ect seems to be due to extremity of
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the reinlbrcer ratio. This context etfect was also evident when pref-erence was

analysed in successive 2-s bins during inter-reinfbrcer intervals (Figure 4.6). In this

case, the duration of the shifts in pretbrence, rather than their magnitudes, on the

higher reintbrcer-rate altemative increased with increasing reinfbrcer ratio.

Untbrtunately, none of the conditions in Experiment lc (Chapter 3), in which only

one component reinforcer ratio was ruranged, arranged a reinfbrcer ratio comparable

to the 27;l or l:27 ratios used in the present experiment.

The analyses shown in Figures 4.2,4.3, and 4.4 are particularly important

because, in addition to showing clear short-term effects of individual reinforcers, they

also provided evidence for substantially longer-term eflects of aggregations of

reinforcers. The constant (log ft), measuring more molar effects of reintbrcement,

changed across conditions as a function of the reinfbrcer ratio in effect. A similar

effect was also evident in Figure 4.6 where the levels at which preference stabilised

after a reinforcer delivery changed so that they were ordered in the same way as the

reintbrcer ratios arranged in each condition. Thus, there was converging evidence

suggesting both long- and short-term efl'ects of reinforcers on behaviour, and that

control was not purely local as suggested by Davison and Baum (2000).

The log response ratios at which preference stabilised during inter-reinforcer

intervals (Figure 4.6) were less extreme than the log ft values obtained from the

analysis of control by previously obtained reinforcers (Figure 4.3). This occumed

because short inter-reinforcer intervals were much more common than long intervals.

Thus, most of the behaviour from which log fr values were derived came from the left-

hand end of the functions shown in Figwe 4.6. where pretbrence was relatively

extreme. This makes the orderly relationship between the stable preferences shown in

Figure 4.6 and the reintbrcer ratio in each condition more notew'orthy, because it
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represents control by the reinfbrcer ratio in each condition even when no reinfbrcers

had been obtained for much longer than the average scheduled inter-reintbrcer

interval.

The trees (Figure 4.5) were generally consistent with the effects of the

reintbrcer ratios already discussed (e.g., Figure 4.6). In each condition, the entire tree

moved towards the altemative providing the higher rate of reinforcement, with

apparent upper limits to pretbrence, ordered in the same way as the reinforcer ratios in

each respective condition. However, Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show apparent discrepancies

in the effects of disconiirmations and successive same-alternative reinfbrcers. Figure

4.5 shows large effects of disconfirmations, and comparatively small etl'ects of

successive same-alternative reinforcers at a reinforcer-by-reinlbrcer level. In contrast,

Figure 4.6, shows that in inter-reintbrcer intervals there were large eftbcts of

reinforcers obtained from the richer alternative. and small efflects of reinforcers

obtained foom the leaner alternative irrespective of whether the reinforcer was

obtained from the sanne, or the opposite altemative to the preceding reinforcer. Given

this, and that Davison and Baum (2000) used the term disconlirmation to describe a

reinfbrcer that broke a sequence of same-alternative reinfbrcers in conditions in which

symmetrical distributions of reinforcers were arranged, it seems best, in the present

context. to consider disconfirmations as reintbrcers obtained at the leaner alternative

in conditions in which non-zero log reinforcer ratios have been arranged.

Where Figure 4.5 shows sequences of successive reinforcers obtained at the

richer alternative, these log response ratios would again have consisted mainly of

behaviour from the left-hand end of the functions shown in Figure 4.6, where

preferences were relatively extreme and response rates were higher than those emitted

following a reintbrcer at the leaner alternative (Figwe 4.7). Because the durations of
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the transient movements in pret'erence changed across conditions with the reinfbrcer

ratio, the average log response ratios emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals would have

become more efireme. Thus. the upper limits of the trees changed across conditions.

Where Figure 4 shows disconfirmations, the transient changes in pret'erence tbllowing

these reinlbrcers were much shorter, and, as Figure 4.7 shows, the response rate was

much lower during the transient change in preference. Thus. discontirmations

resulted in preferences very similar to the stable levels shown in Figure 4.6.

Davison and Baum (2002), using the rapidly changing procedure outlined

earlier (Davison & Baum, 2000), reported that during periods of extinction following

each component preference moved towards indiffbrence, irrespective of the reinforcer

ratio in that component. This finding, at first, seems inconsistent with the present

results, which showed that the reinforcer ratio controlled behaviour even after

uncommonly long periods without reinforcement. However, Davison and Baum's

procedure arranged seven reinfbrcer ratios ( I :27 throu gh 27 :I) that were symmetrical

around 1 : I . Since their sessional reinforcer ratio was 1 :1, it is not possible to

distinguish between a shift towards indifference and a shift towards the sessional

reinforcer ratio. That is, the present interpretation, emphasising conhol by the

reinforcer ratio in each condition. is also consistent with Davison and Baum's (2002)

result.

The present results show that the local effects of reinforcers evident in

Experiment l, and those reported by Davison and Baum (2000, 2002) were not solely

a result of the rapidly changing contingencies. Even in a steady-state concurent-

schedule procedure significant local etfects of reinforcers were evident. The present

results also paralleled those tlom Conditions 8, and 24 to 28, of Experiment I where

continsencies were arranqed that were similar to steadv-state concurrent schedules.
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This research, as a whole, suggests a need to re-examine how the variables controlliug

concuirent performance are viewed. The GML (Baum, 1974) has been used to

describe a wide variety of concurrent schedule research (Davison & McCarthy, 1988).

Given the regularities evident at this more molar level of analysis, it has been

assumed, often implicitly, that behaviour is controlled by relatively large aggregations

of reinforcers. Indeedn the present results were also described well at this more molar

level of analysis. The more local analyses, however, also showed evidence of longer-

term control by larger aggregations of reinforcers. Clearly, a frrll rmderstanding of

choice behaviotr requires analysis at multiple levels, and some integration of short-

and longer-term effects of reinforcers.
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1.5 Experiment 2b

Much of the reported concurrent-schedule research has fbcused on the eft'ects

of either the relative frequency of reintbrcement or schedule type on behaviour (fbr a

review see Davison & McCarthy, 1988). Reinfbrcers, however. can be varied along a

number of other dimensions such as magnitude, delay, and quality. In facl both the

strict and the generalized matching laws have been extended to include such

variations (Baum & Rachlin, 1969; Killeen, 1972). The latter assumes that the effects

of each such independent variable are independent, and that each variable has its own

sensitiviry parameter. The present experiment involves an empirical investigation of

the effects of variations in reinforcer magnitude on behaviour at a number of levels of

analysis. To date, relatively few studies have investigated the etTects of reinforcer

magnitude, and the literature remains ambiguous on its eftbcts relative to reinforcer

fr equency manipulations.

Catania (1963a) reported an early investigation of the effects of reinforcer

magnitude using concurrent schedules. Pigeons' responses were reinforced according

to independent concurrent VI 2-min VI 2-min schedules with reinforcer durations at

the two alternatives varied in a systematic way across four conditions. He also

arranged a series of conditions with a single VI schedule in which reinforcer

magnitude was varied trom 4 to 6 s. When he plotted the rate of responding to the

single VI schedule as a function of reinforcer magnitude he found no effect.

However, when the equivalent data fiom one alternative during the concurrent

schedule conditions were examined response rate was a linear fi,rnction of reinlbrcer

magnitude. Catania suggested that this relationship was very similar to that reported

tbr reintbrcement rate (Herrnstein, 1961).
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Schneider (1973) investigated the etl'ects of reinfbrcer magnitude using a fwo-

key concurrent-schedule procedure. The procedure was slightly unusual in that

reinfbrcers were delivered at the two alternatives in an irregular predetermined order

that was changed every three sessions. Schneider varied reinlbrcer magnitude by

delivering different numbers of food pellets to the subjects, and he also varied the

reinforcer ratio across conditions. When he plotted the ratio of responses to the two

alternatives as a function of the ratio of the rates of reinfbrcement, Schneider found

the former undermatched the latter. He repeated the analysis, this time using the ratio

of reinforcer magnitudes as the independent variable and found the degree of

undermatching was even greater. He used logarithmic transfonnations of the data and

linear regressions to calculate values of what could be termed sensitivity to reinforcer

frequency (0.60) and sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude (0.34). Thus, Schneider

concluded that differences in reinforcer frequencies exerted gteater control over

behaviour than differences in reinforcer magnitudes.

Todorov (1973), using an even more unusual procedure, found very similar

results. His switching-key concurrent-schedule procedure consisted of three different

VI schedules, each associated with a different key colour. A given key colour was

associated with one schedule of reinforcement throughout the experiment, but the

duration of reinforcement associated with each colour was varied across conditions

from 2 to 5 s. Each of the three combinations of schedules was presented once in a

session for a total of 20 reinlbrcer deliveries each. Todorov reported mean values for

sensitivity to reinforcer tlequency of 0.90, and sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude of

0.27.

Keller and Gollub (1977) used a more standard mro-key concurrent-schedule

procedure. In their Experiment l. they varied both reinforcer trequencies (overall
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constant at 60 per hotr) and reinfbrcer durations (sum always 6 s). Keller and Gollub

calculated. but did not publislr" values of sensitivity to reinlbrcer rate and reinlbrcer

magnitude. They did, however, argue that their results were inconsistent with those of

Schneider (1973) and Todorov (1973) in that there was not "a consistently greater

degree of behavioural control by reinforcement rate than by reinfbrcement duration"

(p. 1a9). However, a reanalysis reported by Davison and McCarthy (1988) shows

that, as acknowledged by Keller and Gollub, their results were not consistent across

subjects. Nonetheless, in two out of three cases sensitivity to reinforcer frequency

was higher than sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude, with the group values being 0.62

and 0.50 respectively.

In their Experiment 2, Keller and Gollub (1977) examined the possibility that

prolonged exposure to a variety of magnitudes and frequencies of reinforcement

might attenuate concurrent-schedule control (see also Todorov et al., 1983). Each

subject was exposed to a different arangement where the reinforcer-frequency ratio.

the reinforcer-magnitude ratio, or both were varied. Keller and Gollub showed that,

in these conditions, response rates more closely approximated the relative total

reinforcement access time. This result was interpreted as suggesting the continued

exposure to variations as in their Experiment I suppressed sensitivity values. Davison

and McCarthy (1988) reanalysed these data" and reported that sensitivity to reinforcer

frequency and magnitude values were both 1.06, but both values had relatively large

standard deviations (0.11 and 0.20. respectively). Moreover, as Davison and

McCarthy point out, Keller and Gollub changed fiom arithmetic schedules in

Experiment l, to exponential schedules (which generally rezult in increased

sensitivity values, see Taylor & Davison. 1983) in Experiment 2. which in retrospect

was a major conlbund. Thus, it remains that the experimental evidence suggests that
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control by variations in reintbrcer fiequencies

reintbrcer magnitudes (Keller & Gollub, 1977

Todorov. 1973\.

is greater than control by variations in

Experiment l. Schneider. 1973;

Another relatively unusual procedure was used by Todorov, Hanna and

Bittencourt de Sa (1984) to investigate the etfects of reinforcer magnitude on

concurrent-schedule perfbrmance. They exposed pigeons to 29 sessions, each eight

hours in duration, in which the reinforcement pararreters changed every session. In

the first nine sessions, reinforcer magnitudes were always equal and reinforcer

frequencies were varied across the two alternatives. In the second nine sessions, both

reinforcer frequencies and reintbrcer magnitudes were varied. In the final ten

sessions, reinforcer frequencies were held constant and equal while reinforcer

magnitudes were varied. Todorov et al. showed that hour-by-hour sensitivity to

reinforcer frequency values (range 0.81 to 1.13) were higher than sensitivity to

reinforcer magnitude values (0.23 to 0-62), irrespective of whether both variables

were manipulated or each was manipulated individually. Moreover, these values,

obtained using a novel procedure, were consistent with previous research

investigating reinforcer magnitude (Keller & Gollub, 1977 Expeiment 1, Schneider,

1973; Todorov, 1973) and research manipulating only relative rates of reinforcement

(Taylor & Davison, 1983).

Mclean and Blampied (2001) investigated whether the assumption made in

the GML that sensitivity to reinlbrcer frequency was independent of both absolute and

relative reinlbrcer magnitudes held. A standard two-key concunent-schedule

procedure was used and over several series of conditions relative and absolute

magnitudes of reintbrcement were varied. Within each series the relative fiequencies

of reintbrcement over the two alternatives were varied enablins values of sensitiviW
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to reinforcer tiequency to be calculated. Their results showed that sensitivity to

reinforcer tiequency was the same irrespective of the absolute magnitude of the

reintbrcers. Moreover. it was also unatTected by the reinforcer magnitude being

unequal fbr the two alternatives. However, behaviour was biased towards the

alternative at which the larger reinforcers were obtained. Thus. the assumptions made

in the GML that sensitivity to reinforcer frequency would be independent of absolute

and relative reinforcer magnitudes were supported.

In contrast, Davison and Hogsden (1984) have reported a result that is

problematic for the generalized matching approach. In Pan 5 of their experiment,

Davison and Hogsden arranged constant VI 120-s schedules on both keys of a t'wo-

key concurrent-schedule procedure. Over five conditions they held the right-key

reinforcer magnitude constant at 3 s, and varied the left-key reinforcer magnitude

from 1 to 10 s. None of the previous studies had undertaken an extensive

manipulation of reinforcer magnitudes while retaining a constant reinforcer

frequency. Davison and Hogsden plotted the log response ratios as a function of the

log reintbrcer-magnitude ratios. Rather than being linear as the GML would suggest,

the data were clearly nonJinear. Log response ratios showed a positively accelerating

increase with increasing log reinforcer-magnitude ratios.

Davison and Hogsden (1984) pointed out that the GML for reinforcer

magnitude had been generally accepted on the basis of relatively few data. To

interpret their result, they first considered their data in terms of the amount of food

consumed rather than the time fbr which access to food was provided (Schneider's

(1973) study is the only one reported which arranged discrete amounts of food as

reinforcers). Epstein ( l98l ) has shown that the amount of food consumed by pigeons

is a negatively accelerating function of reinfbrcer duration, but this implies a concave
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downward hrnction should have been evident in Davison and Hogsden's data.

Davison and McCarthy ( 1988) considered the idea that the subjects took a constant

time to move tiom the key to the fbod magazine. However, adjusting the reinforcer

magnitudes in this manner did little to make the data more linear. Davison and

Hogsden's result suggests that sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude, rather than being a

constant, depended on the absolute magnitudes of the reinforcers.

Logue and Chavano (1987) noted a further problem. In their Experiment 2,

pigeons responded on concurrent VI 8-s VI 8-s schedules with a constant 3: I

reinforcer magnitude ratio (the absolute magnitudes were varied) and a 9-s delay to

reinforcer delivery at both alternatives. Logue and Chavarro showed that preferences

increased as the absolute magnitudes of reinforcers were decreased. Davison (1988)

reported an experiment where he arranged unequal reinforcer magnitudes over a

series of conditions. Across these conditions he always arranged equal schedules of

reinforcement, but varied their absolute values. The results showed that as the overall

rate of reinforcement was increased, preference became less extremeo and values of

sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude decreased. These values were, however, already

much lower than equivalent values of sensitivity to reinforcer frequency.

To summarise, the research on the effects of reinforcer magnitude on

behaviour is notable for its pauclty. To begin with, the term reinforcer magnitude is

ambiguous. Most of the studies above, with the exception of Schneider (1973), varied

what would be more accurately termed reinforcer duration, and indeed some

(Davison, 1988; Davison & Hogsden, 1984; Mclean & Blampied,200l) have used

this more accurate label. The term magnitude has been retained here in a more

generic sense. particularly because the manipulations made in the present experiment

are perhaps not most accurately described as reintbrcer duration. The research
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outlined above has shown. with one questionable exception (Keller & Gollub. 1977),

that changes in the relative trequency of reinfbrcers exert greater control over

behaviour than changes in the relative magnitudes of reinibrcers. However, some

research (Davison, 1988; Davison & Hogsden, 1984; Logue & Chavarro, 1987) has

seriously questioned the applicability of the GML as a description of behaviour given

these manipulations.

Davison (1988) suggested the need fbr more data to guide in the possible

development of quantitative models to account for choice behaviour given variations

in reinforcer frequency and reinforcer magnitude. Unfortunately, with one exception

(Mcl-ean & Blampied, 2001), this suggestion has been ignored. No published paper,

with the exception of Davison and Hogsden (1984), has arranged sufficient

manipulations of reintbrcer magnitude with a constant relative fuequency of

reintbrcement in a standard concurrent-schedule procedure, so that a generalized

matching type analysis could be done (Davison & Hogsden varied both the relative

and absolute magnitudes of reinlbrcement). The present experiment provides a

systematic empirical investigation of the effects of reinforcer magnitude in a standard,

steady-state, concurent-schedule procedure with the relative frequency of

reinforcement held constant. Reinforcer magnitude was varied by changing the

number of short ( I .2 s) hopper presentations across conditions. In all conditions, the

sum of the number of hopperpresentations was constant at eight.

Experiment 2a showed clearly that the local efFects of individual reinforcers

evident in fiequently changing procedures (Chapter 3, Davison & Baum, 2000; 2002;

Landon & Davison, 2001) were also present in a standard steady-state procedure.

However, as was shown in Chapter 3, it was also clear that the variables controlling

behaviour were neither purely local, nor purely molar in nature. Reintbrcers had
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efl'ects that seemed to be cumulative at a number of levels. Whether this would be the

case when reinlbrcer magnitude was varied was not clear as varying reinfbrcer

tiequency and reinfbrcer magnitude are inherently different: An unequal reinlbrcer

trequency increases or decreases the likelihood that the next reinforcer will be

available at the same alternative as the prior one; an unequal reinibrcer magnitude

(with equal frequency of reinforcement) leaves this unchanged, but the reinforcers

available at one alternative are always larger. It is possible to speculate on the level at

which control, give such a variation, would be manifested. For example, given that

reinforcer magnitude was invariant across a condition, control might be expected to

be more molar in nature than when reinforcer tiequency was varied. Such

speculation, in the absence of data, is not waranted. Thus, in the present experiment,

five variations of reinforcer magnitude were uuranged while the reinforcer-frequency

ratio across the two alternatives was held constant. The data collected were analysed

at a number of levels of analvsis.

4.6 Method

Subj e cts and Apparutus.

The subjects and apparatus were the same as those used in Experiment 2a.

Procedure.

The same standard switching-key (Findley, I 95 8) concurrent-schedule

procedure as used in Experiment 2a was used here. The only change concerned the

delivery of a reintbrcer. Reintbrcers consisted of a specified number of successive

L2-s hopper presentations. These presentations were separated by 0.5-s blackouts.

Thus, reintbrcer magnitude was varied by changing the number of successive hopper

presentations at each alternative.
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Table 4.2

Sequence of experimental conditions, relative reintbrcer probability (shown as

probability of reinfbrcement on the red alternative), and the reinfbrcer magnitude ratio

(in number of hopper presentations) tbr each of the five conditions in Experiment 2b.

The overall probability of reintbrcement per second was constant at.033 throughout.

Condition
Relative reinfbrcer

probabilityp(R)
Reinforcer magnitude ratio

(R:G)

9

10

ll

T2

13

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

2:6

6:2

l:7

4:4

7:l

The sequence of experimental conditions is shown in Table 4.2. Across

conditions, the overall rate of reinforcement was constant, as was red/green reinforcer

ratio, which was always 1 :1. The total number of hopper presentations to both

alternatives was always eight (9.6 s access to wheat), and the relative magnitudes

varied over five conditions from 7:1 to l:7 as shown in Table 4.2. As previously, no

stability criterion was in etTect. However, 65 sessions were conducted for each

condition to ensure sutficient data were collected to allow analysis of particular

sequences of reinfbrcers. The data from the last 50 sessions of each condition were

used in the analyses. Sessions were conducted daily, arrd ended in blackout after 80

reintbrcers had been obtained, or after 42 min had elapsed. whichever occurred tirst.
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1.7 Results

4.7.1 Generalized matching

Figure 4.8 shows the logs of the red over green response- and time-allocation

ratios plotted as a function of the logs of the red over green reintbrcer magnitude

ratios. The magnitudes used were the total access to wheat, thus the 0.5-s periods

between hopper presentations were discarded. Equation4.twas then fitted to the data

by means of least squares linear regression:

(4.2)

where Mis the magnitude of the reinforcers obtained at Alternatives I and 2

respectively. The equations for each of the fitted lines are shown above (time

allocation) and below (response allocation) the lines. The percentage of variance

accounted for was always high, indicating the lines fitted the data well. Biases were

small, except for the behaviour of Bird 136, and generally towards the green

alternative. The slopes of the fitted lines which indicate sensitivity to reinforcer

magnitude, ranged from 0.70 to 0.87 (mean :0.76) for response allocation, and from

1.06 to 1.32 (mean : 1.15) tbr time allocation. Thus, these values were higher than

those estimated in previous research (Keller & Gollub, 19771' Schneider, 1973;

Todorov, 1973; Todorov, et al., 1984). Nonetheless, in nine of ten comparisons

(binomial,p < .05; Bird 136's time allocation was the exception) these values were

lower than the sensitivity to reinforcer frequency values obtained from these same

subjects (see Experiment 1a). Moreover, in all cases response measures of sensitivity

to reinforcer magnitude were lower than corresponding time measures, consistent

with the general tindings in concwrent-schedule research (Ellitre & Alsop, 1996:

Taylor & Davison, 1983).
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1.7.2 Current pre.fbrence und previous reinfbrcers

The analysis reported in Experiment 2a (Section 4.3.2) was repeated here. To

review, a moving window of the eight most recently obtained reinlbrcers was used.

Thus, 256 distinct sequences of red and green reinforcers were possible. Beginning

with the eighth reinfbrcer in a session, red and green response numbers after each

successive reinforcer were aggregated according to which of those 256 sequences

they tbllowed, and a log red/green response ratio calculated as a measure of current

preference. Unlike in Experiment2a, the present experiment always arranged a

reinforcer-tiequency ratio of l: l, and as a result there were no occasions where a

particular sequence of reintbrcers did not occur. However, there remained an

occasional instance where preference fbllowing a particular sequence was exclusive,

and no response ratio could be calculated.

The best-fitting least-squares estimates of log reinforcer eff'ect (b;) and log k

were again obtained by fining Equation 4.1 to the log response ratios following each

eight-reinforcer sequence using Quattro P.oo u. 8's Optimizer function. This analysis

was carried out separately for each condition and for each subject. Figure 4.9 shows

log reinforcer effect of each of the preceding reinforcers plotted as a function of

reinforcer lag (Lag 0 is the most recent reinforcer) for each subject in each condition.

The constant (log &) is also shown for each subject in each condition.

Figure 4.9 shows three clear effects: First, the most recently obtained

reinfbrcer again had by far the largest effect on current preference; second, reinforcers

beyond Lag 0 had similar small eft'ects on current pret'erence; third, the constant log k

became more extreme as the reinfbrcer magnitude ratios were made more extreme.
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For consistency, the same statistical analyses that were used tbr Experiment la

were repeated. First, a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was used to examine

any possible effects of the reinforcer magnitude ratio and of the sequential position of

the reinforcer on log reinforcer effect. This ANOVA showed that neither the

reinforcer magnitude ratio (Fl.r rz : 1.80, p > .05), nor the sequential position of the

reinforcer (Fotz = 1.30. p > .05) had a significant etfect on log reintbrcer effect. A

one-way ANOVA using the individual data was used to confirm the efTect shown in

Figure 4.9 that log fr did change as the reintbrcer ratio changed (F+.zo : 100.63, p <

-0s).

Given that the reinforcer magnitudes arranged in Experiment 2b were, apart

from Condition 12, unequal, it was of interest to consider log reinfbrcer effect

fbllowing red and green reintbrcers separately. Thus, the following equation was

fitted to the data as previously:

log
+)=,og& 

+ ;{i;=l,, :?:}. (4.3)

The parameters are identical to those described for Equation 4.l,, except that separate

values of log reinforcer effect were estimated for reinforcers obtained at the red (Do)

and green (6o) alternatives.
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Figure 4.10. Log reinforcer effect for each of the previous eight reinforcers plotted
separately for the two alternatives (0,;and bs, see Equation 4.3) as a firnction of
reinforcer lag (0 being the most recently obtained reinforcer) for each subject in
Experiment 2b. Also shown are values of log t for each subject.

Figure 4.10 shows the results of this analysis for each subject in Conditions

12, 9, and I l. The data from Condition 12 (4:4) show that a reinforcer at Lag 0 had a

large etfect on pref'erence, while reinforcers beyond Lag 0 had small, generally
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positive, eft-ects on current prefbrence. In Conditions 9 (2:6) and 1l (l:7) clear and

regular changes occurred in the values of log reinforcer effect. Within conditions,

reintbrcers obtained at the alternative providing the larger reinlbrcers had both larger

and more positive effects on current preference. Also, in the right panels, as the

reinforcer magnitude (and the ratio) was increased there was an increase in the values

of log reinibrcer effect at all lags. In the left panels, as the reinforcer magnitude

decreased (as the ratio was changed) there was a corresponding decrease in the values

of log reinforcer effect. Reinforcers at Lag 0 continued to have a positive, but

progressively smaller, effect on current pref-erence. Reinlbrcers beyond Lag 0 in

Condition I I had negative effects on current preference, and in Condition 9 this was

the case in 33 of 35 estimates. Moreover, with the exception of Condition 12 (4:4),

log reinlbrcer effect beyond Lag 0 was more positive for a larger reinforcer than it

was negative for a smaller reinforcer. This etTect was significant across all conditions

on sign tests (p < .05).

4.7.3 Reinforcer-by-reinJbrcer analyses

The same local analysis used in Experiment2a (Figure 4.5) was also repeated

here. To review, the data were broken into log response ratios emitted in inter-

reinforcer intervals following every sequence of reinforcers obtained in a condition

using a sliding window nine reinforcers in length. Thus, befbre the first reinforcer in

a sequence, one log response ratio could be calculated. After the first reinforcer, and

before the second, two log response ratios were available (one following a red

reintbrcer, and one tbllowing a green reintbrcer). After two reintbrcers in a sequence,

four log response ratios were available, one fbr each possible two-reinforcer

sequence. and so on.
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Figure 4.1 1. Log response ratios emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals tbllowing
successive same-altemative reinfbrcers (solid lines). The broken lines join
"disconfirmations", where a reinforcer was obtained from the other alternative
following sequences of successive same-alternative reinforcers. A sliding window
nine reinforcers in length was used throughout.
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Figure 4.1 I shows the log response ratio emitted fbllowing sequences of red or

green reinfbrcers obtained in succession. and the effects of a single disconlirmation at

each sequential position in each condition. The same substantial local eft'ects of

individual reinforcers evident in previous experiments reported in this thesis were

again evident in the present data. In general, successive reinforcers obtained trom the

same alternative moved preference towards the alternative from which they were

obtained, irrespective of the reinlbrcer magnitude ratio arranged in that condition.

Disconfirmations, in contrast, had comparatively very large effects on preference.

In all five conditions shown in Figure 4.1 l, the tree structures were reasonably

symmetrical, unlike those shown in Figure 4.5 when the reinfbrcer-frequency ratios

were manipulated. Across conditions, no systematic differences in the log response

ratios emitted after identical sequences of left and right reinforcers were evident.

Thus, the tree structures were very similar across conditions. The effect of the

differences in reinforcer magnitude ratios arranged across conditions was seen in the

tree structures as a whole shifting towards the alternative that arranged the larger

reinforcers. The sizes of these movements were ordered in the same way as the

reinforcer magnitude ratios themselves.

4.7.4 Behaviour in inter-reinforcer intervals

Figwe 4.12 shows the log red/green response ratios emitted in each successive

2-s bin following a reinforcer delivery fbr the four possible two-reinforcer sequences.

As was the case in Experimeft2u preference in the first few 2-s bins following a

reinfbrcer delivery was often exclusive. First, consider Condition l2 (4:4 reinforcer

magnitude ratio). Pertbrmance here accurately replicated that from the more standard

procedure reported earlier (Condition I ) in which both the reinforcer magnirudes and
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hequency of reinibrcement were equal fbr the two alternatives (see Figure 4.6). In

this condition (as was the case fbr Condition I ), the efl'ects of red- and green-

alternative reinfbrcers mirrored one another: In the first six bins after a reinfbrcer

delivery. a prefbrence was evident fbr the just-reinibrced alternative. A small

prefbrence reversal occurred in bins eight to twelve, and for subsequent bins the log

response ratios were relatively stable at a level close to zero.

As the reinforcer magnitudes were made unequal across conditions, several

regular changes were evident in the data. First, the stable levels of behaviour in the

inter-reinforcer intervals changed so that they favoured the alternative providing the

larger reinforcers. These changes were ordered in the same way as the reinforcer

magnitude ratios. The durations of the transient movements in pref-erence towards the

just-reinforced alternative increased when that alternative was providing large

reinforcers. tn Condition 13 (7: I ), preference following a red reinforcer favoured the

red alternative for the first twelve 2-s bins. The same was true in Condition 10 (6:2),

although the size of the preference was smaller. In the same conditions at the

alternative providing the smaller reinforcers the transient movements in preference

were much shorter (two and four 2-s bins respectively). It was again the case that

preference did not stabilise until about the thirteenth 2-s bin following a reinforcer

delivery. Following the short movement in pretbrence towards the just-reinforced

altemative was a movement towards the altemative providing the larger reinforcers.

This movement went beyond the stable levels in each condition. Thus, across

Conditions 9 to l3 the durations of the transient changes in preference following a

reintbrcer delivery remained constant. However, the size of these changes, and the

stable levels of preference following their occurrence changed as a function of the

reinlbrcer magnitude ratios arranged.
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Figure 4.12. The log response ratio emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Experiment 2b following the four possible two-reinforcer sequences. Also plotted are

reference lines indicating zero on each y-axis.

1.7.4 Response rates

Figure 4.13 shows the mean number of responses emitted in each successive

2.s bin following each of the four sequences of reinforcers considered above as a
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function of time since reintbrcement. The filled circles show behaviour when the

most recent reintbrcer was obtained at the red alternative, and the open circles show

behaviour when the most recent reinforcer was obtained at the green alternative. In

all conditions, following all the sequences shown, the response rate emitted in the t-ust

2-s bin w{rs very low. [n Condition 9 it is evident that in Bins 2 to 8, response rates

were higher following a green reintbrcer than following a red reinibrcer. This period

corresponds with a period of extreme pretbrence for the just-reinforced alternative

@igure 4.12). This is consistent with both Figure 4.8, where it was shown that the

behaviour of all subjects contained a small bias towards the green alternative, and

with previous research (Kriigeloh, 2001), which has shown biases to be more

prevalent soon after a reinforcer delivery. In other conditions it was the case that

response rates were higher flollowing a reintbrcer obtained at the altemative providing

the larger reinfbrcers for the fnst two to five bins following a reinforcer delivery.

Thereafter, systematic differences were not evident in response rates following

reinlbrcers obtained at either alternative.
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Figure 4.13. The mean number of responses emitted in successive 2-s time bins in
Experiment 2b following the forr possible two-reinforcer sequences.

4.8 Discussion

The present results were described well by a version of the GML (Equation

4.2, Baum, 1974, Killeen,1972). Log response ratios were tbund to be a linear

function of log reinforcer magnitude ratios. At more local levels of analysis it was
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CONDITION 13 (7:1)
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again the case that regularities were evident in the eft'ects of individual reinforcers on

behaviour. Given the relative paucity of research that has varied reinforcer

magnitudes in a standard concurrent-schedule procedure, it is usefrrl to consider

brietly the present research in the context of the existing literature that has

manipulated reinforcer magnitude.

When considered in the context of the sensitivity to reinforcer fiequency

values calculated tbr Experiment2a, the present data were consistent with the general

finding of previous research (Keller & Gollub, 1977 Experiment l, Schneider,I9T3;

Todorov, 1973, Todorov et al., 1984), that varying reinfbrcer magnitudes exerted less

control over behaviour than varying reinforcer frequency. However, the sensitivity to

reinforcer magnitude values calculated here were higher than those reported

previously. Three obvious difFerences between the present procedure and those

reported previously might account tbr this: First, the present procedure arranged the

most systematic variation of reinforcer magnitude ratios with reinlbrcer-frequency

ratios held constant. This enabled estimates of sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude to

be calculated by least squares linear regression, meaning these estimates should have

been more accurate than those in previous research; second, the present procedure

consisted of a much greater number of sessions per condition, and, as Todorov et al.

(1983) showed, sensitivity to reinforcement may increase with the number of sessions

per condition; third, reinforcer magnitude was varied by ananging different numbers

of discrete hopper presentations. This differed from typical variations of reinforcer

magnitude (e.g.. Davison & Hogsden, 1984; Todorov, 1973; Todorov et al., 1984),

and was more similar in nature to the discrete numbers of food pellets used by

Schneider. Replicating the present experiment using more standard manipulations of
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reintbrcer duration could investigate the latter possibility. However, these differences

do not detract in any way ffom the present results.

The present results were inconsistent with the previous study that had ananged

a systematic variation of reinfbrcer magnitude ratios (Davison & Hogsden, 1984).

When Davison and Hogsden plotted log response ratios as a function of log

reintbrcer-duration ratios, the relationship was distinctly non-linear. Again, the

reason tbr this difference is most likely a procedural one. Davison and Hogsden held

the reinfbrcer duration constant at one alternative and varied the duration available at

the other altemative. Thus, the overall reintbrcer duration available across the two

alternatives changed across conditions. In contrast, the overall reinforcer magnitude

in the present experiment was held constant at a total of eight hopper presentations.

As Davison and Hogsden pointed out, their result is a severe limitation on the GML's

applicability. The result does, however, parallel the effect of overall reinforcer rate in

concurrent schedules initially reported by Alsop and Elliffe (1988). ln Davison and

Hogsden's study log response ratios became more extreme as the overall reinforcer

duration was increased. If, as would be expected, the linear relationship evident in the

present data holds, this implies that sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude would increase

as the overall reinforcer magnitude was increased. However, this must be tempered

with the knowledge that schedule type aftbcts the relationship between overall rate of

reinforcement and sensitivity to reinforcement (Elliffe & Alsop, 1996).

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show that both recently obtained reinforcers and

reinfbrcers obtained in the more distant past had effects on current perfbrmance, with

the most recently obtained reinlbrcer having the largest effect. Values of log t also

changed as the reinforcer magnitude ratio was varied, indicating a longer-term effect

of the reinibrcer magnitude ratio. Unlike Experiment 2a in which the relative
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fiequencies of reinlbrcers were varied. Figure 4.9 showed no efl'ect of the relative

reinfbrcer magnitudes on log reinforcer effect. However, when the log reintbrcer

effects tbr reinforcers at the two alternatives were considered separately (Figure 4.10),

an effect was clear. Log reintbrcer effect, fbr reinfbrcers obtained at the alternative

providing the larger reinfbrcers, increased as the reinlbrcer magnitude ratio became

more extreme (and the magnitude of the reinfbrcers at that altemative increased).

Similarly, log reintbrcer effect decreased tbr reinforcers obtained at the other

alternative, and, with the exception of the most recently obtained reinforcer, became

negative.

These negative values of log reinforcer effect were almost always smaller than

the corresponding positive values for log reinfbrcer effect at the other alternative

obtained in that condition; smaller reinforcers beyond Lag 0 had negative effects on

current preference, but the positive elfects of larger reinforcers were greater. Hence,

Figure 4.9 shows reinforcers beyond Lag 0 having small positive effects on current

pref'erence. As mentioned above. log reinforcer effect (Figure 4.10) increased as

reinforcer magnitude was increased. Given the symmetrical nature of the changes, as

evidenced by the constancy in Figure 4.9, it seems likely that these changes were

contextual in nature. That is, they were driven by the change in the relative

magnitude of reinlbrcement rather than the change in the reintbrcer magnitude at an

alternative itself. This could be investigated more thoroughly arranging a constant

reinforcer magnitude at one alternative, and varying reinforcer magnitude at the other

alternative across a series of conditions as was done by Davison and Hogsden (1984).

The analyses of pret'erence during inter-reinfbrcer intervals (Figure 4.12) also

provided evidence of both short- and long-term etfbcts of reintbrcers. Across

conditions. preference stabilised during inter-reintbrcer intervals at levels that were
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ordered in the same way as the reintbrcer magnitude ratios. Again, this longer-term

control was evident at periods well in excess of the typical inter-reinforcer interval.

Shorter-term effects were seen in the transient movements in preference following a

reintbrcer delivery and were dift'erent at the two alternatives when unequal reintbrcer

magnitudes were arranged. At the alternative providing the larger reinforcers, these

movements were large, lasting approximately 24 s before preference stabilised at a

level that also favoured that alternative. At the alternative providing the smaller

reinforcers, the transient movements in preference were similar in duration. However,

they consisted of an initial shift in pretbrence towards the just-reinforced alternative

that lasted just 4 to 8 s. This was followed by a period in which preference moved

towards the alternative providing the larger reinforcers, beyond the stable levels

evident later in the inter-reinforcer intervals, before rerurning to those stable levels.

The substantial short-terrn effects oflarge reinforcers and lesser effects of

small reinforcers are initially difficult to reconcile with the reinforcer-by-reinforcer

analyses (Figure 4.l l). The reinforcer-by-reinforcer analyses showed what appear to

be symmetrical etfects of reinforcers at the two alternatives - unlike those seen in

Experiment 2a. Specific sequences of reintbrcers had the same e{fects on preference

in each condition relative to the levels at which preference began. This perhaps

suggests that the effects of varying reinfbrcer magnitude were more molar in nature,

with the tree as a whole moving towards the alternative providing the larger

reinforcers, but the local effects of sequences of reinforcers remaining unchanged.

Closer inspection of the tree diagrams provides an explanation. Consider

Condition 13 (7:l), in which the smaller reinforcers were zuranged at the green

altemative. Pref'erence following a sequence of successive green reinforcers in this

condition was similar to the stable levels of pret'erence seen in inter-reinforcer
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intervals. For comparison. sequences of three to eight successive green reinfbrcers

the average log response ratio emitted was 0.44 (range 0.32 to 0.47). This was also

the average log response ratio emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals fbr Bins 14 to 30

tbllowing all sequences of reinfbrcers.

Thus, the two analyses show that the larger reinforcers moved preference

away from the stable levels shown in inter-reinlbrcer intervals. In contrast, the net

effect of a smaller reinforcer was to leave pret'erence unchanged at these stable levels.

It is worthwhile noting that this description is an oversimplification, and misses the

more local changes occurring. This eflect is aided by the fact that during the brief

period following the delivery of a smaller reinlbrcer when preference favoured the

just-reinforced alternative, response rate was low (Figure 4.13). The effect is even

clearer if the left-most data points in Figure 4.1I are ignored. Because a sliding

window was used and the reinforcer ratio was always l: I, these first data points

consist of an average log response ratio following equal numbers of red and green

reintbrcers. The fact that the structure of the trees was relatively invariant across

conditions was due to all sequences of reinforcers occurring with equal frequency.

To summarise, the present experiment has confirmed previous findings that

changes in reinforcer magnitude exert less control over behaviour than changes in the

relative frequency of reinforcement. However, the difference between the amounts of

control these variables exert may be less that suggested by previous researchers

(Schneider,1973 Todorov, 1973; Todorov et al., 1984). In addition, log response

ratios were found to be a linear function of the log reinforcer magnitude ratios when

the sum of the reinforcer magnitudes was held constant, unlike one previous study in

which the sum of the magnitudes was also varied (Davison & Hogsden, 1984). More

central to the present thesis were the local etfects of reinforcers. These etl'ects were
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4.9

similar in nature to those shown in rapidly changing procedures (Davison & Baum.

2000; Experiment I of the present thesis). Behaviour in inter-reintbrcer intervals

(Figure 4. l2) showed evidence of both short- and longer-term eff'ects of reintbrcers,

and these were also seen in reinforcer-by-reintbrcer analyses (Figure 4.11). However,

no evidencs was provided to suggest that control became any more local as reinforcer

magnitude was varied.

General Di:;cus.;ion

Experiments 2a and 2b have shown that the local effects of reintbrcers evident

in rapidly changing concurrent-schedule procedures (Davison & Baum, 2000) were

not merely artifacts of the procedures themselves. Very similar effects were evident

in the present experiments when a steady-state concurrent-schedule procedure was

arranged, and the relative frequency or magnitude of reinforcement varied. Moreover,

many similarities were evident in the effects of reinforcer frequency and reinforcer

magnitude on behaviour.

For consistency, the analysis shown in Figure 4.10 for Experiment 2b in which

log reinforcer effects were calculated separately for the two alternatives was repeated

for Experiment la. This was done originally ibr Experiment 2b because the

reinforcers delivered at the two alternatives differed. The results pose the obvious

question of whether log reinforcer effect differed at the two alternatives when the

relative frequency of reinforcement was varied in Experiment2a- Figure 4.14 shows

the results of this analysis for each subject in Conditions I (1:l), 3 (1:3), and 5 (1:9).

The data hom Condition I parallel those from Condition 12 (4:4 reintbrcer magnitude

ratio). A reinfbrcer at Lag 0 had a large e1'fect on prefbrence, while reinforcers

beyond Lag 0 had small, generally positive eflbcts, on current pret'erence. Conditions
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3 and 5 also parallel the results seen in Figure 4. 10. Within conditions. reintbrcers

obtained at the higher reintbrcer-rate alternative had larger more positive et1bcts on

current pret'erence than those at the lower reintbrcer-rate alternative. In the right

panels. as the reintbrcer ratio tavoured the green alternative more, there was an

increase in the values of log reintbrcer effect at all lags. In the left panels, there was

some evidence of a corresponding decrease in the values of log reintbrcer effect.

However, this was clouded by the increased variability in the estimates of log

reintbrcer effect in Condition 5 (l:9). This variability increased as reintbrcers became

less frequent. Similar to Experiment 2b, it was again the case in each condition, with

the exception of Condition I (l: l), that log reinforcer effect beyond Lag 0 was more

positive for a reinforcer obtained at the higher reinlbrcer-rate alternative than it was

negative for a reinforcer obtained at the lower reinforcer-rate alternative.

Notwithstanding the increasing variability in estimates of log reinforcer effect, this

effect was significant across all conditions on sign tests (p < .05).

Behaviour in inter-reinforcer intervals was also very similar across

Experiments 2a and 2b. Evidence was found for short-term effects of reinforcers in

the transient movements in pref'erence, and for longer-term effects as preference

stabilised at levels that varied with the reinforcer magnitude ratios. In contrast, the

tree structures differed substantially between the two experiments. These differences

were exacerbated by the fact that in Experiment 2b, all sequences of reinforcers

occurred with equat frequency. In Experiments 2a and 2b, large and more frequent

reinforcers respectively moved preference to relatively extreme levels, and reinforcers

at the other alternative resulted in pret'erences in the next inter-reinforcer interval that

were similar to the stable levels seen in the more local analyses. The structure of the

trees across the two experiments changed because the relative frequency of
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reinforcement was varied in Experiment 2a but not Experiment 2b. Pretbrences were

more often extreme, and consequently sensitivity to reintbrcement higher, in

Experiment 2a when reinforcer frequency was varied.
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Figure 4.14. Log reinforcer ef'fect fbr each of the previous eight reinlbrcers plotted
separately for the two alternatives (b4and b.q,. see Equation 4.3) as a function of
reinforcer lag (0 being the most recently obtained reinforcer) fbr each subject in
Experiment 2a. Also shown are values of log fr tbr each subject.
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At the most molar level of analysis (Figures 4.1 and 4.8) and the most local

(Figures 4.6 and 4.12), performance was reasonably similar across the two

experiments. In contrast, an intermediate, reinfbrcer-by-reintbrcer analysis (Figures

4.5 and 4.1 1) showed substantial differences. This was again due to the tact that the

reinfbrcer ratio was held constant in Experiment 2b. Thus, the occurrence of

disconfirmations (smaller reinforcers as per the interpretation in Experiment 2a) was

very frequent relative to Experiment 2a. This is also the most likely reason for the

higher sensitivity to reinforcement values obtained in Experiment2a. In Experiment

2a, when the reinforcer-frequency ratio was not I : l, reinfbrcers at one alternative

were occuned more frequently. The changes in preference tbllowing these

reinfbrcers were larger, and longer in duration. These increased transient movements

in preference occurred more often, and thus behaviour was at relatively extreme levels

very often. This also meant that the disconfirmations shown in Figure 4.5 occurred

very infrequently. However, in Experiment 2b the sequences of reinforcers shown in

Figure 4.11 occurred with equal frequency. Thus, behaviour was equally often at the

most and least extreme levels shown in Figure 4.11.

A direct comparison can be made between those conditions in Experiment2a

in which a 3:l or l:3 reinforcer ratio was :uranged (Conditions 6, 3 and 8) and those

in Experiment 2b in which a 3: I or l:3 reinforcer magnitude ratio was arranged

(Conditions 9 and l0). This comparison shows that in addition to behaviow being at

the most extreme levels more often in Experiment2a (i.e., sequences of successive

reinforcers at the richer alternative), these levels of preference were slightly more

extreme than those following sequences of successive larger reinforcers. Thus, two



reasons fbr the higher sensitivity to reinlbrcer frequency values are evident in the

present data.

To summarise, Experiments 2a and 2b provide evidence of both short- and

longer-term eflbcts of reinfbrcers. The present data suggest that these were similar in

nature when either the relative trequency of reinfbrcement (Experiment 2a) or the

relative magnitudes of reinfbrcement (Experiment 2b) were varied. Moreover, some

evidence was presented suggesting that the etl'ects of reinforcers were contextual, that

is dependent to some extent on the hequency or magnitude of reinforcers available at

the other alternative. Substantial differences between the two experiments were

evident only at the reinforcer-by-reinfbrcer level of analysis, and these could be

explained by the different frequencies with which various sequences of reinforcers

occurred. Given the regularities evident at the various levels of analysis, it is clear

that the lowest level of analysis presented here (Figures 4.6 and 4.12) is the most

informative, when combined with an understanding of the frequency with which

various events occurred (as seen also in Experiment l). How these local etfects will

change when both variables are manipulated together is an important question for

future research. Additionally, it is not yet clear how these effects, which are similar in

steady-state data, develop. Differences in reinforcer ratios can only be detected given

a relatively extended exposure to certain conditions. In contrast, a reinfbrcer of a

larger, or smaller, magnitude delivered immediately following a response presumably

does not require such exposure for differences to be detected.
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Chapter V

5.I Summary

The present experiments investigated the effects of reinlbrcers at a number of

levels in two diflerent concurrent-schedule procedures. Experiment I used a

procedure that was introduced by Belke and Heyman (1994), and subsequently

adapted by Davison and Baum (2000) to study choice behaviour in a fi'equently

changing environment. In the canonical version of this procedwe (Conditions l. 6,

and 12), seven different reinforcer ratios were presented in a random order in each

session. Each reinfbrcer ratio was in effect for l0 consecutive reinforcer deliveries (a

component). These components were separated by lO-s blackouts. Using this

procedure, Davison and Baum showed that individual reinforcers had regular effects

on behaviour, and they proposed a local, accumulation-based, model to account tbr

their results. Across three experiments in the present thesis, the range of within-

session changes in reinfbrcer ratios (Experiment 1a), the variation ananged in within-

session changes in reinfbrcer ratios (Experiment 1b), and the symmetry of the

distributions in reinforcer ratios (Experiment lc) were all manipulated systematically.

The data were analysed at a number of levels to determine what, if any, effect these

manipulations had on the types of effects reported by Davison and Baum.

Experiment 2 was a standard steady-state switching-key concurrent-schedule

procedure in which either the reinforcer ratio (Experiment 2a), or the reinforcer

magnitude ratio (Experiment 2b), was systematically varied across conditions. Each

reinlbrcer ratio, or reinforcer magnitude ratio, was in etl'ect for 65 sessions. This

procedure was arranged to examine whether, if the appropriate data were collected,

the local eftbcts of reinfbrcers shown by Davison and Baum (2000)" and in
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Experiment I of the present thesis, would be present in steady-state concurrent-

schedule perfbrmance.

Experiment la provided evidence that the effect of a given reintbrcer was

changed by the context in which it was obtained (see also Mazur, 1997). Specifically,

a rein-tbrcer had a larger elfect on behaviour when the range of within-session

reintbrcer ratios arranged was greater. This was evident at multiple levels of analysis:

Sensitivity to the current-component reintbrcer ratio and carryover of conhol between

components were greater; individual reinforcers, and specific sequences of

reinforcers, moved behaviour further; and transient movements in behaviour

following a reinforcer delivery were both more extreme and longer in duration. ln

Experiment lb, the range of within-session changes in reinforcer ratios was held

constant at27:l to l:27 and the reinforcer ratios in other components were varied.

Similar results were observed, in that a reinforcer had a larger effect when the less

extreme component reinforcer ratios were omitted. In Experiment lc, various

asymmetrical distributions of reinforcer ratios were dranged. Behaviour generally

moved towards the alternative providing more frequent reinforcers, but similar local

effects of reinforcers were evident.

Across all three parts of Experiment 1, disconfirmations (a reinforcer obtained

from the other alternative following a sequence of successive reinforcers at one

alternative, Davison & Baum, 2000) had very consistent effects. At a reinforcer-by-

reinforcer level, this elTect appeared very large relative to the effects of a

contirmation. Inspection of behaviour within inter-reinforcer intervals showed that

the effects were very large relative to preference prior to the disconfirmation. Across

all conditions, preference tbllowing a disconfirmation reverted to levels that reflected
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the molar or sessional reintbrcer ratio. In Experiments 1a and lb. these overall

sessional reinibrcer ratios were always l:1. but they were varied in Experiment lc.

ln conditions in which discontirmations occurred with sufficient tiequency.

sequences of reinlbrcers fbllowing a discontirmation had effects similar to when the

same sequence was obtained at the beginning of a component (Figure 3.5). Thus, in

addition to returning pret-erence to an approximation of the sessional reinlbrcer ratio,

a disconfirmation may also have erased some of the etfects of preceding reinforcers

(see also Killeen & Smith, 1984). However, as pret'erence reverted to a level

controlled by the sessional reinforcer ratio, any erasure of the effects of previous

reinforcers only included the cumulative etI'ects of the preceding sequence of

successive confirming reinforcers.

The data from all three experiments were consistent with a general notion that

control was exerted over behaviour at a number of levels. In all cases, individual

reinforcers had an effect on subsequently emitted behaviour. This effect was

modified by events at other, more molar, levels. First, successive confirming

reinforcers had cumulative effects on prefbrence. This efTect was countered when a

disconfirming reinforcer was obtained which reverted preference to levels that

approximated the molar reinfbrcer ratio. Second, when sequences of confirming

reintbrcers occwred with relatively greater frequency, these effects were again

increased or cumulative (Figures 3.6 to 3.8,3.24 to 3.21, and 3.43 to 3.50).

Experiment 2a showed that very similar local effects of reinforcers were

evident in data obtained from a steady-state concurrent-schedule procedure, and again

that the eft-ect on behaviour of a reinforcer was to some extent dependent on the

context in which it was obtained. At a molar level of analysis (Figure 4.1), the data

were consistent with the general tindings reported previously from steady-state
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concurent-schedules procedures (for reviews. see Baum, 1979:' Davison & McCarthy,

1988; Taylor & Davison. 1983; Wearden & Burgess, 1982). A more local analysis

showed evidence tbr both short- and longer-term eftbcts of reinfbrcers (Figure 4.2).

The most recently obtained reintbrcer had a large effect on current preference. and

reinfbrcers back to LagT also had small positive etTects- Both these etfects increased

as the reinfbrcer ratio became more extreme. Residual pref'erences were also evident

(log fr), suggesting cumulative effects of reinforcers beyond LagT-

Even more local analyses showed that individual reinfbrcers had regular

effects on subsequent pref'erence (Figure 4.5). Again, disconfirmations had

apparently very large etI'ects, moving pretbrence to levels similar to the stable levels

of pret'erence evident in inter-reinf'orcer intervals after the transient movements in

pret'erence had dissipated (Figure 4.6). These levels changed as a function of the

reinforcer ratio in effect in each condition. Thus, short-term effects were evident in

the transient movements in preference, and longer-term et'tbcts were evident in the

changing stable levels of pretbrence later in inter-reinforcer intervals and in the

general shift in behaviour to the higher reintbrcer-rate alternative.

As with Experiment l, it seemed that the occurrence of sequences of

confirming reinforcers played an important role. To examine this, the proportions of

all eight-reinforcer sequences that consisted of all red or green confirming reinforcers

were calculated (p). In the same manner as Figure 3.57, the log response ratios

emitted in the inter-reintbrcer intervals following these sequences were plotted as a

function of the logistic transformations of these proportions (p/(l-p)) and are shown in

Figure 5.1 . Figure 5.1 shows that more extreme preferences occurred in response to

the same sequence of reinfbrcers when that sequence of reinforcers occtrrred more
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trequently. This relationship is very similar to that shown in Figure 3.57 fbr

Experiment l.

EXPERIMENT 24
RED
GREEN

a

0123
LoG lsTlc TRANS FORMATION (p/(1 -p))

Figure 5.1. Log response ratios emitted in inter-reinforcer intervals following
sequences of eight successive same-alternative reinforcers plotted as a function of the
logistic transformation of the proportions of all eight-reinforcer sequences that were
of that We (pl(l-p)).

In Experiment 2b, relative reinforcer magnitudes were varied while holding

the absolute magnitude and the relative rate of reinforcement constant. These data

were consistent with previous research in that sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude was

lower than sensitivity to reinforcer trequency (Schneider,1973; Todorov, 1973). Log

response ratios were a linear function of log reinforcer magnitude ratios, unlike the

previous study in which the presence of such a relationship was directly assessed

(Davison & Hogsden, 1984). The results tiom Experiment 2b showed that, in steady-
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state data. the ellbcts of variations in reinfbrcer magnitude are manifested in a similar

way to the etfects of variation in the relative trequency of reintbrcement. The major

ditl'erence was evident in reinforcer-by-reintbrcer analyses (Figure 4.1 I ). The fact

that dl sequences of reintbrcers of a given length occurred equally often, due to the

l: I reinforcer ratio, meant that the tree diagrams differed. However, there was a

general shift towards the alternative providing the larger reinforcers, which was

evident in the tree structures as a whole, and in behaviour during inter-reinforcer

intervals (Figwe 4.12). Smaller reinforcers resulted in pret'erences similar to the

stable levels evident later in inter-reinforcer intervals in much the same way that

leaner-alternative reinforcers did in Experimentza. When values of log reinforcer

eftbct were calculated separately for the two alternatives, further evidence for the idea

that the effects of reinforcers are dependent on the context in which they are obtained

was provided. Log reinforcer effect was larger at the altemative providing the larger

reinforcers, and often became negative at the other alternative. Similar effects were

evident in the data tiom Experiment 2a when they were examined in the same

manner. However, as the occurrence of reinforcers at one alternative became less

frequent, estimates of log reinfbrcer effect became variable, rendering comparisons

difficult. As outlined above, it is possible that the changes in log reinforcer effect for

reinforcers at the two alternatives were in part driven by the relative reinforcer

magnitudes rather than the absolute magnitudes at the two alternatives. This could be

examined more thoroughly by ananging a series of conditions in which the reinforcer

magnitude was held constant at one alternative and varied at the other (as per Davison

& Hogsden, 1984).
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5.2 Generalizedmatching

The present research has confirmed the GML's utility as an excellent

description of behaviour in a variety of choice situations. In Experiment l, analyses

based on the GML showed how the previous-component reinfbrcer ratio atfected

current behavioru. and how control by the current-component reinlbrcer ratio

developed with successive reintbrcer deliveries (see Figures 3.3,3.22, and 3.38).

Previously, it has been shown that the GML described well data obtained in

Experiment la (Landon,1999). Thus, the GML remains useful as a descriptive tool,

even in atypical procedures in which contingencies change very rapidly-

In Experiment2a, at a molar level of analysis, the data were similar to those

obtained previously using steady-state concunent-schedule procedures (Baum, 1979;

Davison & McCarthy, 1988; Taylor & Davison, 1983; Wearden & Burgess, 1982).

Values of sensitivity to reinforcement were generally a little higher than those

reported previously, but this might have been expected gtven that 65 sessions were

arranged in each condition (Todorov et al., 1983). ln Experiment 2b, the GML again

described the data well when reinforcer magnitude was varied across the two

alternatives. These data were once again similar to those reported in previous

experiments, although values of sensitivity to reinfbrcer magnitude were higher than

in previous research (c.t., Schneider, 1973; Todorov, 1973; Todorov et al, 1984). It

should be noted, however, that this was the tirst study that systematically varied

relative reinforcer magnitude with the overall reinforcer magnitude held constant, and

used least-squares linear regression to estimate sensitivity to reinfbrcer magnitude.

The present research does, however, question the commonly held assumption

that reinforcers aggregated over large periods of time control behaviour. Both of the

present experiments suggest that such a view is simplistic, and misses much regularity
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evident in behaviour at lower levels of analysis. Thus, some re-evaluation of how

concurrent-schedule pertbrmance is viewed is required. At this stage, it seems that

the variables controlling behaviour operate at a number of levels ranging trom the

location of the previous reinfbrcer, through the preceding sequence of reintbrcers (if

they were successive confirmations), to much larger long-term aggregations of

reinfbrcers. Neither a completely molar approach, nor a completely local one,

satisf-actorily captures all aspects of performance in either of the present sets of

experiments. These problems, in addition to those shown previously (e.g., Alsop &

Elliffe, 1986; Davison, 1988; Davison & Hogsden, 1984; Davison & Jones, 1998;

Elliffe & Alsop, 1996; Logue & Chavarro, 1987) mean that the GML is not tenable as

an explanatory model of choice behaviour.

5.3 Local models ofper/brmance.

No formal attempt to fit any of the models outlined in Chapter 2 to the present

data has been made. At this stage, it seems that the best approach is to focus on the

collection of detailed data rather than the development of quantitative models to

describe or explain the data that have been collected so far. Each of the models

outlined had failed to account for at least one existing data set, with the exception of

the Davison and Baum (2000) accumulator model. That model, however, failed to

predict the results of Experiment la of the present thesis with a single set of parameter

values. Moreover. f'ew existing models can easily integrate the effects of reinforcer

magnitude, and as yet the interaction between reinfbrcer frequency and reinforcer

magnitude has not been examined at lower levels of analysis, nor have variables such

as reintbrcer delay and response arduousness. Once detailed data have been collected

and examined tbllowing variations of at least some of these parameters, a better idea
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of some of the requirements fbr a more complete model of concurrent-schedule

pertbrmance can be identified.

The present research provides some indication of the f'eatures that will be

required by such a model, but many issues such as those outlined above remain to be

addressed. It seems clear that a model of concurrent-schedule performance must

involve more than one process (see, fbr example, Davis & Staddon, 1990; Landon &

Davison, 2001). Behaviour is, to some extent, sensitive to local reinforcer

contingencies, as has been shown throughout the present thesis. Any quantitative

model must predict the transient movements in preference following a reinforcer

delivery. However, these transient movemsnts were clearly affected by more molar

contingencies: They were longer following a reinforcer obtained at the higher

reinforcer-rate alternative: and successive reinforcers obtained at that alternative had

cumulative effects following a transition (Experiment t). The local process allowed

preference to become relatively extreme following a sequence of confirming

reinforcers. In both experiments, however, a disconfirming reinlbrcer reverted

preference to a level that approximated the molar reinforcer ratio. This firrther

suggests that any local control was limited by more molar contingencies, and that an

updating of the more molar process and resetting of the more local one perhaps

occured when a disconfirming reinforcer wz$ obtained. How extreme preference

became following a sequence of coniirming reinforcers was also inlluenced by more

molar tactors; as Figures 3.57 and 5.1 showed, preference became more extreme

following the same sequence of reinforcers as their frequency increased. In addition,

the documented eftbct of overall reintbrcer rate (Alsop & Elliffe, 1988; Davison &

Baumo 2000; Dreyfus. 1991; Elliftb & Alsop, 1996) has to be accommodated. It

remains possible that overall reinlbrcer magnitude has a similar efflect. This is
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suggested by the more extreme pref'erences evident as overail reinforcer magnitude

was increased (Davison & Hogsden, 1984), and the linear relationship evident

between log response ratios and log reinforcer magnitude ratios when overall

reintbrcer magnitude was held constant (Figure 4.8).

Thus, it seems that more than a single process is required to account for

behaviour. If the accumulation approach (Davis et al. 1993; Davison & Baum,2000)

is to be pursued, it is likely that at least three separate but interacting accumulators

would be required: A short-tenn process tracking each successive reinfbrcer delivery

and perhaps being re-set when sequences of conlirming reinforcers are broken; a

medium-term process perhaps updated when sequences of confirming reinforcers are

broken; and, an even longer-term process containing very large aggrcgations of

reinforcers. Howeveg exactly how the effects of reinforcer magnitude would be

accommodated by such an approach is not yet clear. A more thorough investigation

of the effects of variations in reinforcer magnitude using the Belke and Heyman

(1994) procedure would be useful in this regard.

It remains possible that the processes in operation iue more dynamic or fluid in

nature than can be achieved by proposing the existence ofdiscrete processes operating

at different levels. To some extent, this is evident in the investigation of the effects of

reinforcer magnitude presented here (Experiment 2b). Control by reinforcer

magnitude seemed very similar to control by reinforcer frequency when GML

analyses and behaviour in inter-reinforcer intervals were examined. However,

reinforcer-by-reinforcer analyses showed that the efFects of reinlbrcer rates and

reinfbrcer magnitudes ditfered. These inconsistencies were understandable, but

highlight the differences between the two independent variables and how results can

appear similar at one level of analysis, but very different at another.
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It is possible that the etl-ects of reintbrcer magnitude were not due to the same

molar processes as the etl-ects of differences in reinfbrcer ffequency. In both cases the

eft'ects of a given reintbrcer were dependent on the context in which they were

obtained. When reinfbrcer fiequency was varied, a reinlbrcer was obtained in the

context of more or less frequent reinfbrcers spaced over time at the other alternative.

When reintbrcer magnitude was varied, larger or smaller reinforcers being available at

the other altemative provided the context. Thus, an estimate of relative reinfbrcer

magnitude would not necessarily require the same extended expostue to a particular

condition, as would an estimate of relative frequency of reintbrcement. Therefore,

control by reinforcer magnitude might be expected to develop in a ditTerent manner

liom control by reinforcer frequency.

To reiterate, it would be premature at this stage to focus on the development of

a quantitative model to account for the present results. A retum to hrndamental

examinations of concurrent-schedule performance is recommended, coupled with

further detailed data collection. What is clear is that any model of concurrent-

schedule performance must take account of both short- and long-term ef'fects of

individual reinforcers and aggregations of reinforcers by some integration of

processes that operate at multiple levels.

5.4 Levels of anolysis

The present experiments did not directly try to identifo the appropriate level of

analysis to study behaviour. However, as Nevin (1984) suggested, the most

satist'actory answer to that question remains Skinner's (1938) suggestion that the best

level is that at which the results are orderly and repeatable. So tar, that level has been

at a molar level. Nevin argued that the "possibility that molar relations of this sort
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may prove to be derivative tiom more local processes does nothing to diminish their

value as ways to summarise and integrate data" (p. 431). This view remains tnre. but

the present thesis has also demonstrated orderly and repeatable results at lower levels

of analysis. It could, theretbre, be similarly argued that there is just as much if not

more value in using more local analyses to summarise and integrate data.

It is still possible that regularities could be evident at even lower levels of

analysis, or when the data are examined in a different way. Some researchers have

suggested closer inspection of visits or residence times (Baum et al., 1999), others

have suggested the possible emergence of new response classes that would confbrm to

matching (e.g-, Herrnstein, 1982; Heyman &Tarz,1995). The latter might exist, but

the analyses of behaviour in inter-reinforcer intervals presented here question the

suggestion that they always conform to matching. It is either the case that soon after

reinforcement these response classes overmatch, and then later in inter-reinforcer

intervals they undermatch, or, that the response class changes with time since

reinfbrcement. [t remains, howevero that despite the orderly results at these varying

levels of analysis, no single analysis or process is likely to be sutficient to account for

all aspects of concurrent-schedule performance. Such an account requires integration

of effects occurring at multiple levels.

General Discussion

Experiment I extended on research reported by Davison and Baum (2000),

and Experiment 2 showed that the local efl'ects of reinfbrcers identified by Davison

and Baum were also present steady-state concurrent-schedule performance.

Previously, researchers investigating behaviour in changeable conditions had been

limited to examining behaviour when reinlbrcer ratios were changed between sessions

5.J
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either every few sessions (Davison & Hunter, 1979), or every session (Hunter &

Davisorl 1985: Schotreld & Davison, 1997). Others had investigated behaviour when

a single change in reinforcer ratios occurred within a session that tbllowed several

sessions in which the reinlbrcer ratio was unchanged (Bailey & Mazur, 1990; Mazur,

1992;1995; 1996:1997; Mazur & Ratti, l99l). Dreyfus (1991) ananged more than

one change in reintbrcer ratios per session, but interpretation of his results is clouded

by the fact that those changes always occurred at the same time during a session.

opening the possibility that to some degree behaviour could have come under the

control of elapsed session-time.

Taken together, the research suggested that regular and quantifiable changes

occur in behaviour during tansitions between steady states. Additionally, previous

reinforcers, both those obtained in previous sessions and those obtained in the present

session, exert some control over behaviour. The degree of control by previous

reinforcer ratios is affected by the frequency of environmental change. For instance,

Davison and Hunter (1979) found control exerted by a previous session's reinforcer

ratio three or four sessions after a change when the reintbrcer ratio was changed every

six sessions. At the other extreme, Davison and Baum (2000) found control by the

previous-component reinforcer ratio five or six reinforcers into a new component, and

no effect of component length on behaviour. The size of a change in reinforcer ratios

seemed to have no efl'ect on the rate of behavioural change (Schotield & Davison,

1997). In contrast, a higher overall rate of reinforcement consistently resulted in

behaviour changing more quickly (Davison & Baum, 2000; Dreyfus, 1991; Mazur,

t9e7).

Consistent with Davison and Baum (2000), the present thesis showed that

individual reintbrcers had regular effects on behaviour. However, like Mazur (1997),
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the present data suggested that the effect of an individual reinfbrcer wux dependent on

the context in which it was obtained. In Experiment l, the elTect was greater when

the range of reintbrcer ratios was greater, it was also greater when the range of

reintbrcer ratios was the same but there was less variation in them. At a lower level

of analysis, the etfect was larger if that reinforcer tbllowed a sequence of reinlbrcers

obtained at the same alternative. As has been discussed, these results implied that

control was more complex than could be achieved by proposing the existence of a

single process operating at one level. Nonetheless, the present rssearch demonstrated

again that orderly and quantifiable changes occur in behaviour during periods of

transition. Moreover, that when sufficient data are collected, orderly and quantitiable

effects of individual reinforcers and sequences of reintbrcers were also evident.

The data from Experiment I suggest that some molar control over responding

was present in addition to the local effects of reinforcers. Analyses at different levels

provided converging evidence suggesting that this may have been driven by the

changing frequencies of sequences of successive confrming reinforcers. There are

many ways of differentiating between the different reinforcer ratio anangements used

in Experiment 1 (and in Experiment 2). But the regularities evident in reinforcer-by-

reinforcer analyses (Figures 3.4,3.5,3.23,3.39,3.40, and 3.41'), the cumulative

effects of successive confirming reinfbrcers on behaviour seen in inter-reinforcer

intervals (e.g., Figures3.24 to 3.26), and the regularity evident at a more molar level

(Figure 3.57) suggested that the occurrence of these sequences was central in

producing the present results, and warrant further direct investigation to ascertain their

importance in concurrent-schedule pertbrmance. Additionally, Experiment lc

showed that when the distributions of arranged reinforcer ratios were asymmetrical

(with or without a range of variation), there was a general movement in behaviour
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towards the higher reinfbrcer-rate alternative. This etfect too was probably driven by

the high tiequency of sequences of successive contirming reinforcers in those

conditions (see Figure 3.57).

Experiment 2a showed that very similar local effects of reinfbrcers were also

present in steady-state concurrent-schedule performance. The major etl'ects of

individual reinfbrcers seen in Experiment 1 were also evident in Experiment 2a. as

was the regularity of behaviour with respect to sequences of successive confirmations

(see Figure 5.1). Indeed. Conditions 25 to 28 of Experiment lc produced data very

similar to those from Experiment 2a. Thus, the approach taken to studying behaviour

by Davison and Baum (2000), and in Experiment l, was validated as useful in

identifying processes present in standard steady-state behaviour. The degree of

similarity between behaviour in the two procedures was gxeat, and it seems that in

addition to providing data on how steady-state preferences develop, the Belke and

Heyman (1994) procedure might be a viable altemative to steady-state procedures in

some situations. Thus, in such cases the time frame required for data collection could

be greatly reduced.

As noted earlier, Davison and Baum (2002) reported a drift towards

indifference during unsignaled periods of extinction. Myerson and Hale (1988)

investigated the transition between concurrent VI VI schedules and unsignaled

extinction. They showed that preference remained unchanged over six to twelve

sessions of extinction. In contrast. Nevin (1969) reported a drift towards indiflerence

over ten sessions of unsignaled extinction in a discrete-trials concurrent-schedule

procedure. Myerson and Hale suggested the two procedures were fundamentally

dillerent in that a discrete-trials procedure by its very nature includes periods ol

signaled extinction. Davison and Baum. thus, reasoned that the blackouts they
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arranged between components were also periods of unsignaled extinction, and thus

their results were consistent with Myerson and Hale's explanation, and both previous

sets of data. Moreover. as would be expected. Davison and Baum also observed a

drift towards indifference in inter-reinforcer intervals (as was the oase here in

Experiments I a and I b during inter-reinfbrcer intervals). However, Experiments I c

and 2a suggest another possibility. The drift to indifTerence reported by Davison and

Baum could have been a result of their sessional reinforcer ratio having always been

I : l. That is, it could be due to control by the sessional reinibrcer ratio, and thus

consistent with Myerson and Hale, and the present experiments. A simple replication

of their procedure with asymmetrical distributions of reinforcer ratios (as per

Experiment lc) would address this question.

If the drift towards indift-erence reported by Davison and Baum (2002) and

evident in Experiments la and lb of the present thesis were due to the sessional

reinfbrcer ratio being I : 1 , the question remains; why did Nevin's ( I 969) results

differ? The present research, particularly with respect to the role of sequences of

conlirrning reinibrcers, suggests his result could have been due to his schedule

arrangement. Nevin used independent concurrent VI l-min VI 3-min schedules. The

VI l-min schedule consisted of eleven arithmetically spaced intervals from l0 s to

I l0 s. The VI 3-min schedule consisted of nine arithmetically spaced intervals from

l0 s to 350 s. Nevin showed that the obtained reinforcer ratio closely approximated

the arranged one. The nature of his schedules meant they would have consisted of

many fewer sequences of successive confirming reinforcers than Experiment 2a and

the others considered (Myerson and Hale. 1988 did not specif how their schedules

were constructed). A simulation of Nevin's procedure was arranged using the same

arithmetic intervals, but using variable-time schedules. This provided a reasonable
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approximation of Nevin's actual procedure. given the close approximation to the

arranged reintbrcer ratio he demonstrated (see Nevin's Table I ). In the simulation.

the intervals were selected randomly without replacement trom a list. rather than

being presented repeatedly in the same order.

REINFORCERS AT RICHER ALTERNATIVE

SEOUENCE LENGTH

Figure 5.2. The proportions of all possible sequences of reinforcers of one to eight
reintbrcers in length that were sequences of successive confirming reinforcers
obtained at the alternative providing the higher rate of reinlbrcement in Condition 3

(1:3) of Experiment 2a, and a simulation of Nevin's (1969) procedure.

Figure 5.2 shows the proportions of all sequences of various lengths that were

sequences of successive confirming reinforcers in the simulation of Nevin's (1969)

procedure, and the equivalent condition from Experiment 2a (Condition 3, l:3). It is

evident that the present procedure, in which a single schedule was used and

reintbrcers were assigned probabilistically to the alternatives. resulted in a much

higher frequency of sequences of confirming reintbrcers. The present thesis has

established that pref'erences difl'er as the fiequency of these sequences changes
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(Figures 3.57 and 5.1). It is theretbre plausible that Nevin's result could have differed

due to the lower tiequency with which these sequences occurred. Moreover, the

present results, and this analysis, suggest that closer attention should be paid to the

distributions ofsequences ofreinforcers that occur given different concurrent-

schedule procedures. If the same reinforcer ratio is arranged, but a higher frequency

of sequences of contirming reintbrcers occur, it would be expected that sensitivity to

reinforcement would increase because pret'erences will be both more extreme and at

those more extreme levels more often, when such sequences occur more frequently.

Indeed, the schedule arrangement used In Experiment2a here could have contributed

to the values of sensitivity to reinforcement that were slightly higher than those

commonly reported (Baum, I979;Taylor & Davison, 1983; Wearden & Burgess,

1e82).

The suggestion above might also be useful in interpreting the differing results

reported by Alsop and Elliffe (1988) and Elliffe and Alsop (1996). Alsop and Elliffe

showed sensitivity to reinforcement increased monotonically when separate

concunent arithmetic schedules were used and the overall rate of reinforcement was

increased. Ellifte and Alsop found a more complex relationship when a single

exponential schedule was used, and reinforcers were allocated probabilistically to the

two alternatives (as with Experiment 2 of the present thesis), but they fbund generally

higher values of sensitivity to reinforcement.

Ellitfe and Alsop (1996) reasoned that this latter effect might be due to

arithmetic schedules placing limits on the shortest possible inter-reinforcer intervals,

while the exponential schedules were limited only by the sarnpling interval (typically

I s). To examine this, they arranged hybrid exponential schedules in which the

sampling interval was l/12 of the mean interval, thus the schedules were exponential
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but contained this particular tbature of arithmetic schedules. This iurangement

returned to using two separate schedules to arrange reinfbrcers, and sensitivity values

were obtained that were lower than those <lbtained using exponential schedules.

Clearly this suggests that the shortest inter-reintbrcer intervals were important.

However, by retuming to using two separate schedules a lower frequency of

sequences of successive confirming reinforcers would have occurred. The present

data suggest that this too could have resulted in lowered values of sensitivity to

reinforcement.

Where it is possible, it might be useful to review concurrent-schedule research

re-classiffing procedures in terms of the hequency with which they arranged

sequences of confirming reinforcers. The present thesis suggests that these sequences

are important in determining the short- and longer-term effects of reinforcers in

concurrent schedules. Thus, classifuing procedwes in terms of a molar measure such

as the relative frequency of reinforcement might be less than ideal- As Figure 5.2

shows, two procedwes in which the same relative frequencies of reinforcement were

arranged can differ substantially when examined at more local levels. These

differences might to some extent provide a viable means of holding the reinforcer

ratio constant, and varying the frequency of sequences of successive confirming

reinforcers. However, there seems no obvious means of probabilistically allocating

reinfbrcers from a single schedule (exponential or arithmetic), and arranging a

difference in the shortest possible inter-reinforcer intenals. Clearly though, a

systematic manipulation of the frequencies of sequences of confirming reinforcers

with the relative frequency of reinlorcement held constant would be useful in

examining more closely the role of such sequences in determining the short- and

longer-term efl'ects of reintbrcers.



5.6 Conclusions

The present research has coniirmed that the frequently changing procedure

used by Davison and Baum (2000) (see Belke & Heyman,1994) provides a means tbr

examining behaviour at a resolution not previously possible. The local etfects of

reinlbrcers shown by Davison and Baum were fbund to change as the distribution of

within-session changes in reinfbrcer ratios was manipulated. This research extended

the earlier work described in Chapter 2 that had examined behaviour in conditions

which varied more foequently than traditional steady-state approaches. That research

was largely limited to single within- or between-session changes in reinfbrcer ratios.

Additionally, it was shown that the local effects of reinforcers in this procedure were

also affected by more molar contingencies.

These findings led to the obvious question of whether they were unique to

frequently changing procedures, or are also present in conventional steady-state

concurrent-schedule performance. Experiment 2 showed that the local effects of

reinforcers, and the interacting control by more molar contingencies, were indeed

similar to those seen in a standard steady-state procedure. Thus, the present thesis

suggests a need for some re-evaluation of how conculrent-schedule perfbrmance is

viewed. The assumption that behaviour is solely controlled by long-term

aggregations of reinforcers can be dismissed. However, this must be tempered with

the knowledge that long-term aggregations of reinforcers remain important in

accounting fbr concurrent-schedule pertbrmance, as do individual reinforcers and

specitic sequences of reinfbrcers.

The research outlined in Chapter 2 suggested that as environments changed

more quickly behavioural control became more local in nature. As discussed above, it

had been generally assumed that in steady-state concurrent schedules behaviour was
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controlled by large aggregations of reintbrcers. Davison and Hunter (1979) showed

that when a change in reintbrcer ratios was iuranged every six sessions, control by the

previous reinibrcer ratio was evident three or fbur sessions after the change.

Schofield and Davison (1997) showed that when the changes occuned every session,

and sufficient training was given, no control was evident by the previous-session's

reinforcer ratio. Davison and Baum (2000) apparently identified a limit to these

changes when they tbund no effect of component length using the same procedure as

used in Experiment t here. However, Experiment I of the present thesis showed that

the effects of individual reinforcers on behaviour did change when the distributions of

within-session changes in reinforcer ratios changed- In addition, Experiment I

showed evidence of some longer-term aggregations of reinforcers exerting control

over behaviour in a frequently changing procedure. Moreover, Experiment 2a

showed that steady-state concurrent-schedule performance showed clear evidence of

both short- and long-term effects of reinforcers in a steady-state procedure. Thus, it

seems tha! irrespective of the procedure used, both short- and longer-term effects of

reinforcers and aggregations of reinforcers can be identified when the appropriate data

are collected.

The present research suggests that sequences of confirming reinforcers may be

central, and that longer-term aggregations or estimates might be updated following the

delivery of a disconfirming reinforcer. This could be commensurate to some extent

with the idea that reinforcers themselves might acquire discriminative properties

(Chapter 2). It should be possible to alter the frequency with which sequences of

conlirming reintbrcers occur independently (to some extent) of the reinfbrcer ratio

(see previous section). Such a procedure would examine with more precision the role

of sequences of contirming reintbrcers. Across all experiments in the present thesis,
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there was evidence of control exerted over behaviour at uncommonly long inter-

reinfbrcer intervals by the molar. or sessional, reinfbrcer ratio. Evidence of longer-

term control has been reported previously at more molar levels of analysis when

behaviour following a transition was examined in procedures that changed less

hequently than Experiment I (e.g., Davison & Hunter,1979; Hunter & Davison 1985;

Mazur, 1995; 1996; 1997). but not at such a local level. The suggestion here is that

this longer-term control might also have been driven by the tiequency of sequences of

confirming reinforcers. Thus, if this liequency can be varied independently of the

reinforcer ratio, differences should be evident in the stable levels of behaviour in long

inter-reinforcer intervals.

Given that some reasonably basic assumptions about the variables controlling

choice behaviour in concurrent schedules have been questioned by the present

research, there is a need to continue with the approach exemplified in Experiment 2.

More detailed data should be collected using steady-state concurrent-schedule

procedures with a variety of schedule arrangements used. The present results are

generally consistent with Mazur's (1997) conclusion that the eftbct of an individual

reinforcer is dependent on the context in which it is obtained. However, a more

precise definition of exactly what constitutes this context is required. To investigate

the possibility that the effects of reinforcers are contextual, simple procedures could

be arranged in which the reinforcer rate or magnitude at one alternative is held

constant, while the rate or magnitude of reinforcement is varied at the other

alternative. The context may differ between reinforcer rate and reinforcer magnitude.

With respect to reintbrcer magnitude, it is reasonably straighttbrward as little or no

sampling over a larger time period is required. Provided discrimination is accurate, a

reinforcer obtained at each alternative may be sutlicient fbr the context to be apparent.
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However, a reintbrcer at one alternative can only be more fi-equent in the contefi of

reinfbrcers at the other alternative when both are sampled over some time fiame.

Thus, the etTect of local variations must be examined closely, and again arranging

different frequencies of runs of conlirming reinlbrcers with the same reinlbrcer ratio

would be a useful way of investigating this.

Additionally, as has been suggested earlier, detailed data should be collected

when both reinfbrcer frequency and reinfbrcer magnitude are manipulated. As more

data are collected, the focus should move to other independent variables such as delay

of reinforcement and response arduousness. Unfortunately, such detailed data

collection is a slow process, and somewhat repetitive given the extensive history of

investigating concrurent-schedule performance. However, culTent technology means

that data can be exarnined at lower levels than has been previously possible. Future

investigations of this type may redefine more precisely how concurrent-schedule

performance should be viewed, and contribute to a better understanding of the

variables that control behaviour and how thev interact.
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